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               Video Overview 

Chapter 1 

In an Instant

        ●    Video Defi nitions  
      ●    Video Today 
      ●    Video Data  
      ●    Video Timing 

      ●    Video Resolution  
      ●    Video and Audio Compression  
      ●    Other Video Applications 
     ●   Standards Organizations

         Video Defi nitions 

   Although there are many variations and implementation techniques, video signals 
are just a way of transferring visual information from one point to another. The 
information may be from a VCR, DVD player, a channel on the local broadcast, 
cable television, or satellite system, the Internet, cell phone, MP3 player, or one 
of many other sources. Invariably, the video information must be transferred from 
one device to another. It could be from a satellite set-top box or DVD player to a 
television. Or it could be from one chip to another inside the satellite set-top box 
or television. Although it seems simple, there are many different requirements, 
and therefore many different ways of doing it. 

   This book will cover the engineering essentials of this important technology. 
First we’ll define some video terms and concepts. 

   A color space is a mathematical representation for a color. Initially video con-
tained only gray scale, or black-and-white, information. When color broadcasts 
were being developed, attempts were made to transmit color video using RGB 
(red, green, blue) color space data, but that technique occupied too much band-
width so other alternative color spaces were developed. They will be covered in 
more detail in Chapter 2. 

    Component video is video using three separate color components, such as 
YCbCr (digital), YPbPr (analog), or R’G’B ’ (digital or analog). Composite video  
uses a single signal to contain color, brightness and timing information. 

   Compression is an important part of video technology.  MPEG stands for 
Moving Picture Experts Group, an international standards group that develops 
various compression algorithms. MPEG video compression takes advantage of the 
redundancy on a frame by frame basis of a normal video sequence. There are sev-
eral different MPEG standards which we’ll cover in later chapters.       
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    VIDEO TODAY 

   A few short years ago, the applications for video were somewhat confined—
analog video technology was used for broadcast and cable television, VCRs, 
set-top boxes, televisions, and camcorders. Since then, there has been a tre-
mendous and rapid conversion to digital video, mostly based on the MPEG-2 
video compression standard. 

   The average consumer now uses digital video every day thanks to continu-
ing falling costs. This trend has led to the development of DVD players and 
recorders, digital set-top boxes, digital television (DTV), portable video play-
ers, and the ability to use the Internet for transferring video data. Equipment 
for the consumer has also become more sophisticated, supporting a much 
wider variety of content and interconnectivity. Today we have: 

●       HD DVD and Blu-ray Players and Recorders . In addition to playing 
CDs and DVDs, these advanced HD players also support the playback of 
MPEG-4.10 (H.264), and SMPTE 421       M (VC-1) content. Some include an 
Ethernet connection to enable content from a PC or media server to be eas-
ily enjoyed on the television.  

●       Digital Media Adapters . These small, low-cost boxes use an Ethernet or 
802.11 connection to enable content from a PC or media server to be eas-
ily enjoyed on any television. Playback of MPEG-2, MPEG-4.10 (H.264), 
SMPTE 421       M (VC-1), and JPEG content is typically supported.  

●       Digital Set-Top Boxes.  Cable and satellite set-top boxes are now including 
digital video recorder (DVR) capabilities, allowing viewers to enjoy con-
tent at their convenience. Use of MPEG-4.10 (H.264) and SMPTE 421       M 
(VC-1) now enables more channels of content and reduces the chance of 
early product obsolescence.  

●       Digital Televisions (DTV).  In addition to the tuners and decoders being incor-
porated inside the television, some also include the digital media adapter 
capability. Support for viewing on-line video content is also growing. 

●       IPTV Set-Top Boxes.  These low-cost set-top boxes are gaining popularity in 
regions that have high-speed DSL and FTTH (fiber to the home) available. 
Use of MPEG-4.10 (H.264) and SMPTE 421       M (VC-1) reduces the chance 
of early product obsolescence.  

●       Portable Media Players . Using an internal hard disc drive (HDD), these 
players connect to the PC via USB or 802.11 network for downloading 
a wide variety of content. Playback of MPEG-2, MPEG-4.10 (H.264), 
SMPTE 421       M (VC-1). and JPEG content is typically supported.  

●       Mobile Video Receivers . Being incorporated into cell phones, MPEG-4.10 
(H.264) and SMPTE 421       M (VC-1) is used to transmit a high-quality video 
signal. Example applications are the DMB, DVB-H and DVB-SH standards.    

   There are many engineering challenges faced when incorporating video 
into today’s product designs. Implementing real-world solutions is not easy, 
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and many engineers have little knowledge or experience in this area. This book 
is a quick-start guide for those charged with the task of understanding and 
implementing video features into next-generation designs.  

    VIDEO DATA 

   Initially, video contained only gray-scale (also called black-and-white) infor-
mation. While color broadcasts were being developed, attempts were made to 
transmit color video using analog RGB (red, green, blue) data. However, this 
technique occupied three times more bandwidth than the gray-scale solution, 
so alternate methods were developed that led to using Y, R–Y, and G–Y data 
to represent color information, where Y represents the luma  (black-and-white 
part), and R–Y and G–Y represent color difference signals made by subtract-
ing the Y from the red and blue components. A technique was then developed 
to transmit this Y, R–Y, and G–Y information using one signal, instead of three 
separate signals, and in the same bandwidth as the original gray-scale video 
signal.

   Today, even though there are many ways of representing color video 
(R�G�B� , YIQ, YCbCr, YPbPr, YUV, and others are covered in Chapter 2), 
they are still all related mathematically to RGB. 

S-Video  was developed for connecting consumer equipment together (it is 
not used for broadcast purposes). It is a set of two analog signals, one gray-
scale (Y) and one that carries the analog R–Y and B–Y color information in a 
specific format (also called C or chroma). Once available only for S-VHS, it is 
now supported on most consumer video products. 

   Although always used by the professional video market, analog RGB 
video data has made a temporary comeback for connecting high-end consumer 
equipment together. Like S-Video, it is not used for broadcast purposes.

        Insider Info      

    A variation of the Y, R–Y, and G–Y video signals, called YPbPr, is now commonly 
used for connecting consumer video products together. Its primary advantage is 
the ability to transfer high-definition video between consumer products. Some 
manufacturers incorrectly label the YPbPr connectors YUV, YCbCr, or Y(B-Y) (R-Y).       

    Digital Video 

   The most common digital signals used are RGB and YCbCr. RGB is simply 
the digitized version of the analog RGB video signals. YCbCr is basically the 
digitized version of the analog YPbPr video signals, and is the format used by 
DVD and digital television.   
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    Technology Trade-offs 
   There is always the question of  “ What is the best connection method for equip-
ment? ”  For DVD players and digital cable/satellite/terrestrial set-top boxes, the 
typical order of decreasing video quality is: 

1.   HDMI (digital YCbCr) 
2.   HDMI (digital RGB) 
3.   Analog YPbPr 
4.   Analog RGB 
5.   Analog S-Video 
6.   Analog Composite 

  Some will disagree about the order. However, most consumer products do 
digital video processing in the YCbCr color space. Therefore, using YCbCr as 
the interconnect for equipment reduces the number of color space conversions 
required. Color space conversion of digital signals is still preferable to D/A (digital-
to-analog) conversion followed by A/D (analog-to-digital) conversion, hence 
the positioning of HDMI RGB above analog YPbPr. The computer industry has 
standardized on analog and digital RGB for connecting to the computer monitor. 

    VIDEO TIMING 

   Although it looks like video is continuous motion, it is actually a series of still 
images, changing fast enough that it looks like continuous motion, as shown 
in  Figure 1.1   . This typically occurs 50 or 60 times per second for consumer 
video, and 70–90 times per second for computer displays. Special timing infor-
mation, called vertical sync , is used to indicate when a new image is starting. 

TIME
IMAGE  2

IMAGE  3
IMAGE  4

IMAGE  1

FIGURE 1.1      Video is composed of a series of still images. Each image is composed of indi-
vidual lines of data    .
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   Each still image is also composed of  scan lines , lines of data that occur 
sequentially one after another down the display, as shown in  Figure 1.1 .
Additional timing information, called horizontal sync , is used to indicate when 
a new scan line is starting. 

   The vertical and horizontal sync information is usually transferred in one 
of three ways: 

1.   Separate horizontal and vertical sync signals  
2.   Separate composite sync signal  
3.   Composite sync signal embedded within the video signal 

   The composite sync signal is a combination of both vertical and horizontal 
sync.

HORIZONTAL
SCANNING

VERTICAL
SCANNING

...

FIGURE 1.2       Progressive displays  “ paint ”  the lines of an image consecutively one after another    .

        Insider Info      

    Computer and consumer equipment that uses analog RGB video usually uses 
technique 1 or 2. Consumer equipment that supports composite video or analog 
YPbPr video usually uses technique 3. For digital video, either technique 1 is com-
monly used or timing code words are embedded within the digital video stream.       

    Interlaced vs. Progressive 

   Since video is a series of still images, it makes sense to simply display each 
full image consecutively, one after another. 

   This is the basic technique of  progressive , or noninterlaced, displays. 
For progressive displays that  “ paint ”  an image on the screen, such as a CRT, 
each image is displayed starting at the top left corner of the display, moving 
to the right edge of the display. The scanning then moves down one line, and 
repeats scanning left-to-right. This process is repeated until the entire screen is 
refreshed, as seen in  Figure 1.2   . 
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  In the early days of television, a technique called  interlacing  was developed 
to reduce the amount of information sent for each image. By transferring the odd-
numbered lines, followed by the even-numbered lines (as shown in  Figure 1.3   ), 
the amount of information sent for each image was halved. Today, most broad-
casts (including HDTV) are still transmitted as interlaced. Most CRT-based 
displays are still interlaced while LCD, plasma, and computer displays are 
progressive.

HORIZONTAL
SCANNING

FIELD  1
VERTICAL
SCANNING

HORIZONTAL
SCANNING

FIELD  2

... ...

FIGURE 1.3      Interlaced displays  “ paint ”  first one-half of the image (odd lines), then the other 
half (even lines)    .

        FAQs      

    Given the advantage of interlacing, why bother to use progressive?  

   With interlace, each scan line is refreshed half as often as it would be if it were a 
progressive display. Therefore, to avoid line flicker on sharp edges due to a too-low 
frame rate, the line-to-line changes are limited, essentially by vertically lowpass fil-
tering the image. A progressive display has no limit on the line-to-line changes, so 
it is capable of providing a higher-resolution image (vertically) without flicker.        

    VIDEO RESOLUTION 

   Video resolution is one of those  “ fuzzy ”  things in life. It is common to see 
video resolutions quoted as “ 720      �      480 ”  or  “ 1920      �      1080. ”  However, those 
are just the number of horizontal samples and vertical scan lines, and do not 
necessarily convey the amount of useful information. 

   For example, an analog video signal can be sampled at 13.5       MHz to gener-
ate 720 samples per line. Sampling the same signal at 27       MHz would generate 
1440 samples per line. However, only the number of samples per line has 
changed, not the resolution of the content. 

   Therefore, video is usually measured using lines of resolution. In essence, 
this is how many distinct black and white vertical lines can be seen across the 
display. This number is then normalized to a 1:1 display aspect ratio (dividing 
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the number by 3/4 for a 4:3 display, or by 9/16 for a 16:9 display). (Of course, 
this results in a lower value for widescreen (16:9) displays, which goes against 
intuition.)

    Standard-Defi nition 

Standard-definition  video is usually defined as having 480 or 576 interlaced 
active scan lines, and is commonly called  “ 480i ”  and  “ 576i, ”  respectively. 

   For a fixed-pixel (non-CRT) consumer display with a 4:3 aspect ratio, 
this translates into an active resolution of 720      �      480i or 720      �      576i. For 
a 16:9 aspect ratio, this translates into an active resolution of 960      �      480i or 
960      �      576i.  

    Enhanced-Defi nition 

Enhanced-definition  video is usually defined as having 480 or 576 progressive 
active scan lines, and is commonly called  “ 480p ”  and  “ 576p, ”  respectively. 

   For a fixed-pixel (non-CRT) consumer display with a 4:3 aspect ratio, 
this translates into an active resolution of 720      �      480       p or 720      �      576       p. For 
a 16:9 aspect ratio, this translates into an active resolution of 960      �      480       p or 
960      �      576       p. 

   The difference between standard and enhanced definition is that standard-
definition is interlaced, while enhanced-definition is progressive.  

    High-Defi nition 

High-definition  video is usually defined as having 720 progressive (720       p) or 
1080 interlaced (1080i) active scan lines. For a fixed-pixel (non-CRT) con-
sumer display with a 16:9 aspect ratio, this translates into an active resolution 
of 1280      �      720       p or 1920      �      1080i, respectively. 

   However, HDTV displays are technically defined as being capable of dis-
playing a minimum of 720       p or 1080i active scan lines. They also must be 
capable of displaying 16:9 content using a minimum of 540 progressive (540       p) 
or 810 interlaced (810i) active scan lines. This enables the manufacturing of 
CRT-based HDTVs with a 4:3 aspect ratio and LCD/plasma 16:9 aspect ratio 
displays with resolutions of 1024      �      1024       p, 1280      �      768       p, 1024      �      768       p, and 
so on, lowering costs. 

    VIDEO AND AUDIO COMPRESSION 

   The recent advances in consumer electronics, such as digital television, DVD 
players and recorders, digital video recorders, and so on, were made possible 
due to audio and video compression based largely on MPEG-2 video with 
Dolby® Digital, DTS®, MPEG-1, or MPEG-2 audio. 
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   MPEG-2 expanded on the original MPEG-1 video and audio compression 
to cover a much wider range of applications. The primary application targeted 
during the definition process was all-digital transmission of broadcast-quality 
video at bit-rates of 4 to 9 Mbps. However, MPEG-2 is useful for many other 
applications, such as HDTV, and now supports bit-rates of 1.5 to 60 Mbps. 

   MPEG-2 is an ISO standard that consists of eleven parts. As with MPEG-1, 
the compressed bitstreams implicitly define the decompression algorithms. 
The compression algorithms are up to the individual manufacturers, within the 
scope of the international standard. 

   Today, in addition to the legacy DV, MPEG-1, and MPEG-2 audio and 
video compression standards, there are three new high-performance video 
compression standards, which offer much higher video compression for a 
given level of video quality: 

●      MPEG-4.2       This video codec typically offers a 1.5 to 2 times improve-
ment in compression ratio over MPEG-2. However, this standard has 
never achieved widespread acceptance due to its complexity. Many simply 
decided to wait for the new MPEG-4.10 (H.264) video codec to become 
available.  

●      MPEG-4.10 (H.264)       This video codec typically offers a two to three times 
improvement in compression ratio over MPEG-2. Additional improvements 
in compression ratios and quality are expected as the encoder become bet-
ter and use more of the available tools that H.264 offers. H.264 is opti-
mized for implementing on low-cost single-chip solutions and has already 
been adopted by the DVB and ARIB.  

●      SMPTE 421       M (VC-1)       A competitor to MPEG-4.10 (H.264), this video 
codec also typically offers a two to three times improvement in compres-
sion ratios over MPEG-2. Again, additional improvements in compression 
ratios and quality are expected as the encoders become better.     

    OTHER VIDEO APPLICATIONS 

    DVD Players 

   In addition to playing DVDs (which are based on MPEG-2 video compres-
sion), DVD players are expected to handle MP3 and WMA audio, MPEG-4 
video (for DivX Video), JPEG images, and so on. Special playback modes 
such as slow/fast forward/reverse at various speeds are also expected. Support 
for DVD Audio and SACD is also popular. 

   A recent enhancement to DVD players is the ability to connect to a home 
network for playing content (music, video, pictures, etc.) residing on the PC. 
These “ networked DVD players ”  may also include the ability to play movies 
from the Internet and download content onto an internal hard disc drive (HDD) 
for later viewing. Support for playing audio, video, and pictures from a variety 
of flash-memory cards is also growing.
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        How It Works      
   Looking at a simplified block diagram helps envision how video flows through its vari-
ous operations.  Figure 1.4    is a simplified block diagram for a basic DVD player, show-
ing the common blocks. Today, all of this is on a single low-cost chip.       
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VIDEO ENCODE

RGB/YPBPR
HDMI

STEREO AUDIO
DAC

AUDIO L
AUDIO R

DIGITAL AUDIO
INTERFACE

5.1 DIGITAL AUDIO
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DECOMPRESS

(MPEG 2)

AUDIO
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(DOLBY DIGITAL
AND DTS)
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OVERLAYCSS
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PROGRAM
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CLOSED CAPTIONING, TELETEXT, WIDESCREEN VBI DATA

SCALING
BRIGHTNESS
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READ
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CPU
IR

INPUT

FIGURE 1.4       Simplified block diagram of a basic DVD player    .
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FIGURE 1.5       Simplified block diagram of a digital media adapter    .

    Digital Media Adapters 

   Digital media adapters connect to a home network for playing content (music, 
video, pictures, and so on) residing on a PC or media server. These small, low-
cost boxes enable content to be easily enjoyed on any or all televisions in the 
home. Many support optional wireless networking, simplifying installation.

        How It Works      
    Figure 1.5    is a simplified block diagram for a basic digital media adapter, showing the 
common blocks. Today, all of this is on a single low-cost chip.       
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    Digital Television Set-Top Boxes 

   The digital television standards fall into seven major categories: 

1.   ATSC (Advanced Television Systems Committee  
2.   DVB (Digital Video Broadcast)  
3.   ARIB (Association of Radio Industries and Businesses)  
4.   IPTV (including DVB and ARIB over IP)  
5.   Open digital cable standards, such as OpenCable  
6.   Proprietary digital cable standards  
7.   Proprietary digital satellite standards  

   Originally based on MPEG-2 video and Dolby® Digital or MPEG audio, 
they now support more advanced audio and video standards, such as MPEG-4 
HE-AAC audio, Dolby® Digital Plus audio, MPEG-4.10 (H.264) video, and 
SMPTE 421       M (VC-1) video.

        How It Works      
    Figure 1.6    is a simplified block diagram for a digital television set-top box, showing 
the common audio and video processing blocks. It is used to receive digital television 
broadcasts, from either terrestrial (over-the-air), cable, or satellite. A digital television 
may include this circuitry inside the television.      

   Many set-top boxes now include two tuners and digital video recorder 
(DVR) capability. This enables recording one program onto an internal HDD 
while watching another. Two tuners are also common in digital television 
receivers to support a picture-in-picture (PIP) feature. 

    STANDARDS ORGANIZATIONS 

   Many standards organizations, some of which are listed below, are involved in 
specifying video standards. 

   Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC) 
    (www.atsc.org   )

    Association of Radio Industries and Businesses (ARIB) 
 (   www.arib.or.jp   )

    Cable Television Laboratories 
(    www.cablelabs.com)   

    Consumer Electronics Associations (CEA) 
    (www.ce.org) 
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FIGURE 1.6       Simplified block diagram of a digital television set-top box.    
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    Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) 
    (www.dvb.org   )

    Electronic Industries Alliance (EIA) 
    (www.eia.org) 

    European Broadcasting Union (EBU) 
    (www.ebu.ch   )

    European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) 
    (www.etsi.org) 

    International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 
    (www.iec.ch   )

    Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 
    (www.ieee.org) 

    International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 
    (www.iso.org   )

    International Telecommunication Union (ITU) 
    (www.itu.int)   

    Society of Cable Telecommunications Engineers (SCTE) 
    (www.scte.org) 

    Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE) 
    (www.smpte.org) 

    Video Electronics Standards Association (VESA) 
    (www.vesa.org     )

    INSTANT SUMMARY 

   Implementing video on today’s emerging products is a complex and chal-
lenging problem. There are many different facets and requirements to master. 
These include: 

●      Color spaces 
●      Digital and analog variations 
●      Connections  
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●      Timing  
●      Resolution 
 –       Standard-definition 
 –       Enhanced-definition 
 –       High-definition 
●      Compression algorithms 
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     Color Spaces 

Chapter 2 

In an Instant

        ●    RGB Color Space  
      ●    YUV Color Space  
      ●    YIQ Color Space  
      ●    YCbCr Color Space  

      ●    HSI, HLS, and HSV Color Space  
      ●    Chromaticity Diagram  
      ●    Non-RGB Color Spaces  
     ●   Gamma Correction

    RGB COLOR SPACE 

   The red, green, and blue (RGB) color space is widely used for computer graph-
ics and displays. Red, green, and blue are three primary additive colors (meaning 
that individual components are added together to form a desired color) and are 
represented by a three-dimensional, Cartesian coordinate system ( Figure 2.1   ). 
The indicated diagonal of the cube, with equal amounts of each primary com-
ponent, represents various gray levels.  Table 2.1    contains the RGB values for 
100% amplitude, 100% saturated color bars, a common video test signal.  

    Technology Trade-offs 
    The RGB color space is the most prevalent choice for computer graphics 
because color displays use red, green, and blue to create the desired color. 
Therefore, the choice of the RGB color space simplifies the architecture and 

        Defi nitions      

   A color space is a mathematical representation of a set of colors. The three most 
popular color models are RGB (used in computer graphics); YIQ, YUV, or YCbCr 
(used in video systems); and CMYK (used in color printing). However, none of 
these color spaces is directly related to the intuitive notions of hue, saturation, and 
brightness. This resulted in the temporary pursuit of other models, such as HSI 
and HSV, to simplify programming, processing, and end-user manipulation. 

   All of the color spaces can be derived from the RGB information supplied by 
devices such as cameras and scanners.      
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design of the system. Also, a system that is designed using the RGB color 
space can take advantage of a large number of existing software routines, since 
this color space has been around for a number of years . 

    However, RGB is not very efficient when dealing with real-world images. 
All three RGB components need to be of equal bandwidth to generate any 
color within the RGB color cube. The result of this is a frame buffer that has 
the same pixel depth and display resolution for each RGB component. Also, 
processing an image in the RGB color space is usually not the most efficient 
method. For example, to modify the intensity or color of a given pixel, the 
three RGB values must be read from the frame buffer, the intensity or color 
calculated, the desired modifications performed, and the new RGB values cal-
culated and written back to the frame buffer. If the system had access to an 
image stored directly in the intensity and color format, some processing steps 
would be faster . 

   For these and other reasons, many video standards use luma and two color 
difference signals. The most common are the YUV, YIQ, and YCbCr 
color spaces. Although all are related, there are some differences.  

    YUV COLOR SPACE 

   The YUV color space is used by the PAL (Phase Alternation Line), NTSC 
(National Television System Committee), and SECAM (Sequentiel Couleur 

TABLE 2.1 100% RGB color bars

Nominal
Range

White Yellow Cyan Green Magenta Red Blue Black

R 0 to 255 255 255   0   0 255 255   0 0

G 0 to 255 255 255 255 255   0   0   0 0

B 0 to 255 255   0 255   0 255   0 255 0

RED

GREEN

WHITE

BLACK

BLUE

MAGENTA

CYAN

YELLOW

FIGURE 2.1 The RGB color cube.
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Avec Mémoire or Sequential Color with Memory) composite color video 
standards. The black-and-white system used only luma (Y) information; 
color information (U and V) was added in such a way that a black-and-white 
receiver would still display a normal black-and-white picture. Color receivers 
decoded the additional color information to display a color picture. 

   The basic equations to convert between gamma-corrected RGB (notated as 
R� G � B � —see the section titled Gamma Correction later in this chapter) and 
YUV are: 

Y R G B� � �0 299 0 587 0 114. . .� � �       

U R G B
 (B Y)

� � � �
� �

0 147 0 289 0 436
0 492

. . .
.

� � �
�       

V R G B
(R Y)

� � �
�

0 615 0 515 0 100
0 877

. . .

.
� � �
� −       

R Y V
G Y U V
B Y U

�
�
�

� �
� � �
� �

1 140
0 395 0 581
2 032

.
. .
.

   For digital R � G � B �  values with a range of 0–255, Y has a range of 0–255, 
U a range of 0 to � 112, and V a range of 0 to  � 157. These equations are usu-
ally scaled to simplify the implementation in an actual NTSC or PAL digital 
encoder or decoder. 

   Note that for digital data, 8-bit YUV and R � G � B �  data should be satu-
rated at the 0 and 255 levels to avoid underflow and overflow wrap-around 
problems.

        Insider Info      

   If the full range of (B � – Y) and (R � – Y) had been used, the composite NTSC and 
PAL levels would have exceeded what the (then current) black-and-white televi-
sion transmitters and receivers were capable of supporting. Experimentation 
determined that modulated subcarrier excursions of 20% of the luma (Y) signal 
excursion could be permitted above white and below black. The scaling factors 
were then selected so that the maximum level of 75% amplitude, 100% satura-
tion yellow and cyan color bars would be at the white level (100 IRE).       

    YIQ COLOR SPACE 

   The YIQ color space is derived from the YUV color space and is option-
ally used by the NTSC composite color video standard. (The “ I ”  stands for 
“ in-phase ”  and the  “ Q ”  for  “ quadrature, ”  which is the modulation method used 
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to transmit the color information.) The basic equations to convert between 
R� G � B �  and YIQ are: 

Y R G B� � �0 299 0 587 0 114. . .� � �

I R G B
V cos U sin 

(R Y)

� � �
� �
� � �

0 596 0 275 0 321
33 33

0 736

. . .

.

� � �

�
º º

00 268. (B Y)��       

Q R G B
V sin U cos 

(R Y)

� � �
� �
� � �

0 212 0 523 0 31
33 33

0 478 0

. . .

.

� � �

�
º º

..413(B Y)��

   or, using matrix notation: 

I
Q
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢

⎤
⎦
⎥⎥

⎡
⎣
⎢⎢

⎤
⎦
⎥⎥

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥� 0 1

1 0
33 33
33 33

cos sin
sin cos ⎥⎥

⎡
⎣
⎢⎢

⎤
⎦
⎥⎥

U
V

      

R  Y I Q
G Y I Q
B Y I Q

�
�
�

� � �
� � �
� � �

0 956 0 621
0 272 0 647
1 107 1 704

. .
. .
. .

   For digital R � G � B �  values with a range of 0–255, Y has a range of 0–255, I 
has a range of 0 to � 152, and Q has a range of 0 to � 134. I and Q are obtained 
by rotating the U and V axes 33º. These equations are usually scaled to sim-
plify the implementation in an actual NTSC digital encoder or decoder. 

   Note that for digital data, 8-bit YIQ and R � G � B �  data should be saturated at 
the 0 and 255 levels to avoid underflow and overflow wrap-around problems.  

    YCBCR COLOR SPACE 

   The YCbCr color space was developed as part of ITU-R BT.601 during the 
development of a world-wide digital component video standard. YCbCr is a 
scaled and offset version of the YUV color space, and it is now used for all 
digital component video formats. Y is the luma component and the Cb and 
Cr are color difference signals. Y is defined to have a nominal 8-bit range of 
16–235; Cb and Cr are defined to have a nominal range of 16–240. There are 
several YCbCr sampling formats, such as 4:4:4, 4:2:2, 4:1:1, and 4:2:0, defined 
as follows: 

   4:4:4 YCbCr means that for every Y sample, there is one sample each of Cb 
and Cr. 

   4:2:2 YCbCr means that for every two horizontal Y samples, there is one sam-
ple each of Cb and Cr. 

   4:1:1 YCbCr means that for every four horizontal Y samples, there is one sam-
ple each of Cb and Cr. 
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   4:2:0 YCbCr means that for every block of 2      �      2 Y samples, there is one sam-
ple each of Cb and Cr. There are three variations of 4:2:0 YCbCr, with the 
difference being the position of Cb and Cr sampling relative to Y. 

    Table 2.2    lists the YCbCr values for 75% amplitude, 100% saturated color 
bars, a common video test signal.

TABLE 2.2 75% YCbCr color bars

Nominal
Range

White Yellow Cyan Green Magenta Red Blue Black

SDTV

Y 16 to 235 180 162 131 112 84 65 35 16

Cb 16 to 240 128 44 156 72 184 100 212 128

Cr 16 to 240 128 142 44 58 198 212 114 128

HDTV

Y 16 to 235 180 168 145 133 63 51 28 16

Cb 16 to 240 128 44 147 63 193 109 212 128

Cr 16 to 240 128 136 44 52 204 212 120 128

        Insider Info      

   The technically correct notation for YCbCr is Y’Cb’Cr ’ since all three components 
are derived from R’G’B ’. However, most people use the YCbCr notation rather 
than Y’Cb’Cr ’.      

    HSI, HLS, AND HSV COLOR SPACES 

   The HSI (hue, saturation, intensity) and HSV (hue, saturation, value) color 
spaces were developed to be more  “ intuitive ”  in manipulating color and were 
designed to approximate the way humans perceive and interpret color. They 
were developed when colors had to be specified manually, and are rarely used 
now that users can select colors visually or specify Pantone colors. These color 
spaces are discussed for historic interest. HLS (hue, lightness, saturation) is 
similar to HSI; the term lightness is used rather than intensity. 

   The difference between HSI and HSV is the computation of the brightness 
component (I or V), which determines the distribution and dynamic range of 

t0020
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both the brightness (I or V) and saturation (S). The HSI color space is best 
for traditional image processing functions such as convolution, equalization, 
histograms, and so on, which operate by manipulation of the brightness values 
since I is equally dependent on R, G, and B. The HSV color space is preferred 
for manipulation of hue and saturation (to shift colors or adjust the amount of 
color) since it yields a greater dynamic range of saturation. 

    Figure 2.2    illustrates the single hexcone HSV color model. The top of the 
hexcone corresponds to V      �      1, or the maximum intensity colors. The point at 
the base of the hexcone is black and here V      �      0. Complementary colors are 
180      ° opposite one another as measured by H, the angle around the vertical axis 
(V), with red at 0°.The value of S is a ratio, ranging from 0 on the center line 
vertical axis (V) to 1 on the sides of the hexcone. Any value of S between 
0 and 1 may be associated with the point V      �      0. The point S      �      0, V      �      1 is 
white. Intermediate values of V for S      �      0 are the grays. Note that when S      �      0, 
the value of H is irrelevant. From an artist’s viewpoint, any color with V      �      1, 
S      �      1 is a pure pigment (whose color is defined by H). Adding white corre-
sponds to decreasing S (without changing V); adding black corresponds to 
decreasing V (without changing S). Tones are created by decreasing both S 
and V.  Table 2.3    lists the 75% amplitude, 100% saturated HSV color bars. 

    Figure 2.3    illustrates the double hexcone HSI color model. The top of the 
hexcone corresponds to I      �      1, or white. The point at the base of the hexcone is 
black and here I      �      0. Complementary colors are 180° opposite one another as 
measured by H, the angle around the vertical axis (I), with red at 0° (for con-
sistency with the HSV model, we have changed from the Tektronix convention 

RED
0°

CYAN
180°

YELLOW
60°

GREEN
120°

BLACK
0.0

1.0WHITE

V

S
H

BLUE
240°

MAGENTA
300°

FIGURE 2.2 Single hexcone HSV color model.
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of blue at 0°). The value of S ranges from 0 on the vertical axis (I) to 1 on the 
surfaces of the hexcone. The grays all have S      �      0, but maximum saturation of 
hues is at S      �      1, I      �      0.5.  Table 2.4    lists the 75% amplitude, 100% saturated 
HSI color bars.  

TABLE 2.3 75% HSV color bars

Nominal
Range

White Yellow Cyan Green Magenta Red Blue Black

H 0° to 360° � 60° 180° 120° 300° 0° 240° �

S 0 to 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

V 0 to 1 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0

MAGENTA
300°

RED
0°

CYAN
180°

BLACK
0.0

WHITE
1.0

S
H

BLUE
240°

GREEN
120°

YELLOW
60°

I

FIGURE 2.3 Double hexcone HIS color model. For consistency with the HSV model, we have 
changed from the Tektronix convention of blue at 0º and depict the model as a double hexcone 
rather than as a double cone.
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    CHROMATICITY DIAGRAM 

   The color gamut perceived by a person with normal vision (the 1931 CIE 
Standard Observer) is shown in  Figure 2.4   . The diagram and underlying math-
ematics were updated in 1960 and 1976; however, the NTSC television system 
is based on the 1931 specifications. 

   Color perception was measured by viewing combinations of the three 
standard CIE (International Commission on Illumination or Commission 
Internationale de I’Eclairage) primary colors: red with a 700-nm wavelength, 
green at 546.1       nm, and blue at 435.8       nm.These primary colors, and the other 
spectrally pure colors resulting from mixing of the primary colors, are located 
along the curved outer boundary line (called the spectrum locus), shown in 
 Figure 2.4 .

  The ends of the spectrum locus (at red and blue) are connected by a straight 
line that rep-resents the purples, which are combinations of red and blue. The 
area within this closed boundary contains all the colors that can be generated by 
mixing light of different colors. The closer a color is to the boundary, the more 
saturated it is. Colors within the boundary are perceived as becoming more pas-
tel as the center of the diagram (white) is approached. Each point on the dia-
gram, representing a unique color, may be identified by its x and y coordinates. 

  In the CIE system, the intensities of red, green, and blue are transformed into 
what are called the tristimulus values, which are represented by the capital letters 
X, Y, and Z. These values represent the relative quantities of the primary colors. 

   The coordinate axes of  Figure 2.4  are derived from the tristimulus values: 

x  X/(X Y Z)
 red/(red green blue)

� � �
� � �

y Y/(X Y Z)
 green/(red green blue)

z Z/(X Y Z)
blue/(red g

� � �
� � �

� � �
� � rreen blue)�

TABLE 2.4 75% HSI color bars. For consistency with the HSV model, we 
have changed from the Tektronix convention of blue at 0º

Nominal
Range

White Yellow Cyan Green Magenta Red Blue Black

H 0° to 360° � 60° 180° 120° 300° 0° 240° �

S 0 to 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

I 0 to 1 0.75 0.375 0.375 0.375 0.375 0.375 0.375 0
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   The coordinates x, y, and z are called chromaticity coordinates, and they 
always add up to 1. As a result, z can always be expressed in terms of x and y, 
which means that only x and y are required to specify any color, and the dia-
gram can be two-dimensional. 

   Typically, a source or display specifies three (x, y) coordinates to define the 
three primary colors it uses. The triangle formed by the three (x, y) coordinates 
encloses the gamut of colors that the source or display can reproduce. This 
is shown in  Figure 2.5   , which compares the color gamuts of NTSC, PAL and 
HDTV. Note that no set of three colors can generate all possible colors, which 
is why television pictures are never completely accurate. 

   In addition, a source or display usually specifies the (x, y) coordinate of 
the white color used, since pure white is not usually captured or reproduced. 
White is defined as the color captured or produced when all three primary sig-
nals are equal, and it has a subtle shade of color to it. Note that luminance, or 
brightness, information is not included in the standard CIE 1931 chromaticity 
diagram, but is an axis that is orthogonal to the (x, y) plane. The lighter a color 
is, the more restricted the chromaticity range is. 
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FIGURE 2.4 CIE 1931 chromaticity diagram showing various color regions.
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   The RGB chromaticities and reference white (CIE illuminate C) for the 
1953 NTSC standard are: 

R

B
while

: x y
G: x y

: x y
x

r r

g g

b b

w

� �

� �

� �

�

0 67 0 33
0 21 0 71

0 14 0 08
0

. .

. .

. .
: .. .3101 0 3162yw �       

   Modern NTSC, 480i and 480       p video systems use a different set of RGB 
chromaticities (SMPTE  “ C ” ) and reference white (CIE illuminate D65): 

R

B
while

: x y
G: x y

: x y
x

r r

g g

b b

w

� �

� �

� �

�

0 64 0 33
0 29 0 60

0 15 0 06
0

. .

. .

. .
: .. .3127 0 3290yw �       
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FIGURE 2.5 CIE 1931 chromaticity diagram showing various color gamuts.
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   The RGB chromaticities and reference white (CIE illuminate D65) for 
PAL, SECAM, 576i and 576       p video systems are: 

R

B
while

: x y
G: x y

: x y
x

r r

g g

b b

w

� �

� �

� �

�

0 64 0 33
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0

. .

. .

. .
: .. .3127 0 3290yw �       

   Since different chromaticity and reference white values are used for various 
video standards, minor color errors may occur when the source and display 
values do not match; for example, displaying a 480i or 480       p program on an 
HDTV, or displaying an HDTV program on a NTSC television. These minor 
color errors can easily be corrected at the display by using a 3      �      3 matrix 
multiplier.

        ALERT!      

   The RGB chromaticities for consumer displays are usually slightly different from the 
standards. As a result, one or more of the RGB colors are slightly off, such as 
having too much orange in the red, or too much blue in the green. This can usu-
ally be compensated by having the display professionally calibrated.       

    NON-RGB COLOR SPACE CONSIDERATIONS 

   When processing information in a non-RGB color space (such as YIQ, YUV, 
or YCbCr), care must be taken that combinations of values are not created that 
result in the generation of invalid RGB colors. The term  “ invalid ”  refers to 
RGB components outside the normalized RGB limits of (1, 1, 1). 

   For example, given that RGB has a normalized value of (1, 1, 1), the result-
ing YCbCr value is (235, 128, 128). If Cb and Cr are manipulated to gener-
ate a YCbCr value of (235, 64, 73), the corresponding RGB normalized value 
becomes (0.6, 1.29, 0.56)—note that the green value exceeds the normalized 
value of 1. 

   From this illustration it is obvious that there are many combinations of Y, 
Cb, and Cr that result in invalid RGB values; these YCbCr values must be pro-
cessed so as to generate valid RGB values.  Figure 2.6    shows the RGB normal-
ized limits transformed into the YCbCr color space. 

   Best results are obtained using a constant luma and constant hue 
approach—Y is not altered while Cb and Cr are limited to the maximum valid 
values having the same hue as the invalid color prior to limiting. The con-
stant hue principle corresponds to moving invalid CbCr combinations directly 
towards the CbCr origin (128, 128), until they lie on the surface of the valid 
YCbCr color block.
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    GAMMA CORRECTION 

   The transfer function of most CRT displays produces an intensity that is pro-
portional to some power (referred to as gamma) of the signal amplitude. As a 
result, high-intensity ranges are expanded and low-intensity ranges are com-
pressed (see  Figure 2.7   ). This is an advantage in combatting noise, as the eye 
is approximately equally sensitive to equally relative intensity changes. By 
 “ gamma correcting ”  the video signals before transmission, the intensity output 
of the display is roughly linear (the gray line in  Figure 2.7 ), and transmission-
induced noise is reduced. 

   To minimize noise in the darker areas of the image, modern video systems 
limit the gain of the curve in the black region. This technique limits the gain 

0

255

ALL  POSSIBLE
YCBCR  VALUES

Y � 255,
CB � CR � 128

YCBCR  VALID
COLOR  BLOCK
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B �  BLUE
Y �  YELLOW
C �  CYAN
M �  MAGENTA
W �  WHITE
BK �  BLACK

WY

G

M

BK

C

R

B
CR     

   2
55

Y

CB 255

FIGURE 2.6 RGB limits transformed into 3-D YCbCr space.

        ALERT!      

   When converting to the RGB color space from a non-RGB color space, care must 
be taken to include saturation logic to ensure overflow and underflow wrap-around 
conditions do not occur due to the finite precision of digital circuitry. 8-bit RGB 
values less than 0 must be set to 0, and values greater than 255 must be set to 255.       
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close to black and stretches the remainder of the curve to maintain function 
and tangent continuity.  

    Technology Trade-offs 
   Although video standards assume a display gamma of about 2.2, a gamma of 
about 2.5 is more realistic for CRT displays. However, this difference improves 
the viewing in a dimly lit environment. More accurate viewing in a brightly lit 
environment may be accomplished by applying another gamma factor of about 
1.14 (2.5/2.2). It is also common to tweak the gamma curve in the display to 
get closer to the “ film look. ”  

    Early NTSC Systems 

   Early NTSC systems assumed a simple transform at the display, with a gamma 
of 2.2. RGB values are normalized to have a range of 0 to 1: 
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FIGURE 2.7 Effect of gamma.
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   To compensate for the nonlinear display, linear RGB data was  “ gamma-
corrected ”  prior to transmission by the inverse transform. RGB values are nor-
malized to have a range of 0 to 1: 

R R
G G
B B

�

�

�

�

�

�

1 2 2

1 2 2

1 2 2

/ .

/ .

/ .

    Early PAL and SECAM Systems 

  Most early PAL and SECAM systems assumed a simple transform at the display, 
with a gamma of 2.8. RGB values are normalized to have a range of 0 to 1: 
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   To compensate for the nonlinear display, linear RGB data was  “ gamma-
corrected ”  prior to transmission by the inverse transform. RGB values are nor-
malized to have a range of 0 to 1: 
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    Current Systems 

   Current NTSC, 480i, 480       p, and HDTV video systems assume the following 
transform at the display, with a gamma of [1/0.45]. RGB values are normal-
ized to have a range of 0 to 1: 

   if (R � , G � , B � )      �      0.081 
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   To compensate for the nonlinear display, linear RGB data is  “ gamma-
corrected ”  prior to transmission by the inverse transform. RGB values are 
normalized to have a range of 0 to 1: 

   if (R, G, B)      �      0.018 
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   for (R, G, B)  
 0.018 
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   Although most PAL and SECAM standards specify a gamma of 2.8, a 
value of [1/0.45] is now commonly used. Thus, these equations are also now 
used for PAL, SECAM, 576i, and 576  p video systems.  

    Non-CRT Displays 

   Since they are not based on CRTs, the LCD, LCOS, DLP, and plasma displays 
have different display transforms. To simplify interfacing to these displays, 
their electronics are designed to accept standard gamma-corrected video and 
then compensate for the actual transform of the display panel. 

    INSTANT SUMMARY 

   Color spaces are mathematical representations of a set of colors and many dif-
ferent models are and have been used in video technology. These include: 

●      RGB color space 
●      YUV color space 
●      YIQ color space 
●      YCbCr color space 
●      HIS, HLS, and HSV color spaces 
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        Defi nitions      

   Video signals come with a great variety of options—number of scan lines, inter-
laced vs. progressive, analog vs. digital, and so on. This chapter provides an over-
view of the common video signal formats and their timing. First, we will cover 
some definitions of terms that will be used in this chapter. 

    NTSC (National Television System Committee) is the name given to the color 
television transmission standard used in the U.S. Technically, NTSC is just a color 
modulation scheme; to specify the color video signal fully, it should be referred to 
as (M) NTSC. PAL (Phase Alternation Line) is the color television standard used in 
much of Europe, including the UK and Germany. Technically, PAL is just a color 
modulation scheme, and to fully specify the color video signal, it should be referred 
to as (B, D, G, H, I, M, N, or N C) PAL.  SECAM (Sequentiel Couleur Avec Memoire, 
or Sequential Color with Memory) is the color television transmission standard used 
in France and some other countries. It is similar to PAL but with some differences. 

    SDTV (Standard Definition Television) is content or a display that is capable 
of displaying a maximum of 576 interlaced active scan lines; no aspect ratio is 
specified for SDTV. 

    HDTV (High-Definition Television) is capable of displaying at 720 progressive 
or 1080 interlaced active scan lines. It must be capable of displaying a 16:9 image 
using at least 540 progressive or 810 interlaced active scan lines. 

    Active video is the part of the video signal that contains the picture informa-
tion. Most of the active video, if not all of it, is visible on the display. 

    Aspect ratio is the ratio of the width of the picture to the height. Displays com-
monly have a 4:3 or 16:9 aspect ratio. Program material may have other aspect 
ratios (such as 2.35:1), resulting in its being letterboxed on the display. 
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    DIGITAL COMPONENT VIDEO BACKGROUND 

    Color bars are standard video test patterns used to check whether a video sys-
tem is calibrated correctly. 

   On a CRT display, the scan line moves from the left edge to the right edge, 
jumps back to the left edge, and starts all over again, on down the screen. When 
the scan line hits the right side and is about to be brought back to the left side, the 
video signal is blanked so that you can’t  “ see ”  the return path of the scan beam 
from the right to the left-hand edge. To blank the video signal, the analog video 
level is brought down to the  blanking level, which is normally below the black 
level.  Pedestal is an offset used to separate the black level from the blanking level 
by a small amount. When a video system doesn’t use a pedestal, the black and 
blanking levels are the same. 

   The  frame rate of a video source is how fast a new still image is available. 
576i and 480i display originally used 25 and 30 frames per second, respectively. 
Refresh rates of 50, 60, 100, and 120 frames per second are now common. 

    Square pixels refers to a video display system in which the ratio of active pixels 
per line on a display is the same as the display aspect ratio.     

        Insider Info      

    “ NTSC ” is commonly, but incorrectly, used to refer to any 525/59.94 or 525/60 
video system.  “PAL ” is commonly, but incorrectly, used to refer to any 625/50 
video system.      

           Key Concept      

   Digital component video is digital video that uses three separate color compo-
nents, such as R � G � B � or YCbCr. In digital component video, the video signals 
are in digital form (YCbCr or R � G � B �), being encoded to composite NTSC, PAL, 
or SECAM only when it is necessary for broadcasting or recording purposes.       

   The European Broadcasting Union (EBU) became interested in a standard 
for digital component video due to the difficulties of exchanging video mate-
rial between the 576i PAL and SECAM systems. The format held the promise 
that the digital video signals would be identical whether sourced in a PAL or 
SECAM country, allowing subsequent encoding to the appropriate composite 
form for broadcasting. Consultations with the Society of Motion Picture and 
Television Engineers (SMPTE) resulted in the development of an approach to 
support international program exchange, including 480i systems. 
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   A series of demonstrations was carried out to determine the quality and 
suitability for signal processing of various methods. From these investiga-
tions, the main parameters of the digital component coding, filtering, and tim-
ing were chosen and incorporated into the ITU-R BT.601 standard. BT.601 has 
since served as the starting point for other digital component video standards. 

    Coding Ranges 

   The selection of the coding ranges balanced the requirements of adequate 
capacity for signals beyond the normal range and minimizing quantizing dis-
tortion. Although the black level of a video signal is reasonably well defined, 
the white level can be subject to variations due to video signal and equipment 
tolerances. Noise, gain variations, and transients produced by filtering can pro-
duce signal levels outside the nominal ranges. 

   8 or 10 bits per sample are used for each of the YCbCr or R � G � B �  com-
ponents. Although 8-bit coding introduces some quantizing distortion, it was 
originally felt that most video sources contained sufficient noise to mask most 
of the quantizing distortion. However, if the video source is virtually noise-
free, the quantizing distortion is noticeable as contouring in areas where the 
signal brightness gradually changes. In addition, at least two additional bits 
of fractional YCbCr or R � G � B �  data were desirable to reduce rounding effects 
when transmitting between equipment in the studio editing environment. For 
these reasons, most pro video equipment uses 10-bit YCbCr or R � G � B � , allow-
ing 2 bits of fractional YCbCr or R � G � B �  data to be maintained. 

   Initial proposals had equal coding ranges for all three YCbCr components. 
However, this was changed so that Y had a greater margin for overloads at the 
white levels, as white level limiting is more visible than black. Thus, the nomi-
nal 8-bit Y levels are 16–235, while the nominal 8-bit CbCr levels are 16–240 
(with 128 corresponding to no color). Occasional excursions into the other lev-
els are permissible, but never at the 0 and 255 levels. 

   For 8-bit systems, the values of 0     x     00 and 0xFF are reserved for timing 
information. For 10-bit systems, the values of 0     x     000     �     0     x     003 and 0     x     3FC     �
0     x     3FF are reserved for timing information, to maintain compatibility with 
8-bit systems. 

   The YCbCr or R � G � B �  levels to generate 75% color bars were discussed in 
Chapter 2. Digital R � G � B �  signals are defined to have the same nominal levels 
as Y to provide processing margin and simplify the digital matrix conversions 
between R � G � B �  and YCbCr.  

    SDTV Sample Rate Selection 

   Line-locked sampling of analog R � G � B �  or YUV video signals is specified for 
SDTV. This technique produces a static orthogonal sampling grid in which 
samples on the current scan line fall directly beneath those on previous scan 
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lines and fields. It ensures that there is always a constant number of samples 
per scan line, even if the timing of the line changes. 

   Another important feature is that the sampling is locked in phase so that 
one sample is coincident with the 50% amplitude point of the falling edge of 
analog horizontal sync (0      �      0). This ensures that different sources produce 
samples at nominally the same positions in the picture. Making this feature 
common simplifies conversion from one standard to another. 

   For 480i and 576i video systems, several Y sampling frequencies were 
initially examined, including four times Fsc. However, the four-times Fsc 
sampling rates did not support the requirement of simplifying international 
exchange of programs, so they were dropped in favor of a single common 
sampling rate. Because the lowest sample rate possible (while still supporting 
quality video) was a goal, a 12       MHz sample rate was preferred for a long time, 
but eventually was considered to be too close to the Nyquist limit, complicat-
ing the filtering requirements. When the frequencies between 12       MHz and 
14.3       MHz were examined, it became evident that a 13.5       MHz sample rate for 
Y provided some commonality between 480i and 576i systems. Cb and Cr, 
being color difference signals, do not require the same bandwidth as the Y, so 
may be sampled at one-half the Y sample rate, or 6.75       MHz.

        Insider Info      

   The “ 4:2:2 ” notation now commonly used, and discussed in Chapter 2, originally 
applied to NTSC and PAL video, implying that Y, U and V were sampled at 4     �      ,
2     �      , and 2 � the color subcarrier frequency, respectively. The  “ 4:2:2 ” notation 
was then adapted to BT.601 digital component video, implying that the sampling 
frequencies of Y, Cb and Cr were 4     �      , 2     �      , and 2 � 3.375    MHz, respectively. 
 “ 4:2:2 ” now commonly means that the sample rate of Cb and Cr is one-half that 
of Y, regardless of the actual sample rates used.      

   With 13.5       MHz sampling, each scan line contains 858 samples (480i sys-
tems) or 864 samples (576i systems) and consists of a digital blanking inter-
val followed by an active line period. Both the 480i and 576i systems use 720 
samples during the active line period. Having a common number of samples 
for the active line period simplifies the design of multistandard equipment 
and standards conversion. With a sample rate of 6.75       MHz for Cb and Cr 
(4:2:2 sampling), each active line period contains 360 Cr samples and 360 Cb 
samples.

    Technology Trade-offs 
   With analog systems, problems may arise with repeated processing, causing 
an extension of the blanking intervals and softening of the blanking edges. 
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Using 720 digital samples for the active line period accommodates the range 
of analog blanking tolerances of both the 480i and 576i systems. Therefore, 
repeated processing may be done without affecting the digital blanking inter-
val. Blanking to define the analog picture width need only be done once, pref-
erably at the display or upon conversion to analog video. 

   Initially, BT.601 supported only 480i and 576i systems with a 4:3 aspect 
ratio (720      �      480i and 720      �      576i active resolutions). Support for a 16:9 aspect 
ratio was then added (960      �      480i and 960      �      576i active resolutions) using an 
18       MHz sample rate. 

    EDTV Sample Rate Selection 

   ITU BT.1358 defines the progressive SDTV video signals, also known as 480p 
or 576p, or Enhanced Digital Television (EDTV). The sample rate is doubled 
to 27       MHz (4:3 aspect ratio) or 36       MHz (16:9 aspect ratio) in order to keep the 
same static orthogonal sampling grid as that used by BT.601.  

    HDTV Sample Rate Selection 

   ITU BT.709 defines the 720p, 1080i, and 1080p video signals, respectively. 
With HDTV, a different technique was used—the number of active samples 
per line and the number of active lines per frame is constant, regardless of the 
frame rate. Thus, in order to keep a static orthogonal sampling grid, each frame 
rate uses a different sample clock rate. 

    480i AND 480p SYSTEMS 

    Interlaced Analog Composite Video 

   (M) NTSC and (M) PAL are analog composite video signals that carry all tim-
ing and color information within a single signal. These analog interfaces use 
525 lines per frame.  

    Interlaced Analog Component Video 

   Analog component signals are comprised of three signals, analog R � G � B �  or 
YPbPr. Referred to as 480i (since there are typically 480 active scan lines per 
frame and they are interlaced), the frame rate is usually 29.97       Hz (30/1.001) 
for compatibility with (M) NTSC timing. The analog interface uses 525 lines 
per frame, with active video present on lines 23–262 and 286–525, as shown 
in  Figure 3.1   . 

   For the 29.97       Hz frame rate, each scan line time (H) is about 63.556        μ s. 
Detailed horizontal timing is dependent on the specific video interface used, 
which will be covered in Chapter 4.  
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    Progressive Analog Component Video 

   Analog component signals are comprised of three signals, analog R � G � B �  or 
YPbPr. Referred to as 480p (since there are typically 480 active scan lines per 
frame and they are progressive), the frame rate is usually 59.94       Hz (60/1.001) 
for easier compatibility with (M) NTSC timing. The analog interface uses 
525 lines per frame, with active video present on lines 45–524, as shown in 
 Figure 3.2   . 

   For the 59.94       Hz frame rate, each scan line time (H) is about 31.776        μ s. 
Detailed horizontal timing is dependent on the specific video interface used, as 
discussed in Chapter 4.  

    Interlaced Digital Component Video 

   BT.601 and SMPTE 267M specify the representation for 480i digital R � G � B �
or YCbCr video signals. Active resolutions defined within BT.601 and SMPTE 

START
OF

VSYNC

H/2 H/2 H/2 H/2

HSYNC HSYNC/2

523

261 262 263 264 265 266 267 268 269 270 271 272 285 286

524 525 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 23

FIGURE 3.1 480i Vertical Interval Timing.

START
OF

VSYNC

523 524 525 1 7 8 13 14 15 16 45

FIGURE 3.2 480p Vertical Interval Timing.
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267M, along with their 1 �      Y and R � G � B �  sample rates (Fs), and frame rates, 
are as follows:

 960      �      480i  18.0       MHz  29.97       Hz 
 720      �      480i  13.5       MHz  29.97       Hz 

 Other common active resolutions, their 1 �      sample rates (Fs), and frame 
rates, are: 

 864      �      480i  16.38       MHz  29.97       Hz 
 704      �      480i  13.50       MHz  29.97       Hz 
 640      �      480i  12.27       MHz  29.97       Hz 
 544      �      480i  10.12       MHz  29.97       Hz 
 528      �      480i  9.900       MHz  29.97       Hz 
 480      �      480i  9.900       MHz  29.97       Hz 
 352      �      480i  6.750       MHz  29.97       Hz 

   864      �      480i is a 16:9 square pixel format, while 640      �      480i is a 4:3 square 
pixel format. Although the ideal 16:9 resolution is 854      �      480i, 864      �      480i 
supports the MPEG 16      �      16 block structure. The 704      �      480i format is done 
by using the 720      �      480i format, and blanking the first eight and last eight 
samples in each active scan line. Example relationships between the analog 
and digital signals are shown in              Figures 3.3 through 3.7           . 

DIGITAL ACTIVE LINE

720 SAMPLES
(138–857)

DIGITAL
BLANKING

138 SAMPLES
(0–137)

TOTAL LINE

858 SAMPLES
(0–857)

16 SAMPLES

SAMPLE RATE � 13.5 MHZ

FIGURE 3.3 480i Analog-Digital Relationship (4:3 Aspect Ratio, 29.97 Hz Frame Rate, 
13.5 MHz Sample Clock). BT.601 specifies 16 samples for the front porch; CEA-861D (DVI and 
HDMI timing) specifies 19 samples for the front porch.
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   The H (horizontal blanking), V (vertical blanking), and F (field) sig-
nals are defined in  Figure 3.8   . The H, V, and F timing indicated is compat-
ible with video compression standards rather than BT.656 discussed in 
Chapter 5.  

DIGITAL ACTIVE LINE

960 SAMPLES
(184–1143)

DIGITAL
BLANKING

184 SAMPLES
(0–183)

TOTAL LINE

1144 SAMPLES
(0–1143)

21.5  SAMPLES

SAMPLE RATE � 18.0  MHZ

FIGURE 3.4 480i Analog-Digital Relationship (16:9 Aspect Ratio, 29.97 Hz Frame Rate, 
18 MHz Sample Clock).

SAMPLE RATE � 12.27  MHZ

DIGITAL  ACTIVE  LINE

640  SAMPLES
(140–779)

DIGITAL
BLANKING

140  SAMPLES
(0–139)

TOTAL  LINE

780  SAMPLES
(0–779)

14.5  SAMPLES

FIGURE 3.5 480i Analog-Digital Relationship (4:3 Aspect Ratio, 29.97 Hz Frame Rate, 
12.27 MHz Sample Clock).
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DIGITAL ACTIVE LINE
544 SAMPLES

(99–642)

DIGITAL
BLANKING

99 SAMPLES
(0–98)

TOTAL LINE

643 SAMPLES
(0–642)

12 SAMPLES

SAMPLE RATE � 10.125 MHZ

FIGURE 3.6 480i Analog-Digital Relationship (4:3 Aspect Ratio, 29.97 Hz Frame Rate, 
10.125 MHz Sample Clock).

DIGITAL ACTIVE LINE
DIGITAL

BLANKING

SAMPLE RATE � 9 MHZ

480  SAMPLES
(92–571)

92 SAMPLES
(0–91)

TOTAL LINE

572 SAMPLES
(0–571)

10.7 SAMPLES

FIGURE 3.7 480i Analog-Digital Relationship (4:3 Aspect Ratio, 29.97 Hz Frame Rate, 9 MHz 
Sample Clock).
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    Progressive Digital Component Video 

  BT.1358 and SMPTE 293M specify the representation for 480p digital R � G � B �
or YCbCr video signals. Active resolutions defined within BT.1358 and SMPTE 
293M, along with their 1 �      sample rates (Fs), and frame rates, are:

 960      �      480p  36.0       MHz  59.94       Hz 
 720      �      480p  27.0       MHz  59.94       Hz 

 Other common active resolutions, their 1 �      Y and R � G � B �  sample rates 
(Fs), and frame rates, are: 

 864      �      480p  32.75       MHz  59.94       Hz 
 704      �      480p  27.00       MHz  59.94       Hz 

LINE 4

LINE 266

FIELD 2
(F � 1)
EVEN

FIELD 1
(F � 0)

ODD

LINE  3

LINE 1 (V � 1)

LINE 23 (V � 0)

LINE 263 (V � 1)

LINE 286 (V � 0)

LINE 525 (V � 0)

FIELD 1
ACTIVE VIDEO

BLANKING

BLANKING

H  =  1
EAV

H  =  0
SAV

LINE
NUMBER

1–3
4–22
23–262
263–265
266–285
286–525

FIELD 2
ACTIVE VIDEO

F

1
0
0
0
1
1

V

1
1
0
1
1
0

FIGURE 3.8 480i Digital Vertical Timing (480 Active Lines). F and V change state at the EAV 
sequence at the beginning of the digital line. Note that the digital line number changes state prior 
to the start of horizontal sync, as shown in Figures 3.3 through 3.7. 
These active lines are used by the SMPTE RP-202, ATSC A/54a, and ARIB STD-B32 standards. 
CEA-861D (DVI and HDMI timing) specifies lines 22–261 and 285–524 for active video. IEC 
61834-2, ITU-R BT.1618, and SMPTE 314M (DV formats) specify lines 23–262 and 285–524 for 
active video. 
ITU-R BT.656 specifies lines 20–263 and 283–525 for active video, resulting in 487 total active 
lines per frame.
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 640      �      480p  24.54       MHz  59.94       Hz 
 544      �      480p  20.25       MHz  59.94       Hz 
 528      �      480p  19.80       MHz  59.94       Hz 
 480      �      480p  18.00       MHz  59.94       Hz 
 352      �      480p  13.50       MHz  59.94       Hz 

   864      �      480p is a 16:9 square pixel format, while 640      �      480p is a 4:3 square 
pixel format. Although the ideal 16:9 resolution is 854      �      480p, 864      �      480p 
supports the MPEG 16      �      16 block structure. The 704      �      480p format is done 
by using the 720      �      480p format, and blanking the first eight and last eight 
samples each active scan line. Example relationships between the analog and 
digital signals are shown in            Figures 3.9 through 3.12         . 

   The H (horizontal blanking), V (vertical blanking), and F (field) signals are 
defined in  Figure 3.13   . The H, V, and F timing indicated is compatible with 
video compression standards rather than BT.656 discussed in Chapter 5. 

    576i AND 576p SYSTEMS 

    Interlaced Analog Composite Video 

   (B, D, G, H, I, N, NC) PAL are analog composite video signals that carry all 
timing and color information within a single signal. These analog interfaces 
use 625 lines per frame.  

DIGITAL ACTIVE LINE

720 SAMPLES
(138–857)

DIGITAL
BLANKING

138 SAMPLES
(0–137)

TOTAL LINE

858 SAMPLES
(0–857)

16 SAMPLES

SAMPLE RATE � 27.0 MHZ

FIGURE 3.9 480p Analog-Digital Relationship (4:3 Aspect Ratio, 59.94 Hz Frame Rate, 27 MHz 
Sample Clock).
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DIGITAL ACTIVE LINE

960 SAMPLES
(184–1143)

DIGITAL
BLANKING

184 SAMPLES
(0–183)

TOTAL LINE

1144 SAMPLES
(0–1143)

21.5 SAMPLES

SAMPLE RATE � 36.0 MHZ

FIGURE 3.10 480p Analog-Digital Relationship (16:9 Aspect Ratio, 59.94 Hz Frame Rate, 
36 MHz Sample Clock).

DIGITAL ACTIVE LINE
DIGITAL

BLANKING

SAMPLE RATE � 24.54 MHZ

640 SAMPLES
(140–779)

140 SAMPLES
(0–139)

TOTAL LINE

780 SAMPLES
(0–779)

14.5 SAMPLES

FIGURE 3.11 480p Analog-Digital Relationship (4:3 Aspect Ratio, 59.94 Hz Frame Rate, 
24.54 MHz Sample Clock).
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DIGITAL ACTIVE LINE
544 SAMPLES

(99–642)

DIGITAL
BLANKING

99 SAMPLES
(0–98)

TOTAL LINE

643 SAMPLES
(0–642)

12 SAMPLES

SAMPLE RATE � 20.25 MHZ

FIGURE 3.12 480p Analog-Digital Relationship (4:3 Aspect Ratio, 59.94 Hz Frame Rate, 
20.25 MHz Sample Clock).

LINE 1 (V � 1)

LINE 45 (V � 0)

LINE 525 (V � 1)

BLANKING

H � 1
EAV

H � 0
SAV

LINE
NUMBER

1–44
45–524ACTIVE VIDEO

F

0
0

V

1

0 1
0

525

FIGURE 3.13 480p Digital Vertical Timing (480 Active Lines). V changes state at the EAV 
sequence at the beginning of the digital line. Note that the digital line number changes state prior 
to the start of horizontal sync, as shown in Figures 3.9 through 3.12. 
These active lines are used by the SMPTE RP-202, ATSC A/54, and ARIB STD-B32 standards. 
However, CEA-861 (DVI and HDMI timing) specifies lines 43–522 for active video.
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    Interlaced Analog Component Video 

   Analog component signals are comprised of three signals, analog R � G � B �  or 
YPbPr. Referred to as 576i (since there are typically 576 active scan lines per 
frame and they are interlaced), the frame rate is usually 25       Hz for compatibility 
with PAL timing. The analog interface uses 625 lines per frame, with active 
video present on lines 23–310 and 336–623, as shown in  Figure 3.14   . 

  For the 25       Hz frame rate, each scan line time (H) is 64        μ s. Detailed horizontal 
timing is dependent on the specific video interface used, as discussed in Chapter 4.  

    Progressive Analog Component Video 

   Analog component signals are comprised of three signals, analog R � G � B �  or 
YPbPr. Referred to as 576p (since there are typically 576 active scan lines per 
frame and they are progressive), the frame rate is usually 50       Hz for compatibil-
ity with PAL timing. The analog interface uses 625 lines per frame, with active 
video present on lines 45–620, as shown in  Figure 3.15   . 

   For the 50       Hz frame rate, each scan line time (H) is 32        μ s. Detailed hori-
zontal timing is dependent on the specific video interface used, as discussed in 
Chapter 4.  

START
OF

VSYNC

H/2 H/2 H/2 H/2

HSYNC HSYNC/2

620

308 309 310 311 312 313 314 315 316 317 318 319 320 336 337

621 622 623 624 625 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 23 24

FIGURE 3.14 576i Vertical Interval Timing.

START
OF

VSYNC

619 620 621 625 1 2 6 7 8 9 45

FIGURE 3.15 576p Vertical Interval Timing.
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    Interlaced Digital Component Video 

   BT.601 specifies the representation for 576i digital R � G � B �  or YCbCr video 
signals. Active resolutions defined within BT.601, their 1 �      Y and R � G � B �
sample rates (Fs), and frame rates, are:

 960      �      576i  18.0       MHz  25       Hz 
 720      �      576i  13.5       MHz  25       Hz 

   Other common active resolutions, their 1 �      ?Y and R � G � B �  sample rates 
(Fs), and frame rates, are:

 1024      �      576i  19.67       MHz  25       Hz 
  768      �      576i  14.75       MHz  25       Hz 
  704      �      576i  13.50       MHz  25       Hz 
  544      �      576i  10.12       MHz  25       Hz 
  480      �      576i  9.000       MHz  25       Hz 

  1024      �      576i is a 16:9 square pixel format, while 768      �      576i is a 4:3 square 
pixel format. The 704      �      576i format is done by using the 720      �      576i for-
mat, and blanking the first eight and last eight samples each active scan line. 
Example relationships between the analog and digital signals are shown in 
           Figures 3.16 through 3.19         . 

DIGITAL ACTIVE LINE
720 SAMPLES

(144–863)

DIGITAL
BLANKING

144 SAMPLES
(0–143)

TOTAL LINE

864 SAMPLES
(0–863)

12 SAMPLES

SAMPLE RATE � 13.5  MHZ

FIGURE 3.16 576i Analog-Digital Relationship (4:3 Aspect Ratio, 25 Hz Frame Rate, 13.5 MHz 
Sample Clock).
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DIGITAL ACTIVE LINE
DIGITAL

BLANKING

SAMPLE RATE � 18.0  MHZ

960 SAMPLES
(192–1151)

192 SAMPLES
(0–191)

TOTAL LINE

1152 SAMPLES
(0–1151)

16 SAMPLES

FIGURE 3.17 576i Analog-Digital Relationship (16:9 Aspect Ratio, 25 Hz Frame Rate, 18 MHz 
Sample Clock).

DIGITAL ACTIVE LINE
DIGITAL

BLANKING

SAMPLE RATE � 14.75  MHZ

768 SAMPLES
(176–943)

176 SAMPLES
(0–175)

TOTAL LINE

944 SAMPLES
(0–943)

13 SAMPLES

FIGURE 3.18 576i Analog-Digital Relationship (4:3 Aspect Ratio, 25 Hz Frame Rate, 
14.75 MHz Sample Clock).
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   The H (horizontal blanking), V (vertical blanking), and F (field) signals are 
defined in  Figure 3.20   . The H, V, and F timing indicated is compatible with 
video compression standards rather than BT.656 discussed in Chapter 5.  

    Progressive Digital Component Video 

   BT.1358 specifies the representation for 576p digital R � G � B �  or YCbCr sig-
nals. Active resolutions defined within BT.1358, their 1 �      Y and R � G � B �  sam-
ple rates (Fs), and frame rates, are:

 960      �      576p  36.0       MHz  50       Hz 
 720      �      576p  27.0       MHz  50       Hz 

   Other common active resolutions, their 1 �      Y and R � G � B �  sample rates 
(Fs), and frame rates, are:

 1024      �      576p  39.33       MHz  50       Hz 
  768      �      576p  29.50       MHz  50       Hz 
  704      �      576p  27.00       MHz  50       Hz 
  544      �      576p  20.25       MHz  50       Hz 
  480      �      576p  18.00       MHz  50       Hz 

   1024      �      576p is a 16:9 square pixel format, while 768      �      576p is a 4:3 
square pixel format. The 704      �      576p format is done by using the 720      �      576p 

DIGITAL ACTIVE LINE
DIGITAL

BLANKING

SAMPLE RATE � 10.125 MHZ

544 SAMPLES
(104–647)

104 SAMPLES
(0–103)

TOTAL LINE

648 SAMPLES
(0–647)

9 SAMPLES

FIGURE 3.19 576i Analog-Digital Relationship (4:3 Aspect Ratio, 25 Hz Frame Rate, 
10.125 MHz Sample Clock).
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format, and blanking the first eight and last eight samples each active scan 
line. Example relationships between the analog and digital signals are shown 
in            Figures 3.21 through 3.24         . 

   The H (horizontal blanking), V (vertical blanking), and F (field) signals are 
defined in  Figure 3.25   . The H, V, and F timing indicated is compatible with 
video compression standards rather than BT.656 discussed in Chapter 5. 

    720p SYSTEMS 

    Progressive Analog Component Video 

  Analog component signals are comprised of three signals, analog R � G � B �  or 
YPbPr. Referred to as 720p (since there are typically 720 active scan lines per 
frame and they are progressive), the frame rate is usually 59.94       Hz (60/1.001) to 
simplify the generation of (M) NTSC video. The analog interface uses 750 lines 
per frame, with active video present on lines 26–745, as shown in  Figure 3.26   . 

LINE 1

FIELD 1
(F � 0)
EVEN

FIELD 2
(F � 1)

ODD

LINE 313

LINE 625

LINE 1 (V � 1)

LINE 23 (V � 0)

LINE 311 (V � 1)

LINE 336 (V � 0)

LINE 624 (V � 1)

LINE 625 (V � 1)

FIELD  1

BLANKING

BLANKING

BLANKING

H � 1
EAV

H � 0
SAV

LINE
NUMBER

1–22
23–310
311–312
313–335
336–623
624–625

FIELD  2
ACTIVE  VIDEO

F

0
0
0
1
1
1

V

1
0
1
1
0
1

FIGURE 3.20 576i Digital Vertical Timing (576 Active Lines). F and V change state at the 
EAV sequence at the beginning of the digital line. Note that the digital line number changes state 
prior to the start of horizontal sync, as shown in Figures 4.16 through 4.19. IEC 61834-2, ITU-R 
BT.1618, and SMPTE 314M (DV formats) specify lines 23–310 and 335–622 for active video.
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DIGITAL ACTIVE LINE

720 SAMPLES
(144–863)

DIGITAL
BLANKING

144 SAMPLES
(0–143)

TOTAL LINE

864  SAMPLES
(0–863)

12 SAMPLES

SAMPLE RATE � 27.0 MHZ

FIGURE 3.21 576p Analog-Digital Relationship (4:3 Aspect Ratio, 50 Hz Frame Rate, 27 MHz 
Sample Clock).

DIGITAL ACTIVE LINE

960 SAMPLES
(192–1151)

DIGITAL
BLANKING

192 SAMPLES
(0–191)

TOTAL LINE
1152 SAMPLES

(0–1151)

16 SAMPLES

SAMPLE RATE � 36.0 MHZ

FIGURE 3.22 576p Analog-Digital Relationship (16:9 Aspect Ratio, 50 Hz Frame Rate, 36 MHz 
Sample Clock).
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DIGITAL ACTIVE LINE
DIGITAL

BLANKING

SAMPLE RATE � 29.5 MHZ

768 SAMPLES
(176–943)

176 SAMPLES
(0–175)

TOTAL LINE

944 SAMPLES
(0–943)

13 SAMPLES

FIGURE 3.23 576p Analog-Digital Relationship (4:3 Aspect Ratio, 50 Hz Frame Rate, 29.5 MHz 
Sample Clock).

DIGITAL ACTIVE LINE
544 SAMPLES

(104–647)

DIGITAL
BLANKING

104 SAMPLES
(0–103)

TOTAL LINE

648 SAMPLES
(0–647)

9 SAMPLES

SAMPLE RATE � 20.25 MHZ

FIGURE 3.24 576p Analog-Digital Relationship (4:3 Aspect Ratio, 50 Hz Frame Rate, 
20.25 MHz Sample Clock).
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   For the 59.94       Hz frame rate, each scan line time (H) is about 22.24        μ s. 
Detailed horizontal timing is dependent on the specific video interface used, as 
discussed in Chapter 4.  

    Progressive Digital Component Video 

   SMPTE 296M specifies the representation for 720p digital R � G � B �  or YCbCr 
signals. Active resolutions defined within SMPTE 296M, their 1      �      Y and 
R� G � B �  sample rates (Fs), and frame rates, are:

 1280      �      720p  74.176       MHz  23.976       Hz 
 1280      �      720p  74.250       MHz  24.000       Hz 
 1280      �      720p  74.250       MHz  25.000       Hz 
 1280      �      720p  74.176       MHz  29.970       Hz 
 1280      �      720p  74.250       MHz  30.000       Hz 

LINE 1 (V � 1)

LINE 45 (V � 0)

LINE 621 (V � 1)

LINE 625 (V � 1)

BLANKING

BLANKING

H � 1
EAV

H � 0
SAV

LINE
NUMBER

1–44
45–620
621–625

ACTIVE VIDEO

F

0
0
0

V

1
0
1

FIGURE 3.25 576p Digital Vertical Timing (576 Active Lines). V changes state at the EAV 
sequence at the beginning of the digital line. Note that the digital line number changes state prior 
to the start of horizontal sync, as shown in Figures 3.21 through 3.24.

START
OF

VSYNC

744 745 746 750 1 2 6 7 8 9 26

FIGURE 3.26 720p Vertical Interval Timing.
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 1280      �      720p  74.250       MHz  50.000       Hz 
 1280      �      720p  74.176       MHz  59.940       Hz 
 1280      �      720p  74.250       MHz  60.000       Hz 

   Note that square pixels and a 16:9 aspect ratio are used. Example relation-
ships between the analog and digital signals are shown in        Figures 3.27 and 
3.28     , and  Table 3.1   . The H (horizontal blanking), V (vertical blanking), and 
F (field) signals are as defined in  Figure 3.29   .   

DIGITAL ACTIVE LINE

1280 SAMPLES
(370–1649)

TOTAL LINE

1650 SAMPLES
(0–1649)

DIGITAL
BLANKING

370 SAMPLES
(0–369)

SAMPLE RATE � 74.176 OR 74.25 MHZ

110 SAMPLES

FIGURE 3.27 720p Analog-Digital Relationship (16:9 Aspect Ratio, 59.94 Hz Frame Rate, 
74.176 MHz Sample Clock and 60 Hz Frame Rate, 74.25 MHz Sample Clock).

1280 SAMPLES

TOTAL LINE

[A] SAMPLES

[B] SAMPLES

[C] SAMPLES

DIGITAL ACTIVE LINE
DIGITAL

BLANKING

FIGURE 3.28 General 720p Analog-Digital Relationship.
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TABLE 3.1 Various 720p Analog-Digital Parameters for Figure 3.28

Active 
Horizontal 
Samples

Frame Rate 
(Hz)

1� Y 
Sample Rate 
(MHz)

Total 
Horizontal 
Samples (A)

Horizontal 
Blanking
Samples (B)

C Samples

1280 24/1.001 74.25/1.001 4125 2845 2585

24 74.25 4125 2845 2585

251 48 1536  256    21

251 49.5 1584  304    25

25 74.25 3960 2680 2420

30/1.001 74.25/1.001 3300 2020 1760

30 74.25 3300 2020 1760

50 74.25 1980  700  440

60/1.001 74.25/1.001 1650  370  110

60 74.25 1650  370  110

Note: 1. Useful for CRT-based 50 Hz HDTVs based on a 31.250 kHz horizontal frequency. Sync 
pulses are �300 mV bi-level, rather than �300 mV tri-level. 720p content scaled vertically to 1152i 
active scan lines; 1250i total scan lines instead of 750p.

LINE 1 (V � 1)

LINE 26 (V � 0)

LINE 746 (V � 1)

LINE 750 (V � 1)

BLANKING

BLANKING

H � 1
EAV

H � 0
SAV

LINE
NUMBER

1–25
26–745
746–750

ACTIVE  VIDEO

F

0
0
0

V

1
0
1

FIGURE 3.29 720p Digital Vertical Timing (720 Active Lines). V changes state at the EAV 
sequence at the beginning of the digital line. Note that the digital line number changes state prior 
to the start of horizontal sync, as shown in Figures 3.27 and 3.28.
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    1080i AND 1080p SYSTEMS 

    Interlaced Analog Component Video 

   Analog component signals are comprised of three signals, analog R � G � B �  or 
YPbPr. Referred to as 1080i (since there are typically 1080 active scan lines 
per frame and they are interlaced), the frame rate is usually 25 or 29.97       Hz 
(30/1.001) to simplify the generation of (B, D, G, H, I) PAL or (M) NTSC 
video. The analog interface uses 1125 lines per frame, with active video pres-
ent on lines 21–560 and 584–1123, as shown in  Figure 3.30   . 

   MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 systems use 1088 lines, rather than 1080, in order 
to have a multiple of 32 scan lines per frame. In this case, an additional 4 lines 
per field after the active video are used. 

  For the 25       Hz frame rate, each scan line time is about 35.56        μ s. For the 29.97       Hz 
frame rate, each scan line time is about 29.66        μ s. Detailed horizontal timing is 
dependent on the specific video interface used, as discussed in Chapter 4.

1123 1125 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 21

560 562 564 565 566 567 568 569 584563

START
OF

VSYNC

FIGURE 3.30 1080i Vertical Interval Timing.

        Insider Info      

   The 1152i active (1250 total) line format is not a broadcast transmission for-
mat. However, it is being used as an analog interconnection standard from high-
definition (HD) set-top boxes and DVD players to 50-Hz CRT-based HDTVs. This 
enables 50-Hz HDTVs to use a fixed 31.25    kHz horizontal frequency, reducing 
their cost. Other HDTV display technologies, such as DLP, LCD, and plasma, are 
capable of handling the native timing of 720p50 (750p50 with VBI) and 1080i25 
(1125i25 with VBI) analog signals.       

    Progressive Analog Component Video 

   Analog component signals are comprised of three signals, analog R � G � B �  or 
YPbPr. Referred to as 1080p (since there are typically 1080 active scan lines 
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per frame and they are progressive), the frame rate is usually 50 or 59.94       Hz 
(60/1.001) to simplify the generation of (B, D, G, H, I) PAL or (M) NTSC 
video. The analog interface uses 1125 lines per frame, with active video pres-
ent on lines 42–1121, as shown in  Figure 3.31   . 

   MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 systems use 1088 lines, rather than 1080, in order 
to have a multiple of 16 scan lines per frame. In this case, an additional 8 lines 
per frame after the active video are used. 

   For the 50-Hz frame rate, each scan line time is about 17.78        μ s. For the 
59.94-Hz frame rate, each scan line time is about 14.83        μ s. Detailed horizon-
tal timing is dependent on the specific video interface used, as discussed in 
Chapter 4.  

    Interlaced Digital Component Video 

   ITU-R BT.709 and SMPTE 274M specify the digital component format for 
the 1080i digital R � G � B �  or YCbCr signal. Active resolutions defined within 
BT.709 and SMPTE 274M, their 1 �      Y and R � G � B �  sample rates (Fs), and 
frame rates, are:

 1920      �      1080i  74.250       MHz  25.00       Hz 
 1920      �      1080i  74.176       MHz  29.97       Hz 
 1920      �      1080i  74.250       MHz  30.00       Hz 

  Note that square pixels and a 16:9 aspect ratio are used. Other common active 
resolutions, their 1 �      Y and R � G � B �  sample rates (Fs), and frame rates, are:

 1280      �      1080i  49.500       MHz  25.00       Hz 
 1280      �      1080i  49.451       MHz  29.97       Hz 
 1280      �      1080i  49.500       MHz  30.00       Hz 
 1440      �      1080i  55.688       MHz  25.00       Hz 
 1440      �      1080i  55.632       MHz  29.97       Hz 
 1440      �      1080i  55.688       MHz  30.00       Hz 

   Example relationships between the analog and digital signals are shown in 
       Figures 3.32 and 3.33     , and  Table 3.2   . The H (horizontal blanking) and V (ver-
tical blanking) signals are as defined in  Figure 3.34   .

1120 1121 1122 1125 1 2 6 7 8 9 42

START
OF

VSYNC

FIGURE 3.31 1080p Vertical Interval Timing.
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    Progressive Digital Component Video 

   ITU-R BT.709 and SMPTE 274M specify the digital component format for 
the 1080p digital R � G � B �  or YCbCr signal. Active resolutions defined within 
BT.709 and SMPTE 274M, their 1 �      Y and R � G � B �  sample rates (Fs), and 
frame rates, are:

 1920      �      1080p  74.176       MHz  23.976       Hz 
 1920      �      1080p  74.250       MHz  24.000       Hz 
 1920      �      1080p  74.250       MHz  25.000       Hz 
 1920      �      1080p  74.176       MHz  29.970       Hz 
 1920      �      1080p  74.250       MHz  30.000       Hz 
 1920      �      1080p  148.50       MHz  50.000       Hz 

DIGITAL ACTIVE LINE

1920 SAMPLES
(280–2199)

TOTAL  LINE

2200  SAMPLES
(0–2199)

DIGITAL
BLANKING

280 SAMPLES
(0–279)

SAMPLE RATE = 74.25 OR 74.176 MHZ

88 SAMPLES

FIGURE 3.32 1080i Analog-Digital Relationship (16:9 Aspect Ratio, 29.97 Hz Frame Rate, 
74.176 MHz Sample Clock and 30 Hz Frame Rate, 74.25 MHz Sample Clock).

DIGITAL ACTIVE LINE
DIGITAL

BLANKING

[A] SAMPLES

TOTAL LINE

[B] SAMPLES

[C] SAMPLES

[D] SAMPLES

FIGURE 3.33 General 1080i Analog-Digital Relationship.
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 1920      �      1080p  148.35       MHz  59.940       Hz 
 1920      �      1080p  148.50       MHz  60.000       Hz 

  Note that square pixels and a 16:9 aspect ratio are used. Other common active 
resolutions, their 1 �      Y and R � G � B �  sample rates (Fs), and frame rates, are:

 1280      �      1080p  49.451       MHz  23.976       Hz 
 1280      �      1080p  49.500       MHz  24.000       Hz 
 1280      �      1080p  49.500        MHz  25.000       Hz 
 1280      �      1080p  49.451       MHz  29.970       Hz 
 1280      �      1080p  49.500       MHz  30.000       Hz 
 1280      �      1080p  99.000       MHz  50.000       Hz 
 1280      �      1080p  98.901       MHz  59.940       Hz 
 1280      �      1080p  99.000       MHz  60.000       Hz 
 1440      �      1080p  55.632       MHz  23.976       Hz 
 1440      �      1080p  55.688       MHz  24.000       Hz 
 1440      �      1080p  55.688       MHz  25.000       Hz 
 1440      �      1080p  55.632       MHz  29.970       Hz 
 1440      �      1080p  55.688       MHz  30.000       Hz 
 1440      �      1080p  111.38       MHz  50.000       Hz 

TABLE 3.2 Various 1080i analog-digital parameters for Figure 3.33

Active 
Horizontal 
Samples (A)

Frame 
Rate
(Hz)

1� Y 
Sample
Rate (MHz)

Total 
Horizontal 
Samples (B)

Horizontal 
Blanking
Samples (C)

D Samples

1920 251 72 2304 384 32
251 74.25 2376 456 38
25 74.25 2640 720 528
30/1.001 74.25/1.001 2200 280 88
30 74.25 2200 280 88

1440 251 54 1728 288 24
25 55.6875 1980 540 396
30/1.001 55.6875/

1.001
1650 210 66

30 55.6875 1650 210 66

1280 251 48 1536 256 21
25 49.5 1760 480 352
30/1.001 49.5/1.001 1466.7 186.7 58.7
30 49.5 1466.7 186.7 58.7

Notes: 1. Useful for CRT-based 50 Hz HDTVs based on a 31.250 kHz horizontal frequency. Sync 
pulses are �300 mV bi-level, rather than �300 mV tri-level. 1080i content letterboxed in 1152i 
active scan lines; 1250i total scan lines instead of 1125i.
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 1440      �      1080p  111.26       MHz  59.940       Hz 
 1440      �      1080p  111.38       MHz  60.000       Hz 

   Example relationships between the analog and digital signals are shown in 
       Figures 3.35 and 3.36     , and  Table 3.3   . The H (horizontal blanking), V (vertical 
blanking), and F (field) signals are as defined in  Figure 3.37   .

LINE 1

FIELD 1
(F � 0)

ODD

LINE 583

FIELD 2
(F � 1)
EVEN

LINE 1125

LINE 1 (V � 1)

LINE 21 (V � 0)

LINE 561 (V � 1)

LINE 584 (V � 0)

LINE 1124 (V � 1)

LINE 1125 (V � 1)

FIELD 1
ACTIVE VIDEO

FIELD 2
ACTIVE VIDEO

BLANKING

BLANKING

BLANKING

H � 1
EAV

H � 0
SAV

LINE
NUMBER

1–20
21–560
561–562
563–583
584–1123
1124–1125

F

0
0
0
1
1
1

V

1
0
1
1
0
1

FIGURE 3.34 1080i Digital Vertical Timing (1080 Active Lines). F and V change state at the 
EAV sequence at the beginning of the digital line. Note that the digital line number changes state 
prior to the start of horizontal sync, as shown in Figures 3.32 and 3.33.

        Insider Info      

   Some consumer displays, such as those based on LCD and plasma technologies, 
have adapted other resolutions as their native resolution. Common active resolu-
tions and their names are:

640    �      400 VGA
640    �      480 VGA
854    �      480 WVGA
800    �      600 SVGA
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 1024    �      768 XGA
 1280    �      768 WXGA
 1366    �      768 WXGA
 1024    �      1024 XGA
 1280    �      1024 SXGA
 1600    �      1024 WSXGA
 1600    �      1200 UXGA
 1920    �      1200 WUXGA

   These resolutions, and their timings, are defined for computer monitors by the 
Video Electronics Standards Association (VESA). Displays based on one of these 
native resolutions are usually capable of accepting many input resolutions, scaling 
the source to match the display resolution.        

DIGITAL ACTIVE LINE

1920 SAMPLES
(280–2199)

TOTAL LINE

2200 SAMPLES
(0–2199)

DIGITAL
BLANKING

280 SAMPLES
(0–279)

SAMPLE RATE � 148.5 OR 148.35 MHZ

88 SAMPLES

FIGURE 3.35 1080p Analog-Digital Relationship (16:9 Aspect Ratio, 59.94 Hz Frame Rate, 
148.35 MHz Sample Clock and 60 Hz Frame Rate, 148.5 MHz Sample Clock).

DIGITAL ACTIVE LINE
DIGITAL

BLANKING

[A] SAMPLES

TOTAL LINE

[B] SAMPLES

[C] SAMPLES

[D] SAMPLES

FIGURE 3.36 General 1080p Analog-Digital Relationship.
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LINE 1 (V � 1)

LINE 42 (V � 0)

LINE 1122 (V � 1)

LINE 1125 (V � 1)

BLANKING

BLANKING

H � 1
EAV

H � 0
SAV

LINE
NUMBER

1–41
42–1121
1122–1125

ACTIVE  VIDEO

F

0
0
0

V

1
0
1

FIGURE 3.37 1080p Digital Vertical Timing (1080 Active Lines). V changes state at the EAV 
sequence at the beginning of the digital line. Note that the digital line number changes state prior 
to the start of horizontal sync, as shown in Figures 3.35 and 3.36.

TABLE 3.3 Various 1080p Analog-Digital Parameters for Figure 3.36

Active 
Horizontal 
Samples (A)

Frame 
Rate
(Hz)

1� Y 
Sample
Rate (MHz)

Total 
Horizontal 
Samples (B)

Horizontal 
Blanking
Samples (C)

D Samples

1920 24/1.001 74.25/1.001 2750 830 638
24 74.25 2750 830 638
25 74.25 2640 720 528
30/1.001 74.25/1.001 2200 280 88
30 74.25 2200 280 88
50 148.5 2640 720 528
60/1.001 148.5/1.001 2200 280 88
60 148.5 2200 280 88

1440 24/1.001 55.6875/1.001 2062.5 622.5 478.5
24 55.6875 2062.5 622.5 478.5
25 55.6875 1980 540 396
30/1.001 55.6875/1.001 1650 210 66
30 55.6875 1650 210 66
50 111.375 1980 540 396
60/1.001 111.375/1.001 1650 210 66
60 111.375 1650 210 66

1280 24/1.001 49.5/1.001 1833.3 553.3 425.3
24 49.5 1833.3 553.3 425.3
25 49.5 1760 480 352
30/1.001 49.5/1.001 1466.7 186.7 58.7
30 49.5 1466.7 186.7 58.7
50 99 1760 480 352
60/1.001 99/1.001 1466.7 186.7 58.7
60 99 1466.7 186.7 58.7
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    INSTANT SUMMARY 

   Video signals come in many  “ flavors, ”  with a wide variety of options. These 
include:

●      Digital component video, developed by the EBU to support simpler inter-
national program exchange  

●      480i and 480p systems, which include interlaced analog composite video, 
interlaced analog component video, progressive analog component video, 
interlaced digital component video, and progressive digital component 
video at 480 active scan lines per frame  

●      576i and 576p systems, which include analog composite video, interlaced 
analog component video, progressive analog component video, interlaced 
digital component video, and progressive digital component video at 576 
active scan lines per frame  

●      720p systems, which include progressive analog component video and pro-
gressive digital component video at 720 active scan lines per frame  

●      1080i and 1080p systems, which include interlaced analog component 
video, progressive analog component video, interlaced digital component 
video, and progressive digital component video at 1080 active scan lines 
per frame 
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                                                                                       Video Interfaces 

Chapter 4 

In an Instant

Analog video interface 
● Defi nitions
● S-Video Interface
● SCART Interface
● SDTV RGB Interface
● HDTV RGB Interface
● SDTV YPbPr Interface
● HDTV YPbPr Interface
● D-Connector Interface
● Other Pro-Video analog 

Interfaces
● VGA Interface

Digital video interfaces
● Digital video interface 

defi nitions
● Pro-Video Component 

Interfaces
● Pro-Video Composite Interfaces
● Pro-Video Transport Interfaces
● IC Component Interfaces
● Consumer Component 

Interfaces
● Consumer Transport Interfaces

    ANALOG VIDEO INTERFACES 

         Defi nitions      

   For years, the primary video signal used by the consumer market has been composite 
NTSC or PAL video. Attempts have been made to support S-video, but, until recently, 
it has been largely limited to S-VHS VCRs and high-end televisions. However, with the 
introduction of DVD players, digital set-top boxes, and DTV, there has been renewed 
interest in providing high-quality video to the consumer market. These devices not 
only support very high-quality composite and S-video signals, but many of them also 
allow the option of using analog R´G´B´ or YPbPr video. In this section, we will cover 
analog video interfaces. First we’ll define some terms used in this section. 

    VBI, or vertical blanking interval, refers to the period when the video signal is at 
the blanking level so as not to display the electron beam when it sweeps back from 
the bottom to the top side of the CRT screen. 

    HDMI (High-Definition Multimedia Interface) is a single-cable digital audio/video 
interface for consumer equipment. It is designed to replace DVI in a backwards-
compatible fashion. 
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    DVI (Digital Visual Interface) is a digital video interface to a display, designed 
to replace the analog YPbPr or R’G’B ’  interface. 

    Sync is a fundamental piece of information for displaying any type of video. 
Essentially, the sync signal tells the display where to put the picture. Horizontal sync 
(HSYNC) tells the display where to put the picture in the left-to-right dimension. The 
vertical sync (VSYNC) tells the display where to put the picture from top to bottom. 

    IRE refers to an arbitrary unit used to describe the amplitude characteristics of 
a video signal. White is defined to be 100 IRE and the blanking level is defined to 
be 0 IRE.       

    Technology Trade-offs 
   Using analog R � G � B �  or YPbPr video eliminates NTSC/PAL encoding and 
decoding artifacts. As a result, the picture is sharper and has less noise. More 
color bandwidth is also available, increasing the horizontal detail. 

    S-Video Interface 

   The RCA phono connector (consumer market) or BNC connector (pro-video 
market) transfers a composite NTSC or PAL video signal, made by adding the 
intensity (Y) and color (C) video signals together. The television then has to 
separate these Y and C video signals in order to display the picture. The prob-
lem is that the Y/C separation process is never perfect. 

  Many video components now support a 4-pin  “ S1 ”  S-video connector, illus-
trated in  Figure 4.1    (the female connector viewpoint). This connector keeps the 
intensity (Y) and color (C) video signals separate, eliminating the Y/C separa-
tion process in the TV. As a result, the picture is sharper and has less noise. 

   NTSC and PAL VBI (vertical blanking interval) data may be present on the 
480i or 576i Y video signal. 

   The  “ S2 ”  version adds a  � 5       V DC offset to the C signal when a widescreen 
(16:9) anamorphic program (horizontally squeezed by 25%) is present. A 16:9 
TV detects the DC offset and horizontally expands the 4:3 image to fill the 
screen, restoring the correct aspect ratio of the program. The “ S3 ”  version also 
supports using a � 2.3       V offset when a program is letterboxed. 

  The IEC 60933-5 standard specifies the S-video connector, including signal 
levels.

        Insider Info      

   The PC market also uses an extended S-Video interface. This interface has 7 pins, as 
shown in  Figure 4.1 , and is backwards compatible with the 4-pin interface. The use 
of the three additional pins varies by manufacturer. They may be used to support 
an I2C interface (SDA bidirectional data pin and SCL clock pin),  �12V power, a 
composite NTSC/PAL video signal (CVBS), or analog R �G�B� or YPbPr video signals.       
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    SCART Interface 

   Most consumer video components in Europe support one or two 21-pin 
SCART connectors (also known as Peritel, Peritelevision, and Euroconnector). 
This connection allows analog R � G � B �  video or S-video, composite video, 
and analog stereo audio to be transmitted between equipment using a single 
cable. The composite video signal must always be present, as it provides 
the basic video timing for the analog R � G � B �  video signals. Note that the 
700       mV R � G � B �  signals do not have a blanking pedestal or sync information, 
as illustrated in Figure 4.4. 

   PAL VBI (vertical blanking interval) data may be present on the 576i com-
posite video signal. 

   There are now several types of SCART pinouts, depending on the specific 
functions implemented, as shown in  Table 4.1   . Pinout details are shown in 
 Figure 4.2   . 

   The CENELEC EN 50049–1 and IEC 60933 standards specify the basic 
SCART connector, including signal levels.  

    SDTV RGB Interface 

   Some SDTV consumer video equipment supports an analog R � G � B �  video 
interface. NTSC and PAL VBI data may be present on 480i or 576i R � G � B �
video signals. Three separate RCA phono connectors (consumer market) or 
BNC connectors (pro-video and PC market) are used. 

  The horizontal and vertical video timing are dependent on the video standard, 
as discussed in Chapter 3. For sources, the video signal at the connector should 

12

4 3

1,  2  =  GND
3  =  Y
4  =  C
5  =  CVBS / SCL  (SERIAL CLOCK)
6  =  GND / SDA  (SERIAL DATA)
7  =  NC / +12V

6 5

7

12

4 3

1,  2  =  GND
3  =  Y
4  =  C

7-PIN  MINI  DIN  CONNECTOR 4-PIN  MINI  DIN  CONNECTOR

FIGURE 4.1       S-Video Connector and Signal Names.    
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TABLE 4.1          SCART Connector Signals  

   Pin Function  Signal Level  Impedance 

   1 right audio out  0.5    V rms �  1K ohm 

   2 right audio in  0.5    V rms �  10       K ohm 

   3 left/mono audio out  0.5    V rms � 1    K ohm 

   4 ground - for pins 1, 2, 3, 6 

   5 ground - for pin 7 

   6 left/mono audio in  0.5    V rms �  10     K ohm 

   7 blue (or C) video in/out  0.7     V (or 0.3V burst)  75     ohms 

   8 status and aspect ratio in/out  9.5     V–12     V      �      4:3 source � 10     K ohm
       4.5     V–7V      �      16:9 source 
       0V–2     V      �      inactive source   

   9 ground - for pin 11 

   10 data 2 

   11 green video in/out  0.7    V 75     ohms 

   12 data 1 

   13 ground - for pin 15 

   14 ground - for pin 16 

   15 red (or C) video in/out  0.7     V (or 0.3V burst)  75     ohms 

   16 RGB control in/out  1–3     V    �      RGB, 
0–0.4     V    �      composite 

 75     ohms 

   17 ground - for pin 19 

   18 ground - for pin 20 

   19 composite (or Y) video out  1V 75     ohms 

   20 composite (or Y) video in 1V 75 ohms 

   21 ground - for pins 8, 10, 12, shield 

  Note:   Often, the SCART 1 connector supports composite video and RGB, the SCART 2 connector 
supports composite video and S-Video, and the SCART 3 connector supports only composite video. 
SCART connections may also be used to add external decoders or descramblers to the video path, the 
video signal goes out and comes back in.  
  The RGB control signal controls the TV switch between the composite and RGB inputs, enabling 
the overlaying of text onto the video, even the internal TV program. This enables an external teletext 
or closed captioning decoder to add information over the current program. If pin 16 is held high, 
signifying RGB signals are present, the sync is still carried on the Composite Video pin. Some devices 
(such as DVD players) may provide RGB on a SCART and hold pin 16 permanently high. 
  When a source becomes active, it sets a 12V level on pin 8. This causes the TV to automatically 
switch to that SCART input. When the source stops, the signal returns to 0     V and TV viewing is 
resumed. If an anamorphic 16:9 program is present, the source raises the signal on pin 8 to only 6    V. 
This causes the TV to switch to that SCART input and at the same time enable the video processing for 
anamorphic 16:9 programs. 
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have a source impedance of 75 Ω � 5%. For receivers, video inputs should be 
AC-coupled and have a 75Ω � 5% input impedance. The three signals must be 
coincident with respect to each other within � 5       ns. 

   Sync information may be present on just the green channel, all three chan-
nels, as a separate composite sync signal, or as separate horizontal and vertical 
sync signals. A gamma of 1/0.45 is used. 

    7.5 IRE Blanking Pedestal 
   As shown in  Figure 4.3   , the nominal active video amplitude is 714       mV, includ-
ing a 7.5 � 2 IRE blanking pedestal. A 286  � 6       mV composite sync signal may 
be present on just the green channel (consumer market), or all three channels 
(pro-video market). DC offsets up to  � 1       V may be present. 

    Table 4.2    shows SDTV 10-bit R�G�B�  values.  

    0 IRE Blanking Pedestal 
   As shown in  Figure 4.4   , the nominal active video amplitude is 700       mV, with no 
blanking pedestal. A 300 � 6       mV composite sync signal may be present on just 
the green channel (consumer market), or all three channels (pro-video market). 
DC offsets up to  � 1       V may be present. 

    HDTV RGB Interface 

   Some HDTV consumer video equipment supports an analog R � G � B �  video 
interface. Three separate RCA phono connectors (consumer market) or BNC 
connectors (pro-video and PC market) are used. 

   The horizontal and vertical video timing are dependent on the video stan-
dard, as discussed in Chapter 3. For sources, the video signal at the connec-
tor should have a source impedance of 75        Ω� 5%. For receivers, video inputs 
should be AC-coupled and have a 75        Ω� 5% input impedance. The three sig-
nals must be coincident with respect to each other within � 5       ns. 

   Sync information may be present on just the green channel, all three chan-
nels, as a separate composite sync signal, or as separate horizontal and vertical 
sync signals. A gamma of 1/0.45 is used. 

   As shown in  Figure 4.5   , the nominal active video amplitude is 700       mV, and 
has no blanking pedestal. A � 300  � 6-mV tri-level composite sync signal may 

1

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21

FIGURE 4.2       SCART Connector.    
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        Insider Info      

   Due to the limited availability of copy protection technology for high-definition 
analog interfaces, some standards and DRM implementations only allow a  con-
strained image to be output. A constrained image has an effective maximum reso-
lution of 960      �      540p, although the total number of video samples and the video 
timing remain unchanged (for example, 1280   �      720p or 1920      �      1080i). In these 
situations, the full resolution image is still available via an approved secure digital 
video output, such as HDMI.       

be present on just the green channel (consumer market), or all three channels 
(pro video market). DC offsets up to  � 1       V may be present. 

    Table 4.3    shows HDTV 10-bit R�G�B�  values.

100  IRE

40  IRE

SYNC  LEVEL  (16)

BLANK  LEVEL  (240)

BLACK  LEVEL  (282)

0.306 V

0.357 V

0.020 V

7.5  IRE

WHITE  LEVEL  (800)1.020 V

GREEN,  BLUE,  OR  RED  CHANNEL,  SYNC  PRESENT

100  IRE

BLANK  LEVEL  (240)

BLACK  LEVEL  (282)

0.306 V

0.357 V
7.5  IRE

WHITE  LEVEL  (800)1.020 V

GREEN,  BLUE,  OR  RED  CHANNEL,  NO  SYNC  PRESENT

FIGURE 4.3       SDTV Analog RGB Levels. 7.5 IRE blanking level.    
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TABLE 4.2          SDTV 10-Bit R � G � B � Values 

   Video Level  7.5 IRE Blanking Pedestal  0 IRE Blanking Pedestal 

    White  800 800

    Black  282 252

    Blank  240 252

    Sync  16 16

100  IRE

43  IRE

SYNC  LEVEL  (16)

BLACK / BLANK  LEVEL  (252)0.321 V

0.020 V

WHITE  LEVEL  (800)1.020 V

GREEN,  BLUE,  OR  RED  CHANNEL,  SYNC  PRESENT

100  IRE

BLACK / BLANK  LEVEL  (252)0.321 V

WHITE  LEVEL  (800)1.020 V

GREEN,  BLUE,  OR  RED  CHANNEL,  NO  SYNC  PRESENT

FIGURE 4.4       SDTV Analog RGB Levels. 0 IRE blanking level.    

    SDTV YPbPr Interface 

   Some SDTV consumer video equipment supports an analog YPbPr video 
interface. NTSC and PAL VBI (vertical blanking interval) data may be pres-
ent on 480i or 576i Y video signals. Three separate RCA phono connectors 
 (consumer market) or BNC connectors (pro-video market) are used. 
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   The horizontal and vertical video timing are dependent on the video stan-
dard, as discussed in Chapter 3. For sources, the video signal at the connec-
tor should have a source impedance of 75        Ω� 5%. For receivers, video inputs 
should be AC-coupled and have a 75        Ω� 5% input impedance. The three sig-
nals must be coincident with respect to each other within � 5       ns. 

SYNC  LEVEL  (488)0.622 V

100  IRE

43  IRE

SYNC  LEVEL  (16)

BLACK / BLANK  LEVEL  (252)0.321 V

0.020 V

43  IRE

WHITE  LEVEL  (800)1.020 V

GREEN,  BLUE,  OR  RED  CHANNEL,  SYNC  PRESENT

100  IRE

BLACK / BLANK  LEVEL  (252)0.321 V

WHITE  LEVEL  (800)1.020 V

GREEN,  BLUE,  OR  RED  CHANNEL,  NO  SYNC  PRESENT

FIGURE 4.5       HDTV Analog RGB Levels. 0 IRE blanking level.    

TABLE 4.3          HDTV 10-Bit R � G � B � Values 

   Video Level  0 IRE Blanking Pedestal 

    White   800 

    Sync high   488 

    Black   252 

    Blank   252 

    Sync low   16 
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   For consumer products, composite sync is present on only the Y channel. 
For pro-video applications, composite sync is present on all three channels. 
A gamma of 1/0.45 is specified. 

   As shown in        Figures 4.6 and 4.7     , the Y signal consists of 700       mV of active 
video (with no blanking pedestal). Pb and Pr have a peak-to-peak amplitude of 
700       mV. A 300  � 6       mV composite sync signal is present on just the Y channel 
(consumer market), or all three channels (pro-video market). DC offsets up to 
� 1       V may be present. The 100% and 75% YPbPr color bar values are shown 
in        Tables 4.4 and 4.5     .  Table 4.6    shows SDTV 10-bit YPbPr values.  

    HDTV YPbPr Interface 

   Most HDTV consumer video equipment supports an analog YPbPr video 
interface. Three separate RCA phono connectors (consumer market) or BNC 
connectors (pro-video market) are used. 

100  IRE

43  IRE

SYNC  LEVEL  (16)

BLACK / BLANK  LEVEL  (252)0.321 V

0.020 V

WHITE  LEVEL  (800)1.020 V

Y  CHANNEL,  SYNC  PRESENT

50  IRE

BLACK / BLANK  LEVEL  (512)0.653 V

PEAK  LEVEL  (238)0.303 V

50  IRE

PEAK  LEVEL  (786)1.003 V

PB  OR  PR  CHANNEL,  NO  SYNC  PRESENT

FIGURE 4.6       EIA-770.2 SDTV Analog YPbPr Levels. Sync on Y.    
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   The horizontal and vertical video timing is dependent on the video stan-
dard, as discussed in Chapter 3. For sources, the video signal at the connec-
tor should have a source impedance of 75        Ω� 5%. For receivers, video inputs 
should be AC-coupled and have a 75        Ω� 5% input impedance. The three sig-
nals must be coincident with respect to each other within � 5       ns. 

   For consumer products, composite sync is present on only the Y channel. 
For pro-video applications, composite sync is present on all three channels. 
A gamma of 1/0.45 is specified. 

   As shown in        Figures 4.8 and 4.9     , the Y signal consists of 700       mV of active 
video (with no blanking pedestal). Pb and Pr have a peak-to-peak amplitude of 
700       mV. A ±300 ±6       mV composite sync signal is present on just the Y channel 
(consumer market), or all three channels (pro-video market). DC offsets up to 
±1       V may be present. The 100% and 75% YPbPr color bar values are shown in 
       Tables 4.7 and 4.8     . 

    Table 4.9    shows HDTV 10-bit YPbPr values.

100  IRE

43  IRE

SYNC  LEVEL  (16)

BLACK / BLANK  LEVEL  (252)0.321 V

0.020 V

43  IRE

SYNC  LEVEL  (276)0.352 V

WHITE  LEVEL  (800)1.020 V

Y  CHANNEL,  SYNC  PRESENT

50  IRE

BLACK / BLANK  LEVEL  (512)0.653 V

PEAK  LEVEL  (238)0.303 V

50  IRE

PEAK  LEVEL  (786)1.003 V

PB  OR  PR  CHANNEL,  SYNC  PRESENT

FIGURE 4.7       SDTV Analog YPbPr Levels. Sync on YPbPr.    
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TABLE 4.4          EIA-770.2 SDTV YPbPr and YCbCr 100% Color Bars. YPbPr 
values relative to the blanking level 

White Yellow  Cyan  Green Magenta  Red  Blue Black

    Y  IRE 100 88.6 70.1 58.7 41.3 29.9 11.4 0
mV 700 620 491 411 289 209 80 0

    Pb  IRE    0 �50 16.8 �33.1 33.1 �16.8 50 0
mV    0 �350 118 �232 232 �118 350 0

    Pr IRE    0 8.1 �50 �41.8 41.8 50 �8.1 0
mV    0 57 �350 �293 293 350 �57 0

    Y   64 to 
940

940 840 678 578 426 326 164 64

    Cb   64 to 
960

512 64 663 215 809 361 960 512

    Cr   64 to 
960

512 585 64 137 887 960 439 512

TABLE 4.5          EIA-770.2 SDTV YPbPr and YCbCr 75% Color Bars. YPbPr values 
relative to the blanking level 

White Yellow  Cyan  Green Magenta  Red  Blue Black

    Y IRE 75 66.5 52.6 44 31 22.4 8.6 0
mV 525 465 368 308 217 157 60 0

    Pb IRE 0 �37.5 12.6 �24.9 24.9 �12.6 37.5 0
mV 0 �262 88 �174 174 –88 262 0

    Pr IRE 0 6.1 �37.5 �31.4 31.4 37.5 �6.1 0
mV 0 43 �262 �220 220 262 �43 0

    Y   64 to 
940

721 646 525 450 335 260 139 64

    Cb   64 to 
960

512 176 625 289 735 399 848 512

    Cr   64 to 
960

512 567 176 231 793 848 457 512
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TABLE 4.6          SDTV 10-Bit YPbPr Values 

   Video Level Y PbPr 

    White 800 512

    Black  252 512

    Blank  252 512

    Sync  16 276

100  IRE

SYNC  LEVEL  (16)

BLACK / BLANK  LEVEL  (252)0.321 V

0.020 V

WHITE  LEVEL  (800)1.020 V

Y  CHANNEL,  SYNC  PRESENT

50  IRE

BLACK / BLANK  LEVEL  (512)0.653 V

PEAK  LEVEL  (238)0.303 V

50  IRE

PEAK  LEVEL  (786)1.003 V

PB  OR  PR  CHANNEL,  NO  SYNC  PRESENT

SYNC  LEVEL  (488)0.622 V

43  IRE

43  IRE

FIGURE 4.8       EIA-770.3 HDTV Analog YPbPr Levels. Sync on Y.    
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        Insider Info      

   Due to the limited availability of copy protection technology for high-definition 
analog interfaces, some standards and DRM implementations only allow a  con-
strained image to be output. A constrained image has an effective maximum reso-
lution of 960      �      540p, although the total number of video samples and the video 
timing remain unchanged (for example, 1280   �      720p60 or 1920      �      1080i30). 
In these situations, the full resolution image is still available via an approved secure 
digital video output, such as HDMI.       

100  IRE

SYNC  LEVEL  (16)

BLACK / BLANK  LEVEL  (252)0.321 V

0.020 V

SYNC  LEVEL  (276)0.352 V

WHITE  LEVEL  (800)1.020 V

Y  CHANNEL,  SYNC  PRESENT

50  IRE

BLACK / BLANK  LEVEL  (512)0.653 V

PEAK  LEVEL  (238)0.303 V

50  IRE

PEAK  LEVEL  (786)1.003 V

PB  OR  PR  CHANNEL,  SYNC  PRESENT

SYNC  LEVEL  (488)0.622 V

43  IRE

43  IRE

SYNC  LEVEL  (748)0.954 V

43  IRE

43  IRE

FIGURE 4.9       SMPTE 274M and 296M HDTV Analog YPbPr Levels. Sync on YPbPr.    

    D-Connector Interface 

   A 14-pin female D-connector (EIA-J CP–4120 standard, EIA-J RC–5237 con-
nector) is optionally used on some high-end consumer equipment in Japan, 
Hong Kong, and Singapore. It is used to transfer EIA 770.2 or EIA 770.3 inter-
laced or progressive analog YPbPr video. 
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TABLE 4.7          EIA-770.3 HDTV YPbPr and YCbCr 100% Color Bars. YPbPr 
values relative to the blanking level 

      White Yellow  Cyan  Green Magenta  Red  Blue Black

    Y IRE 100 92.8 78.7 71.5 28.5 21.3 7.2 0
mV 700 650 551 501 200 149 50 0

    Pb  IRE 0 �50 11.4 �38.5 38.5 �11.4 50 0
mV 0 �350 80 �270 270 �80 350 0

    Pr IRE 0 4.6 �50 �45.4 45.4 50 �4.6 0
mV 0 32 �350 �318 318 350 �32 0

    Y 64 to 
940

940 877 753 690 314 251 127 64

    Cb 64 to 
960

512 64 614 167 857 410 960 512

    Cr 64 to 
960

512 553 64 106 918 960 471 512

TABLE 4.8          EIA-770.3 HDTV YPbPr and YCbCr 75% Color Bars. YPbPr values 
relative to the blanking level 

      White Yellow  Cyan  Green Magenta  Red  Blue Black

    Y IRE 75 69.6 59 53.7 21.3 16 5.4 0
mV 525 487 413 376 149 112 38 0

    Pb IRE 0 �37.5 8.6 �28.9 28.9 �8.6 37.5 0
mV 0 �263 60 �202 202 �60 263 0

    Pr IRE 0 3.5 �37.5 �34 34 37.5 �3.5 0
mV 0 24 �263 �238 238 263 �24 0

    Y 64 to 
940

721 674 581 534 251 204 111 64

    Cb 64 to 
960

512 176 589 253 771 435 848 512

    Cr 64 to 
960

512 543 176 207 817 848 481 512
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   There are five flavors of the D-connector, referred to as D1, D2, D3, D4, 
and D5, each used to indicate supported video formats, as shown in  Table 4.10   . 
 Figure 4.10    illustrates the connector and  Table 4.11    lists the pin names. 

   Three line signals (Line 1, Line 2, and Line 3) indicate the resolution and 
frame rate of the YPbPr source video, as indicated in  Table 4.12   .

    Other Pro-Video Analog Interfaces 

          Tables 4.13 and 4.14      list some other common component analog video for-
mats. The horizontal and vertical timing is the same as for 525-line (M) NTSC 

TABLE 4.9          HDTV 10-Bit YPbPr Values 

    Video Level Y PbPr

    White 800 512

    Sync high 488 748

    Black 252 512

    Blank 252 512

    Sync low 16 276

TABLE 4.10          D-Connector Supported Video Formats 

480i 480p 720p 1080i 1080p

    D1 �          
    D2 � �        
    D3 � �    �  

    D4 � � � �  

    D5 � � � � �  
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and 625-line (B, D, G, H, I) PAL. The 100% and 75% color bar values are 
shown in            Tables 4.15 through 4.18         . The SMPTE, EBU N10, 625-line Betacam, 
and 625-line MII values are the same as for SDTV YPbPr.  

    VGA Interface 

    Table 4.19    and  Figure 4.11    illustrate the 15-pin VGA connector used by com-
puter equipment, and some consumer equipment, to transfer analog RGB sig-
nals. The analog RGB signals do not contain sync information and have no 
blanking pedestal, as shown in  Figure 4.4 .

    DIGITAL VIDEO INTERFACES 

    Digital Video Interface Defi nitions 

   This section will cover interfaces for digital video. First we will define some 
terms used in the sections to follow. 

TABLE 4.11          D-Connector Pin Descriptions  

   Pin Function  Signal Level  Impedance 

   1 Y 0.700     V      �      sync 75 ohms 

   2 ground - Y 

   3 Pb �0.350   V 75 ohms 

   4 ground - Pb 

   5 Pr �0.350   V 75 ohms 

   6 ground - Pr 

   7 reserved 1 

   8 line 1  0V, 2.2    V, or 5V 1 10    K � 3    K ohm 

   9 line 2  0V, 2.2     V, or 5V 1 10    K � 3    K ohm 

   10 reserved 2 

   11 line 3  0V, 2.2V, or 5V 1 10     K � 3    K ohm 

   12 ground - detect plugged 

   13 reserved 3 

   14 detect plugged  0V      �      plugged in2 �  100     K ohm 

  Notes:   1. 2.2V has range of 2.2V ±0.8V. 5V has a range of 5V ±1.5V.  
2. Inside equipment, pin 12 is connected to ground and pin 14 is pulled to 5V through a resistor. 
Inside each D-Connector plug, pins 12 and 14 are shorted together. 
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TABLE 4.12          Voltage Levels of Line Signals for Various Video Formats for D-Connector. 

Resolution  Frame 
Rate

 Line 1 
Scan 
Lines

 Line 2 
Frame 
Rate

 Line 3 
Aspect 
Ratio 

Chromaticity 
and Reference 
White

 Color Space 
Equations 

 Gamma 
Correction 

 Sync 
Amplitude
on Y 

    1920      �      1080 30i 5V 0V 5V EIA-770.3 EIA-770.3 EIA-770.3 ±0.300V3

  25i2 5V 2.2V 5V
  30p 5V 2.2V 5V
  25p2 5V 2.2V 5V
  24p2 5V 2.2V 5V
  24sF2 5V 2.2V 5V

    1280      �      720 60p 2.2V 5V 5V
  50p2 2.2V 2.2V 5V
  30p 2.2V 2.2V 5V
  25p2 2.2V 2.2V 5V
  24p2 2.2V 2.2V 5V

    640      �      480 60p2 0V 5V 0V

    720 �      480 16:9 Squeeze 60p 0V 5V 5V EIA-770.2 EIA-770.2 EIA-770.2 � 0.300V 3

  16:9 Squeeze 30i 0V 0V 5V
  16:9 Letterbox 30i 0V 0V 2.2V
  4:3 30i 0V 0V 0V

  Notes:   1. 60p, 30i, 30p, and 24p frame rates also include the 59.94p, 29.97i, 29.97p, and 23.976p frame rates. 
 2. Not part of EIAJ CP-4120 specifi cation, but commonly supported by equipment. 
 3. Relative to the blanking level.  
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   Rather than digitize and transmit the blanking intervals, special sequences 
are inserted into the digital video stream to indicate the start of active video
(SAV) and  end of active video  (EAV). These sequences indicate when horizon-
tal and vertical blanking is present and which field is being transmitted.  

TABLE 4.13          Common Pro-Video Component Analog Video Formats  

   Format  Output
Signal

 Signal 
Amplitudes
(volts) 

 Notes 

    SMPTE, EBU N10 Y �0.700 0% setup on Y 
sync �0.300 100% saturation 
 R �       �    Y, B �       �   Y �0.350 three

wire    �      (Y      �      sync), 
(R�       �    Y), (B �       �    Y) 

    525-Line Betacam 1 Y �0.714 7.5% setup on Y 
only

sync �0.286 100% saturation 
 R �       �    Y, B �       �   Y �0.467 three

wire    �      (Y      �      sync), 
(R�       �    Y), (B �       �    Y) 

    625-Line Betacam 1 Y �0.700 0% setup on Y 
sync �0.300 100% saturation 
 R �       �    Y, B �       �   Y �0.350 three

wire    �      (Y      �      sync), 
(R�       �    Y), (B �       �    Y) 

    525-Line MII 2 Y �0.700 7.5% setup on Y 
only

sync �0.300 100% saturation 
 R �       �    Y, B �       �   Y �0.324 three

wire    �      (Y      �      sync), 
(R�       �    Y), (B �       �    Y) 

    625-Line MII 2 Y �0.700 0% setup on Y 
Sync �0.300 100% saturation 
 R �       �    Y, B �       �   Y �0.350 three

wire    �      (Y      �      sync), 
(R�       �    Y), (B �       �    Y) 

  Notes:   1. Trademark of Sony Corporation. 
 2. Trademark of Matsushita Corporation.  
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    Pro Video Component Interfaces 

  Pro video equipment, such as that used within studios, has unique requirements 
and therefore its own set of digital video interconnect standards.  Table 4.20    lists 
the various pro-video parallel and serial digital interface standards. 

    Video Timing 
   As mentioned, the EAV and SAV sequences indicate when horizontal and ver-
tical blanking is present and which field is being transmitted. They also enable 

TABLE 4.14          Common Pro-Video RGB Analog Video Formats  

   Format  Output Signal  Signal Amplitudes 
(volts) 

 Notes 

    SMPTE, EBU N10 G� , B � , R �  
 sync 

  � 0.700 
� 0.300

 0% setup on G � , B � , 
and R �  
100% saturation 
 three 
wire      �      (G �       �      sync), 
B� , R �  

    NTSC (setup) G� , B � , R �  
 sync 

  � 0.714 
�0.286

 7.5% setup on G � , 
B� , and R �  
100% saturation 
 three 
wire      �      (G �       �      sync), 
B� , R �  

    NTSC (no setup) G� , B � , R �  
 sync 

  � 0.714 
�0.286

 0% setup on G � , B � , 
and R �  
100% saturation 
 three 
wire      �      (G �       �      sync), 
B� , R �  

    MII1 G� , B � , R �  
 sync 

  � 0.700 
�0.300

 7.5% setup on G � , 
B� , and R �  
100% saturation 
 three 
wire      �      (G �       �      sync), 
B� , R �  

  Notes:   1. Trademark of Matsushita Corporation.  
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TABLE 4.15          525-Line Betacam 100% Color Bars. Values are relative to the 
blanking level  

White Yellow Cyan Green Magenta Red Blue   Black

    Y IRE 100 89.5 72.3 61.8 45.7 35.2 18.0 7.5
  mV 714 639 517 441 326 251 129 54

    B�       �    Y IRE 0 �65.3 22.0 �43.3 43.3 �22.0 65.3 0
  mV 0 �466 157 �309 309 �157 466 0

    R�       �    Y IRE 0 10.6 �65.3 �54.7 54.7 65.3 �10.6 0
  mV 0 76 �466 �391 391 466 �76 0

TABLE 4.16          525-Line Betacam 75% Color Bars. Values are relative to the 
blanking signal  

White Yellow Cyan Green Magenta Red Blue   Black

    Y IRE 76.9 69.0 56.1 48.2 36.2 28.2 15.4 7.5
  mV 549 492 401 344 258 202 110 54

    B�       �    Y IRE 0 �49.0 16.5 �32.5 32.5 �16.5 49.0 0
  mV 0 �350 118 �232 232 �118 350 0

    R�       �    Y IRE 0 8.0 �49.0 �41.0 41.0 49.0 �8.0 0
  mV 0 57 �350 �293 293 350 �57 0

TABLE 4.17          525-line MII 100% Color Bars. Values are relative to the 
blanking signal  

White Yellow Cyan Green Magenta Red Blue   Black

    Y IRE 100 89.5 72.3 61.8 45.7 35.2 18.0 7.5
  mV 700 626 506 433 320 246 126 53

    B�       �    Y IRE 0 �46.3 15.6 �30.6 30.6 �15.6 46.3 0
  mV 0 �324 109 �214 214 �109 324 0

    R�       �    Y IRE 0 7.5 �46.3 �38.7 38.7 46.3 �7.5 0
  mV 0 53 �324 �271 271 324 �53 0
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TABLE 4.18          525-line MII 75% Color Bars. Values are relative to the blanking 
signal  

White Yellow Cyan Green Magenta Red Blue   Black

    Y IRE 76.9 69.0 56.1 48.2 36.2 28.2 15.4 7.5
  mV 538 483 393 338 253 198 108 53

    B�       �    Y IRE 0 �34.7 11.7 �23.0 23.0 �11.7 34.7 0
  mV 0 �243 82 �161 161 �82 243 0

    R�       �    Y IRE 0 5.6 �34.7 �29.0 29.0 34.7 �5.6 0
  mV 0 39 �243 �203 203 243 �39 0

TABLE 4.19          VGA Connector Signals  

   Pin Function  Signal Level  Impedance

    1 red 0.7    V 75 ohms 

    2 green 0.7    V 75 ohms 

    3 blue 0.7    V 75 ohms 

    4 ground

    5 ground

    6 ground - red 

    7 ground - green 

    8 ground - blue 

    9 � 5V DC 

    10 ground - HSYNC 

    11 ground - VSYNC 

    12 DDC SDA (data)   
 2.4     V 

    13 HSYNC (horizontal sync)   
 2.4     V 

    14 VSYNC (vertical sync)   
  2.4     V 

    15 DDC SCL (clock)   
  2.4     V 

  Notes:   1. DDC      �      Display Data Channel.  
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the transmission of ancillary data such as digital audio, teletext, captioning, 
etc. during the blanking intervals. The EAV and SAV sequences must have pri-
ority over active video data or ancillary data to ensure that correct video timing 
is always maintained at the receiver. The receiver decodes the EAV and SAV 
sequences to recover the video timing.

        How It Works      
   The video timing sequence of the encoder is controlled by three timing signals discussed 
in Chapter 3: H (horizontal blanking), V (vertical blanking), and F (Field 1 or Field 2). 
A zero-to-one transition of H triggers an EAV sequence while a one-to-zero transition 
triggers an SAV sequence. F and V are allowed to change only at EAV sequences. 

   Usually, both 8-bit and 10-bit interfaces are supported, with the 10-bit interface used 
to transmit 2 bits of fractional video data to minimize cumulative processing errors and 
to support 10-bit ancillary data. 

   YCbCr or R �G�B� data may not use the 10-bit values of 0   �   000–0   �   003 and 
0   �   3FC–0   �   3FF, or the 8-bit values of 0   �   00 and 0xFF, since they are used for timing 
information.      

   The EAV and SAV sequences are shown in  Table 4.21   . The status word is 
defined as: 

F  for Field F  for Field 
V  during vertical bl

� �
�

“ ” “ ”
“ ”
0 1 1 2
1 aanking

H  at SAV H  at EAV
P P protection bits

� �
� �

“ ” “ ”0 1
3 0       

P V H
P F H
P F V
P F V H

3
2
1
0

�
�
�
�

⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕ ⊕

   where  �  represents the exclusive-OR function. These protection bits enable 
1- and 2-bit errors to be detected and 1-bit errors to be corrected at the receiver. 
For most progressive video systems, F is usually a  “ 0 ”  since there is no field 
information.

15

610

1115

FIGURE 4.11       VGA 15-Pin D-SUB Female Connector.    
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TABLE 4.20          Pro-Video Parallel and Serial Digital Interface Standards for Various Component Video Formats (i      �      interlaced, 
p      �      progressive) 

   Active Resolution 
(H      �   V)

 Total Resolution 1  
(H      �   V)

 Display 
Aspect Ratio 

 Frame Rate 
(Hz)

 1    �   Y Sample 
Rate (MHz) 

SDTV or 
HDTV 

 Digital Parallel 
Standard 

 Digital Serial 
Standard 

   720      �      480i 858      �      525i 4:3 29.97 13.5 SDTV BT.656 
BT.799 
SMPTE 125M 

 BT.656 
BT.799 

   720      �      480p 858      �      525p 4:3 59.94 27 SDTV – BT.1362 
SMPTE 294M 

   720      �      576i 864      �      625i 4:3 25 13.5 SDTV BT.656 
BT.799 

 BT.656 
BT.799 

   720      �      576p 864      �      625p 4:3 50 27 SDTV – BT.1362 

   960      �      480i 1144      �      525i 16:9 29.97 18 SDTV BT.1302 
BT.1303 
SMPTE 267M 

 BT.1302 
BT.1303 

   960      �      576i 1152      �      625i 16:9 25 18 SDTV BT.1302 
BT.1303 

 BT.1302 
BT.1303 

   1280      �      720p 1650      �      750p 16:9 59.94 74.176 HDTV SMPTE 274M  – 

   1280      �      720p 1650      �      750p 16:9 60 74.25 HDTV SMPTE 274M  – 

   1920      �      1080i 2200      �      1125i 16:9 29.97 74.176 HDTV BT.1120 
SMPTE 274M 

 BT.1120 
SMPTE 292M 

   1920      �      1080i 2200      �      1125i 16:9 30 74.25 HDTV BT.1120 
SMPTE 274M 

 BT.1120 
SMPTE 292M 

   1920      �      1080p 2200      �      1125p 16:9 59.94 148.35 HDTV BT.1120 
SMPTE 274M 

 – 

   1920      �      1080p 2200      �      1125p 16:9 60 148.5 HDTV BT.1120 
SMPTE 274M 

 – 

   1920      �      1080i 2376      �      1250i 16:9 25 74.25 HDTV BT.1120  BT.1120 

   1920      �      1080p 2376      �      1250p 16:9 50 148.5 HDTV BT.1120  –
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   For 4:2:2 YCbCr data, after each SAV sequence, the stream of active data 
words always begins with a Cb sample, as shown in  Figure 4.20 . In the multi-
plexed sequence, the co-sited samples (those that correspond to the same point 
on the picture) are grouped as Cb, Y, Cr. During blanking intervals, unless 
ancillary data is present, 10-bit Y or R � G � B �  values should be set to 0      �      040 
and 10-bit CbCr values should be set to 0      �      200. 

   The receiver detects the EAV and SAV sequences by looking for the 8-bit 
0xFF 0      �      00 0      �      00 preamble. The status word (optionally error corrected at 
the receiver, see  Table 4.22   ) is used to recover the H, V, and F timing signals.  

   Ancillary Data 
   Ancillary data packets are used to transmit non-video information (such as 
digital audio, closed captioning, teletext, etc.) during the blanking intervals. 
A wide variety of ITU-R and SMPTE specifications describe the various ancil-
lary data formats. 

   During horizontal blanking, ancillary data may be transmitted in the inter-
val between the EAV and SAV sequences. During vertical blanking, ancillary 
data may be transmitted in the interval between the SAV and EAV sequences. 
Multiple ancillary packets may be present in a horizontal or vertical blanking 
interval, but they must be contiguous with each other. 

   There are two types of ancillary data formats. The older Type 1 format uses 
a single data ID word to indicate the type of ancillary data; the newer Type 2 
format uses two words for the data ID. The general packet format is shown in 
 Table 4.23   .  

    Parallel Interfaces 
    25-pin Parallel Interface  

   This interface is used to transfer SDTV resolution 4:2:2 YCbCr data. 8-bit or 
10-bit data and a clock are transferred. The individual bits are labeled D0–D9, 

TABLE 4.21          EAV and SAV Sequence  

 8-bit Data  10-bit Data 

 D9 (MSB)  D8 D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0

    Preamble 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

    Status word 1 F V H P3 P2 P1 P0 0 0
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0
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0
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X
Y
Z

2
0
0

0
4
0

2
0
0

0
4
0

2
0
0

0
4
0

3
F
F

0
0
0

0
0
0

X
Y
Z

C
B
0

Y
0

C
R
0

Y
1

C
B
2

Y
2

C
R
2

Y
3

C
R

718

Y
719

3
F
F

04414)082(  8624

START  OF  DIGITAL  LINE START OF DIGITAL ACTIVE LINE NEXT LINE

1716  (1728)

BT.601  H  SIGNAL

BT.656
4:2:2

VIDEO

SAV  CODEBLANKINGEAV  CODE CO–SITEDCO–SITED

FIGURE 4.12      BT.656 Parallel Interface Data For One Scan Line. 480i; 4:2:2 YCbCr; 720 
active samples per line; 27       MHz clock; 10-bit system. The values for 576i systems are shown in 
parentheses.

TABLE 4.22          SAV and EAV Error Correction at Decoder 

   Received 
D5–D2

 Received F, V, H (Bits D8–D6) 

000  001  010 011 100 101 110 111

    0000 000  000  000 * 000 * * 111

    0001 000 * * 111 * 111 111 111

    0010 000 * * 011 * 101 * *

    0011 * * 010 * 100 * * 111

    0100 000 * * 011 * * 110 *

    0101 * 001 * * 100 * * 111

    0110 * 011 011 011 100 * * 011

    0111 100 * * 011 100 100 100 *

    1000 000 * * * * 101 110 *

    1001 * 001 010 * * * * 111

    1010 * 101 010 * 101 101 * 101

    1011 010 * 010 010 * 101 010 *

    1100 * 001 110 * 110 * 110 110

    1101 001  001  * 001 * 001 110 *

    1110 * * * 011 * 101 110 *

    1111 * 001 010 * 100 * * *

  Notes:   *      �      uncorrectable error. 
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with D9 being the most significant bit. The pin allocations for the signals are 
shown in  Table 4.24   . 

   Y has a nominal 10-bit range of 0      �      040–0      �      3AC. Values less than 
0      �      040 or greater than 0      �      3AC may be present due to processing. During 
blanking, Y data should have a value of 040H, unless other information is 
present.

   Cb and Cr have a nominal 10-bit range of 0      �      040–0      �      3C0. Values less 
than 0      �      040 or greater than 0      �      3C0 may be present due to processing. 
During blanking, CbCr data should have a value of 0      �      200, unless other data 
is present. 

   Signal levels are compatible with ECL-compatible balanced drivers and 
receivers. The generator must have a balanced output with a maximum source 
impedance of 110?; the signal must be 0.8–2.0       V peak-to-peak measured across 
a 110-? load. At the receiver, the transmission line is terminated by 110 � 10? 

27    MHz Parallel Interface:  This BT.656 and SMPTE 125M interface is used 
for 480i and 576i systems with an aspect ratio of 4:3. Y and multiplexed CbCr 

TABLE 4.23          Ancillary Data Packet General Format  

 8-bit Data   10-bit Data

 D9 
(MSB)

D8 D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0

    ancillary data 
fl ag (ADF)  

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

   data ID (DID) D8  even 
parity

 value of 0000 0000 to 1111 1111 

   data block 
number or SDID

       D8  even 
parity

 value of 0000 0000 to 1111 1111 

   Data count (DC) D8   even 
parity

 value of 0000 0000 to 1111 1111 

   user data word 0 value of 00 0000 0100 to 11 1111 1011 

 : 

   user data word N value of 00 0000 0100 to 11 1111 1011 

   checksum D8    sum of D0–D8 of data ID through last user data word. 
Preset to all zeros; carry is ignored. 
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TABLE 4.24          25-Pin Parallel Interface Connector Pin Assignments. For 8-bit 
interfaces, D9–D2 are used 

   Pin Signal Pin Signal

    1 clock  14 clock– 

    2 system ground A   15 system ground B 

    3 D9 16 D9�  

    4 D8 17 D8�  

    5 D7 18 D7�  

    6 D6 19 D6–

    7 D5 20 D5–

    8 D4 21 D4–

    9 D3 22 D3–

    10 D2 23 D2–

    11 D1 24 D1–

    12 D0 25 D0–

    13 cable shield 

information at a sample rate of 13.5       MHz are multiplexed into a single 8-bit or 
10-bit data stream, at a clock rate of 27       MHz. 

   The 27       MHz clock signal has a clock pulse width of 18.5 � 3       ns.The posi-
tive transition of the clock signal occurs midway between data transitions with 
a tolerance of � 3       ns (as shown in  Figure 4.13   ). 

   To permit reliable operation at interconnect lengths of 50–200 meters, the 
receiver must use frequency equalization, with typical characteristics shown 
in  Figure 4.14   . This example enables operation with a range of cable lengths 
down to zero. 

    36    MHz Parallel Interface:  This BT.1302 and SMPTE 267M interface is 
used for 480i and 576i systems with an aspect ratio of 16:9. Y and multiplexed 
CbCr information at a sample rate of 18       MHz are multiplexed into a single 
8-bit or 10-bit data stream, at a clock rate of 36       MHz. 

   The 36       MHz clock signal has a clock pulse width of 13.9 � 2       ns.The posi-
tive transition of the clock signal occurs midway between data transitions with 
a tolerance of  � 2       ns (as shown in  Figure 4.15)   . 

   To permit reliable operation at interconnect lengths of 40–160 meters, the 
receiver must use frequency equalization, with typical characteristics shown in 
 Figure 4.14 .
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TW  =  18.5  ±  3  NS

TC  =  37  NS

TD  =  18.5  ±  3  NS
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FIGURE 4.13       25-Pin 27       MHz Parallel Interface Waveforms.    
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FIGURE 4.14       Example Line Receiver Equalization Characteristics for Small Signals.    
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    93-pin Parallel Interface  

   This interface is used to transfer HDTV resolution R � G � B �  data, 4:2:2 YCbCr 
data, or 4:2:2:4 YCbCrK data. The pin allocations for the signals are shown in 
 Table 4.25   . The most significant bits are R9, G9, and B9. 

   When transferring 4:2:2 YCbCr data, the green channel carries Y informa-
tion and the red channel carries multiplexed CbCr information. 

   When transferring 4:2:2:4 YCbCrK data, the green channel carries Y infor-
mation, the red channel carries multiplexed CbCr information, and the blue 
channel carries K (alpha keying) information. 

  Y has a nominal 10-bit range of 0      �      040     �     0      �      3AC. Values less than 040H 
or greater than 0      �      3AC may be present due to processing. During blanking, Y 
data should have a value of 0      �      040, unless other information is present. 

   Cb and Cr have a nominal 10-bit range of 0      �      040–0      �      3C0. Values less 
than 0      �      040 or greater than 0      �      3C0 may be present due to processing. 
During blanking, CbCr data should have a value of 0      �      200, unless other 
information is present. 

  R � G � B �  and K have a nominal 10-bit range of 0      �      040–0      �      3AC. Values less 
than 0      �      040 or greater than 0      �      3AC may be present due to processing. During 
blanking, R � G � B �  data should have a value of 0      �      040, unless other information 
is present. 

  Signal levels are compatible with ECL-compatible balanced drivers and 
receivers. The generator must have a balanced output with a maximum source 
impedance of 110Ω; the signal must be 0.6–2.0       V peak-to-peak measured across 
a 110Ω load. At the receiver, the transmission line must be terminated by 110±10. 

74.25 and 74.176    MHz Parallel Interface : This ITU-R BT.1120 and SMPTE 
274M interface is primarily used for HDTV systems. The 74.25 or 74.176       MHz 

TD

TW

TC

TW  =  13.9  ±  2  NS

TC  =  27.8  NS

TD  =  13.9  ±  2  NS

DATA

CLOCK

FIGURE 4.15       25-Pin 36       MHz Parallel Interface Waveforms.    
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TABLE 4.25          93-Pin Parallel Interface Connector Pin Assignments. For 8-bit 
interfaces, bits 9–2 are used 

   Pin Signal Pin Signal Pin Signal Pin Signal

    1 clock  26 GND 51 B2 76 GND

    2 G9 27 GND 52 B1 77 GND

    3 G8 28 GND 53 B0 78 GND

    4 G7 29 GND 54 R9 79 B4�  

    5 G6 30 GND 55 R8 80 B3�  

    6 G5 31 GND 56 R7 81 B2�  

    7 G4 32 GND 57 R6 82 B1�  

    8 G3 33 clock � 58 R5 83 B0�  

    9 G2 34 G9� 59 R4 84 R9�  

    10 G1 35 G8� 60 R3 85 R8�  

    11 G0 36 G7� 61 R2 86 R7�  

    12 B9 37 G6� 62 R1 87 R6�  

    13 B8 38 G5� 63 R0 88 R5�  

    14 B7 39 G4� 64 GND 89 R4�  

    15 B6 40 G3� 65 GND 90 R3�  

    16 B5 41 G2� 66 GND 91 R2�  

    17 GND 42 G1� 67 GND 92 R1�  

    18 GND 43 G0� 68 GND 93 R0�  

    19 GND 44 B9� 69 GND     
    20 GND 45 B8� 70 GND     
    21 GND 46 B7� 71 GND     
    22 GND 47 B6� 72 GND     
    23 GND 48 B5� 73 GND     
    24 GND 49 B4 74 GND     
    25 GND 50 B3 75 GND     

(74.25/1.001) clock signal has a clock pulse width of 6.73 � 1.48       ns. The posi-
tive transition of the clock signal occurs midway between data transitions with 
a tolerance of � 1       ns (as shown in  Figure 4.16   ). 

   To permit reliable operation at interconnect lengths greater than 20 meters, 
the receiver must use frequency equalization. 
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148.5 and 148.35       MHz Parallel Interface : This BT.1120 and SMPTE 
274M interface is used for HDTV systems. The 148.5 or 148.35       MHz (148.5/
1.001) clock signal has a clock pulse width of 3.37 � 0.74       ns.The positive 
transition of the clock signal occurs midway between data transitions with a 
tolerance of � 0.5       ns (similar to  Figure 4.16 ). To permit reliable operation at 
interconnect lengths greater than 14 meters, the receiver must use frequency 
equalization.

    Serial Interfaces 
   The parallel formats can be converted to a serial format ( Figure 4.17   ), allowing 
data to be transmitted using a 75        Ω  coaxial cable or optical fiber. 

  For cable interconnect, the generator has an unbalanced output with a source 
impedance of 75        Ω ; the signal must be 0.8       V  � 10% peak-to-peak measured 
across a 75       Ω load. The receiver has an input impedance of 75       Ω.

TD

TW

TC

TW  =  6.73  ±  1.48  NS

TC  =  13.47  NS

TD  =  6.73  ±  1  NS

DATA

CLOCK

FIGURE 4.16       93-Pin 74.25 and 74.176       MHz Parallel Interface Waveforms.    
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FIGURE 4.17       Serial Interface Block Diagram. 
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        How It Works      
   In an 8-bit environment, before serialization, the 0      �      00 and 0xFF codes during EAV 
and SAV are expanded to 10-bit values of 0   �      000 and 0      �      3FF, respectively. All other 
8-bit data is appended with two least significant  “ 0 ” bits before serialization. 

   The 10 bits of data are serialized (LSB first) and processed using a scrambled and 
polarity-free NRZI algorithm: 

G(x) (x x 1)(x 1)4� � � �9

   The input signal to the scrambler ( Figure 4.18   ) uses positive logic (the highest volt-
age represents a logical one; lowest voltage represents a logical zero). The formatted 
serial data is output at the 10      �      sample clock rate. Since the parallel clock may con-
tain large amounts of jitter, deriving the 10      �      sample clock directly from an unfiltered 
parallel clock may result in excessive signal jitter.      

SERIAL
DATA

IN
(NRZ)

ENCODED
DATA
OUT

(NRZI)

D    Q D    Q D    Q D    Q D    Q D    Q D    Q D    Q D    QD    Q

G(X)  =  X9 +  X4+  1 G(X)  =  X  +  1

+

++

FIGURE 4.18       Typical Scrambler Circuit.    

   At the receiver, phase-lock synchronization is done by detecting the EAV 
and SAV sequences. The PLL is continuously adjusted slightly each scan line to 
ensure that these patterns are detected and to avoid bit slippage. The recovered 
10× sample clock is divided by ten to generate the sample clock, although care 
must be taken not to mask word-related jitter components. The serial data is 
low- and high-frequency equalized, inverse scrambling performed ( Figure 4.19   ), 
and deserialized. 

    Pro-Video Composite Interfaces 

   Digital composite video is essentially a digital version of a composite analog 
(M) NTSC or (B, D, G, H, I) PAL video signal. The sample clock rate is four 
times FSC: about 14.32       MHz for (M) NTSC and about 17.73       MHz for (B, D, 
G, H, I) PAL. 

   Usually, both 8-bit and 10-bit interfaces are supported, with the 10-bit 
interface used to transmit 2 bits of fractional video data to minimize cumula-
tive processing errors and to support 10-bit ancillary data. 

    Table 4.26    lists the digital composite levels. Video data may not use the 
10-bit values of 0      �      000–0      �      003 and 0      �      3FC     �     0      �      3FF, or the 8-bit values 
of 0      �      00 and 0xFF, since they are used for timing information. 
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    NTSC Video Timing 
   There are 910 total samples per scan line, as shown in  Figure 4.20   . Horizontal 
count 0 corresponds to the start of active video, and a horizontal count of 768 
corresponds to the start of horizontal blanking. 

  Sampling is along the  � I and  � Q axes (33°, 123°, 213°, and 303°). The sam-
pling phase at horizontal count 0 of line 10, Field 1 is on the � V axis (123°). 

   The sync edge values, and the horizontal counts at which they occur, are 
defined as shown in  Figure 4.21    and Tables 4.27–4.29. 8-bit values for one 
color burst cycle are 45, 83, 75, and 37. The burst envelope starts at horizontal 
count 857, and lasts for 43 clock cycles, as shown in  Table 4.27 . Note that the 
peak amplitudes of the burst are not sampled. 

   To maintain zero SCH phase, horizontal count 784 occurs 25.6       ns (33° of 
the subcarrier phase) before the 50% point of the falling edge of horizontal 
sync, and horizontal count 785 occurs 44.2       ns (57° of the subcarrier phase) 
after the 50% point of the falling edge of horizontal sync.  

    PAL Video Timing 
   There are 1135 total samples per line, except for two lines per frame which 
have 1137 samples per line, making a total of 709,379 samples per frame. 
 Figure 4.22    illustrates the typical line timing. Horizontal count 0 corresponds 

TABLE 4.26          10-Bit Video Levels for Digital Composite Video Signals 

   Video Level  (M) NTSC  (B, D, G, H, I) PAL 

    peak chroma 972 1040 (limited to 1023) 

    White 800 844

    peak burst 352 380

    Black 280 256

    Blank 240 256

    peak burst 128 128

    peak chroma 104 128

    Sync 16 4

ENCODED
DATA

IN
(NRZI)

SERIAL
DATA
OUT

(NRZ)

D    Q D    Q D    Q D    Q D    Q D    Q D    Q D    QD    QD    Q +

+

+

FIGURE 4.19       Typical Descrambler Circuit.    
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to the start of active video, and a horizontal count of 948 corresponds to the 
start of horizontal blanking. 

   Sampling is along the  � U and  � V axes (0°, 90°, 180°, and 270°), with the 
sampling phase at horizontal count 0 of line 1, Field 1 on the � V axis (90°). 

END OF
ANALOG

LINE

END OF
DIGITAL

LINE

768  (60)

787  (4)

50%

784  (41)

785  (17)

FIGURE 4.21      Digital Composite (M) NTSC Sync Timing. The horizontal counts are shown 
with the corresponding 8-bit sample values in parentheses.    

DIGITAL  ACTIVE  LINE

768  SAMPLES
(0–767)

DIGITAL
BLANKING

142  SAMPLES
(768–909)

TOTAL  LINE

910  SAMPLES
(0–909)

FIGURE 4.20       Digital Composite (M) NTSC Analog and Digital Timing Relationship.    
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TABLE 4.27A          Digital Values During the Horizontal Blanking Intervals for 
Digital Composite (M) NTSC Video Signals  

 8-bit Hex Value  10-bit Hex Value 

   Sample Fields 1, 3  Fields 2, 4  Fields 1, 3  Fields 2,4 

    768–782 3C 3C 0F0 0F0

    783 3A 3A 0E9 0E9

    784 29 29 0A4 0A4

    785 11 11 044 044

    786 04 04 011 011

    787–849 04 04 010 010

    850 06 06 017 017

    851 17 17 05C 05C

    852 2F 2F 0BC 0BC

    853 3C 3C 0EF 0EF

    854–856 3C 3C 0F0 0F0

    857 3C 3C 0F0 0F0

    858 3D 3B 0F4 0EC

    859 37 41 0DC 104

    860 36 42 0D6 10A

    861 4B 2D 12C 0B4

    862 49 2F 123 0BD

    863 25 53 096 14A

    864 2D 4B 0B3 12D

    865 53 25 14E 092

    866 4B 2D 12D 0B3

    867 25 53 092 14E

    868 2D 4B 0B3 12D

    869 53 25 14E 092

    870 4B 2D 12D 0B3

    871 25 53 092 14E

    872 2D 4B 0B3 12D

    873 53 25 14E 092
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TABLE 4.27B          Digital Values During the Horizontal Blanking Intervals for 
Digital Composite (M) NTSC Video Signals  

 8-bit Hex Value  10-bit Hex Value 

   Sample Fields 1, 3  Fields 2, 4  Fields 1, 3  Fields 2,4 

    874 4B 2D 12D 0B3

    875 25 53 092 14E

    876 2D 4B 0B3 12D

    877 53 25 14E 092

    878 4B 2D 12D 0B3

    879 25 53 092 14E

    880 2D 4B 0B3 12D

    881 53 25 14E 092

    882 4B 2D 12D 0B3

    883 25 53 092 14E

    884 2D 4B 0B3 12D

    885 53 25 14E 092

    886 4B 2D 12D 0B3

    887 25 53 092 14E

    888 2D 4B 0B3 12D

    889 53 25 14E 092

    890 4B 2D 12D 0B3

    891 25 53 092 14E

    892 2D 4B 0B3 12D

    893 53 25 14E 092

    894 4A 2E 129 0B7

    895 2A 4E 0A6 13A

    896 33 45 0CD 113

    897 44 34 112 0CE

    898 3F 39 0FA  0E6

    899 3B 3D 0EC 0F4

    900–909 3C 3C 0F0 0F0
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   8-bit color burst values are 95, 64, 32, and 64, continuously repeated. The 
swinging burst causes the peak burst (32 and 95) and zero burst (64) samples 
to change places. The burst envelope starts at horizontal count 1058, and lasts 
for 40 clock cycles. 

   Sampling is not H-coherent as with (M) NTSC, so the position of the sync 
pulses changes from line to line. Zero SCH phase is defined when alternate 
burst samples have a value of 64.  

TABLE 4.28          Equalizing Pulse Values During the Vertical Blanking Intervals 
for Digital Composite (M) NTSC Video Signals 

   Fields 1, 3  Fields 2,4 

   Sample 8-bit Hex 
Value 

 10-bit Hex 
Value 

Sample 8-bit Hex 
Value 

10-bit Hex 
Value 

    768–782 3C 0F0 313–327 3C 0F0

    783 3A 0E9 328 3A 0E9

    784 29 0A4 329 29 0A4

    785 11 044 330 11 044

    786 04 011 331 04 011

    787–815 04 010 332–360 04 010

    816 06 017 361 06 017

    817 17 05C 362 17 05C

    818 2F 0BC 363 2F 0BC

    819 3C 0EF 364 3C 0EF

    820–327 3C 0F0 365–782 3C 0F0

    328 3A 0E9 783 3A 0E9

    329 29 0A4 784 29 0A4

    330 11 044 785 11 044

    331 04 011 786 04 011

    332–360 04 010 787–815 04 010

    361 06 017 816 06 017

    362 17 05C 817 17 05C

    363 2F 0BC 818 2F 0BC

    364 3C 0EF 819 3C 0EF

    365–782 3C 0F0 820–327 3C 0F0
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   Ancillary Data 
   Ancillary data packets are used to transmit information (such as digital audio, 
closed captioning, and teletext data) during the blanking intervals. ITU-R 
BT.1364 and SMPTE 291M describe the ancillary data formats. 

   The ancillary data formats are the same as for digital component video, dis-
cussed earlier in this chapter. However, instead of a 3-word preamble, a one-
word ancillary data flag is used, with a 10-bit value of 3FCH. There may be 

TABLE 4.29          Serration Pulse Values During the Vertical Blanking Intervals 
for Digital Composite (M) NTSC Video Signals 

   Fields 1, 3  Fields 2,4 

   Sample 8-bit Hex 
Value 

 10-bit Hex 
Value 

Sample 8-bit Hex 
Value 

 10-bit Hex 
Value 

    782 3C 0F0 327 3C 0F0

    783 3A 0E9 328 3A 0E9

    784 29 0A4 329 29 0A4

    785 11 044 330 11 044

    786 04 011 331 04 011

    787–260 04 010 332–715 04 010

    261 06 017 716 06 017

    262 17 05C 717 17 05C

    263 2F 0BC 718 2F 0BC

    264 3C 0EF 719 3C 0EF

    265–327 3C 0F0 720–782 3C 0F0

    328 3A 0E9 783 3A 0E9

    329 29 0A4 784 29 0A4

    330 11 044 785 11 044

    331 04 011 786 04 011

    332–715 04 010 787–260 04 010

    716 06 017 261 06 017

    717 17 05C 262 17 05C

    718 2F 0BC 263 2F 0BC

    719 3C 0EF 264 3C 0EF

    720–782 3C 0F0 265–327 3C 0F0
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multiple ancillary data flags following the TRS-ID, with each flag identifying 
the beginning of another ancillary packet. 

   Ancillary data may be present within the following word number boundar-
ies (see               Figures 4.23 through 4.28             ).

  NTSC  PAL 

   795–849 972–1035 horizontal sync period 

   795–815 972–994 equalizing pulse periods 

   340–360 404–426

   795–260 972–302 vertical sync periods 

   340–715 404–869

   User data may not use the 10-bit values of 0      �      000–0      �      003 and 0      �      3FC–
0      �      3FF, or the 8-bit values of 0      �      00 and 0xFF, since they are used for timing 
information.

    Parallel Interface 
   The SMPTE 244M 25-pin parallel interface is based on that used for 27       MHz 
4:2:2 digital component video ( Table 4.24 ), except for the timing differences. 

DIGITAL  ACTIVE  LINE

948  SAMPLES
(0–947)

DIGITAL
BLANKING

187  SAMPLES
(948–1134)

TOTAL  LINE

1135  SAMPLES
(0–1134)

FIGURE 4.22       Digital Composite (B, D, G, H, I) PAL Analog and Digital Timing Relationship.    
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END  OF
ANALOG

LINE

END  OF
DIGITAL

LINE

768 782

787          790–794     795–849

TRS–ID    ANC  DATA
(OPTIONAL)

50%
784

785

FIGURE 4.23      (M) NTSC TRS-ID and Ancillary Data Locations During Horizontal Sync 
Intervals.    

795–260790–794787

50%

340–715

ANC  DATA
(OPTIONAL)

ANC  DATA
(OPTIONAL)

50%

TRS–ID

FIGURE 4.24       (M) NTSC TRS-ID and Ancillary Data Locations During Vertical Sync Intervals.    

795–815790–794787 340–360

ANC  DATA
(OPTIONAL)

ANC  DATA
(OPTIONAL)

TRS–ID

50% 50%

FIGURE 4.25      (M) NTSC TRS-ID and Ancillary Data Locations During Equalizing Pulse 
Intervals.    
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END  OF

ANALOG

LINE

END  OF

DIGITAL

LINE

948 954

962          967–971     972–1035

TRS–ID ANC  DATA
(OPTIONAL)

50%

957

958

FIGURE 4.26      (B, D, G, H, I) PAL TRS-ID and Ancillary Data Locations During Horizontal 
Sync Intervals.    

962          967–971     972–302

TRS–ID

50%

404–869

ANC  DATA
(OPTIONAL)

ANC  DATA
(OPTIONAL)

50%

FIGURE 4.27      (B, D, G, H, I) PAL TRS-ID and Ancillary Data Locations During Vertical Sync 
Intervals.    

962          967–971     972–994

TRS–ID

50%

404–426

ANC  DATA
(OPTIONAL)

ANC  DATA
(OPTIONAL)

50%

FIGURE 4.28      (B, D, G, H, I) PAL TRS-ID and Ancillary Data Locations During Equalizing 
Pulse Intervals.    
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This interface is used to transfer SDTV resolution digital composite data. 8-bit 
or 10-bit data and a 4      �      FSC clock are transferred. 

   Signal levels are compatible with ECL-compatible balanced drivers and 
receivers. The generator must have a balanced output with a maximum source 
impedance of 110        Ω ; the signal must be 0.8–2.0       V peak-to-peak measured 
across a 110        Ω  load. At the receiver, the transmission line must be terminated 
by 110 � 10        Ω . 

   The clock signal is a 4      �      FSC square wave, with a clock pulse width of 
35 � 5       ns for (M) NTSC or 28  � 5       ns for (B, D, G, H, I) PAL. The positive 
transition of the clock signal occurs midway between data transitions with a 
tolerance of � 5       ns (as shown in  Figure 4.29   ). 

   To permit reliable operation at interconnect lengths of 50–200 meters, the 
receiver must use frequency equalization, with typical characteristics shown 
in  Figure 4.14 . This example enables operation with a range of cable lengths 
down to zero.  

    Serial Interface 
   The parallel format can be converted to a SMPTE 259M serial format ( Figure
4.30   ), allowing data to be transmitted using a coaxial cable (or optical fiber). 
This interface converts the 14.32 or 17.73       MHz parallel stream into a 143 or 
177 Mbps serial stream. The 10× PLL generates the 143 or 177       MHz clock 
from the 14.32 or 17.73       MHz clock signal. 

   For cable interconnect, the generator has an unbalanced output with a 
source impedance of 75 ?; the signal must be 0.8       V  � 10% peak-to-peak mea-
sured across a 75       Ω load. The receiver has an input impedance of 75        Ω .

DATA

TD

CLOCK

TW

TC

TW  =  35  ±  5  NS  (M) NTSC;  28  ±  5  NS  (B, D, G, H, I) PAL

TC  =  69.84  NS  (M) NTSC;   56.39  NS  (B, D, G, H, I) PAL

TD  =  35  ±  5  NS  (M) NTSC;   28  ±  5  NS  (B, D, G, H, I) PAL

FIGURE 4.29       Digital Composite Video Parallel Interface Waveforms.    
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        How It Works      
   The 10 bits of data are serialized (LSB first) and processed using a scrambled and 
polarity-free NRZI algorithm: 

G(x) (x x )(x )9� � � �4 1 1

   This algorithm is the same as used for digital component video discussed earlier. 
In an 8-bit environment, 8-bit data is appended with two least significant  “ 0 ” bits 
before serialization. 

   The input signal to the scrambler ( Figure 4.18 ) uses positive logic (the highest volt-
age represents a logical one; lowest voltage represents a logical zero). The formatted 
serial data is output at the 40 �  FSC rate. 

   At the receiver, phase-lock synchronization is done by detecting the TRS-ID 
sequences. The PLL is continuously adjusted slightly each scan line to ensure that these 
patterns are detected and to avoid bit slippage. The recovered 10 � clock is divided by 
ten to generate the 4 � FSC sample clock. The serial data is low- and high-frequency 
equalized, inverse scrambling performed ( Figure 4.19 ), and deserialized.        

    Pro-Video Transport Interfaces 

    Serial Data Transport Interface (SDTI) 
   SMPTE 305M and ITU-R BT.1381 define a Serial Data Transport Interface 
(SDTI) that enables transferring data between equipment. The physical layer 
uses the 270 or 360       Mbps BT.656, BT.1302, and SMPTE 259M digital compo-
nent video serial interface.  Figure 4.31    illustrates the signal format. 

SCRAMBLER DESCRAMBLER

10–BIT
DIGITAL

COMPOSITE
VIDEO

10–BIT
DIGITAL

COMPOSITE
VIDEO

4X  FSC
CLOCK

TRS
ID

INSERTION

10
SHIFT

REGISTER

10

40X  FSC
PLL

DIVIDE
BY  10

TRS–ID
DETECT

40X  FSC

CLOCK

4X  FSC
CLOCK

75-OHM
COAX

SHIFT
REGISTER

10X
PLL

FIGURE 4.30       Serial Interface Block Diagram. 
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   A 53-word header is inserted immediately after the EAV sequence, speci-
fying the source, destination, and data format.  Table 4.30    illustrates the header 
contents.

  The payload data is defined within BT.1381 and by other application-
specific standards such as SMPTE 326M. It may consist of MPEG-2 program 
or transport streams, DV streams, etc., and uses either 8-bit words plus even 
parity and D8    , or 9-bit words plus  D8    . 

    High Data-Rate Serial Data Transport Interface (HD-SDTI) 
   SMPTE 348M and ITU-R BT.1577 define a High Data-Rate Serial Data 
Transport Interface (HD-SDTI) that enables transferring data between equip-
ment. The physical layer uses the 1.485 (or 1.485/1.001) Gbps SMPTE 292M 
digital component video serial interface. 

    Figure 4.32    illustrates the signal format. Two data channels are multiplexed 
onto the single HD-SDTI stream such that one 74.25 (or 74.25/1.001) MHz 
data stream occupies the Y data space and the other 74.25 (or 74.25/1.001) 
MHz data stream occupies the CbCr data space. 

   A 49-word header is inserted immediately after the line number CRC data, 
specifying the source, destination, and data format. 

   The payload data is defined by other application-specific standards. It may 
consist of MPEG-2 program or transport streams, DV streams, etc., and uses 
either 8-bit words plus even parity and  D8    , or 9-bit words plus  D8    .   

S
A
V

HEADER USER  DATA
(PAYLOAD)

E
A
V

FIGURE 4.31       SDTI Signal Format.    

TABLE 4.30          DVI-D Connector Signal Assignments  

    Pin Signal Pin Signal Pin Signal  

    1 D2� 9 D1� 17 D0�  

    2 D2 10 D1 18 D0

    3 shield 11 shield 19 shield

    4 D4� 12 D3� 20 D5�  

    5 D4 13 D3 21 D5

    6 DDC SCL   14 �5V 22 shield

    7 DDC SDA   15 ground 23 CLK

    8 reserved  16 Hot Plug Detect   24 CLK�  
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    IC Component Interfaces 

   Many solutions for transferring digital video between chips are derived from 
the pro-video interconnect standards. Chips for the pro-video market typically 
support 10 or 12 bits of data per video component, while chips for the con-
sumer market typically use 8 bits of data per video component. BT.601 and 
BT.656 are the most popular interfaces. 

   YCbCr Values: 8-bit Data 
   Y has a nominal range of 0      �      10–0xEB. Values less than 10H or greater than 
0xEBH may be present due to processing. Cb and Cr have a nominal range of 
0      �      10–0xF0. Values less than 0      �      10 or greater than 0xF0 may be present 
due to processing. YCbCr data may not use the values of 00H and FFH since 
those values may be used for timing information. 

   During blanking, Y data should have a value of 0      �      10 and CbCr data 
should have a value of 0      �      80, unless other information is present.  

   YCbCr Values: 10-bit Data 
   For higher accuracy, pro-video solutions typically use 10-bit YCbCr data. Y has 
a nominal range of 0      �      040–0      �      3AC. Values less than 0      �      040 or greater 
than 0      �      3AC may be present due to processing. Cb and Cr have a nominal 
range of 040H–3C0H. Values less than 0      �      040 or greater than 0      �      3C0 may 
be present due to processing. The values 0      �      000–0      �      003 and 0      �      3FC–
0     �      3FF may not be used to avoid timing contention with 8-bit systems. 

C
R
C
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A
V

HEADER USER  DATA
(PAYLOAD)

L
N

E
A
V
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S
A
V

HEADER USER  DATA
(PAYLOAD)

L
N

E
A
V

C  CHANNEL

Y  CHANNEL

FIGURE 4.32      HD-SDTI Signal Format. LN      �      line number (two 10-bit words), CRC      �      line 
number CRC (two 10-bit words).    
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   During blanking, Y data should have a value of 0      �      040 and CbCr data 
should have a value of 0      �      200, unless other information is present.  

    RGB Values: 8-bit Data 
   Consumer solutions typically use 8-bit R � G � B �  data, with a range of 0      �      10–
0xEB (note that PCs typically use a range of 0      �      00–0xFF). Values less than 
0      �      10 or greater than 0xEB may be present due to processing. 

   During blanking, R � G � B �  data should have a value of 0      �      10, unless other 
information is present.  

    RGB Values: 10-bit Data 
  For higher accuracy, pro-video solutions typically use 10-bit R � G � B �  data, with 
a nominal range of 0      �      040–0      �      3AC. Values less than 0      �      040 or greater than 
0      �      3ACH may be present due to processing. The values 0      �      000–0      �      003 and 
0      �      3FC–0      �      3FF may not be used to avoid timing contention with 8-bit systems. 

   During blanking, R � G � B �  data should have a value of 0      �      040, unless other 
data is present.  

    BT.601 Video Interface 
   The BT.601 video interface has been used for years, with the control signal 
names and timing reflecting the video standard. Supported active resolutions 
and sample clock rates are dependent on the video standard and aspect ratio. 

   Devices usually support multiple data formats to simplify using them in a 
wide variety of applications.  

    Video Module Interface (VMI) 
   VMI (Video Module Interface) was developed in cooperation with several 
multimedia IC manufacturers. The goal was to standardize the video interfaces 
between devices such as MPEG decoders, NTSC/PAL decoders, and graphics 
chips.

    Video Data Formats  

   The VMI specification specifies an 8-bit 4:2:2 YCbCr data format as shown in 
 Figure 4.33   . Many devices also support the other YCbCr and R � G � B �  formats 
discussed in the “ BT.601 Video Interface ”  section. 

    Control Signals 

   In addition to the video data, there are four control signals:

   HREF  horizontal blanking 

   VREF vertical sync 
   VACTIVE  active video 
   PIXCLK 2 × sample clock 
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    BT.656 Interface 
   The BT.656 interface for ICs is based on the pro-video BT.656-type parallel 
interfaces, discussed earlier in this chapter. Using EAV and SAV sequences to 
indicate video timing reduces the number of pins required. The timing of the 
H, V, and F signals for common video formats is illustrated in Chapter 3. 

   Standard IC signal levels and timing are used, and any resolution can be 
supported.

    Zoomed Video Port (ZV Port) 
   An early standard for notebook PCs, the ZV Port was a point-to-point unidi-
rectional bus between the PC Card host adaptor and the graphics controller. It 
enabled video data to be transferred real time directly from the PC card into 
the graphics frame buffer.  

    Video Interface Port (VIP) 
   The VESA VIP specification is an enhancement to the BT.656 interface for 
ICs, previously discussed. The primary application is to interface up to four 
devices to a graphics controller chip, although the concept can easily be 
applied to other applications. 

   There are three sections to the interface:

   Host Interface: 
   VIPCLK host clock 
   HAD0–HAD7 host address/data bus 
   HCTL host control 

   Video Interface: 
   PIXCLK video sample clock 
   VID0–VID7 lower video data bus 
   VIDA, VIDB  10-bit data extension 
   XPIXCLK video sample clock 
   XVID0–XVID7 upper video data bus 
   XVIDA, XVIDB  10-bit data extension 
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FIGURE 4.33       VMI 8-bit 4:2:2 YCbCr Data for One Scan Line.    
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   System Interface: 

   VRST# reset
   VIRQ# interrupt request 

   The host interface signals are provided by the graphics controller. 
Essentially, a 2-, 4-, or 8-bit version of the PCI interface is used. VIP-CLK has 
a frequency range of 25–33       MHz. PIX-CLK and XPIXCLK have a maximum 
frequency of 75 and 80       MHz, respectively. 

    Consumer Component Interfaces 

   Many solutions for transferring digital video between equipment have been 
developed over the years. HDMI, originally derived from DVI, is the most 
popular digital video interface for consumer equipment. 

    Digital Visual Interface (DVI) 
   In 1998, the Digital Display Working Group (DDWG) was formed to address 
the need for a standardized digital video interface between a PC and VGA 
monitor, as illustrated in  Figure 4.34   . The DVI 1.0 specification was released 
in April 1999. Designed to transfer uncompressed real-time digital video, DVI 
supports PC graphics resolutions beyond 1600      �      1200 and HDTV resolutions, 
including 720p, 1080i, and 1080p. 

   In 2003, the consumer electronics industry started adding DVI outputs to 
DVD players and cable/satellite set-top boxes. DVI inputs also started appear-
ing on digital televisions and LCD/plasma monitors. 

    Technology  

   DVI is based on the Digital Flat Panel (DFP) Interface, enhancing it by sup-
porting more formats and timings. It also includes support for the High-band-
width Digital Content Protection (HDCP) specification to deter unauthorized 
copying of content. 

DVI

R

G

B

H

V

PC MONITOR

WITHOUT  DVI WITH  DVI

PC MONITOR

FIGURE 4.34       Using DVI to Connect a VGA Monitor to a PC.    
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   DVI also supports VESA’s Extended Display Identification Data (EDID) 
standard, Display Data Channel (DDC) standard (used to read the EDID), and 
Monitor Timing Specification (DMT). 

  DDC and EDID enable automatic display detection and configuration. 
Extended Display Identification Data (EDID) was created to enable plug and play 
capabilities of displays. Data is stored in the display, describing the supported 
video formats. This information is supplied to the source device, over DVI, at the 
request of the source device. The source device then chooses its output format, 
taking into account the format of the original video stream and the formats sup-
ported by the display. The source device is responsible for the format conversions 
necessary to supply video in an understandable form to the display. 

   In addition, the CEA-861 standard specifies mandatory and optionally sup-
ported resolutions and timings, and how to include data such as aspect ratio 
and format information.

        How It Works      
    TMDS Links: DVI uses  transition-minimized differential signaling (TMDS). Eight bits of 
video data are converted to a 10-bit transition-minimized, DC-balanced value, which is 
then serialized. The receiver deserializes the data, and converts it back to 8 bits. Thus, to 
transfer digital R �G�B� data requires three TMDS signals that comprise one TMDS link. 

    “ TFT data mapping ” is supported as the minimum requirement: 1 pixel per clock, 
8 bits per channel, MSB justified. 

   Either one or two TMDS links may be used, as shown in        Figures 4.35 and 4.26 , depend-
ing on the formats and timing required. A system supporting two TMDS links must be 
able to switch dynamically between formats requiring a single link and formats requiring 
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a dual link. A single DVI connector can handle two TMDS links. A single TMDS link sup-
ports resolutions and timings using a video sample rate of 25–165    MHz. Resolutions and 
timings using a video sample rate of 165–330    MHz are implemented using two TMDS 
links, with each TMDS link operating at one-half the frequency. Thus, the two TMDS links 
share the same clock and the bandwidth is shared evenly between the two links.      

    Video Data Formats  

   Typically, 24-bit R � G � B �  data is transferred over a link. For applications requir-
ing more than 8 bits per color component, the second TMDS link may be used 
for the additional least significant bits. 

   For PC applications, R � G � B �  data typically has a range of 0      �      00–0xFF. 
For consumer applications, R � G � B �  data typically has a range of 0      �      10–0xEB 
(values less than 0      �      10 or greater than 0xEB may be occasionally present due 
to processing). 

    Control Signals 

   In addition to the video data, DVI transmitter and receiver chips typically use 
up to 14 control signals for interfacing to other chips in the system:

   HSYNC  horizontal sync 

   VSYNCVSYNC vertical sync 
   DE data enable 
   CTL0–CTL3 reserved (link 0) 
   CTL4–CTL9 reserved (link 1) 
   CLK 1      �      sample clock 

   While DE is a  “ 1, ”  active video is processed. While DE is a  “ 0, ”  the 
HSYNC, VSYNC, and CTL0–CTL9 signals are processed. HSYNC and 
VSYNC may be either polarity.  

    Technology Trade-Offs 
  One issue is that some HDTVs use the falling edge of the YPbPr tri-level sync, 
rather than the center (rising edge), for horizontal timing. When displaying con-
tent from DVI, this results in the image shifting by 2.3%. Providing the ability to 
adjust the DVI embedded sync timing relative to the YPbPr tri-level sync timing 
is a useful capability in this case. Many fixed-pixel displays, such as DLP, LCD, 
and plasma, instead use the DE signal as a timing reference, avoiding the issue. 

    Digital-Only (DVI-D) Connector  

   The digital-only connector, which supports dual link operation, contains 24 
contacts arranged as three rows of eight contacts, as shown in  Figure 4.37 .
 Table 4.30  lists the pin assignments. 
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    Digital-Analog (DVI-I) Connector  

   In addition to the 24 contacts used by the digital-only connector, the 
29-contact digital-analog connector adds five additional contacts to support 
analog video as shown in  Figure 4.38   .  Table 4.31    lists the pin assignments.

   HSYNC  horizontal sync 

   VSYNC vertical sync 
   RED analog red video 
   GREEN analog green video 
   BLUE analog blue video 

   The operation of the analog signals is the same as for a standard VGA 
connector. 
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   DVI-A is available as a plug (male) connector only and mates to the 
 analog-only pins of a DVI-I connector. DVI-A is only used in adapter cables, 
where there is the need to convert to or from a traditional analog VGA signal.  

    High-Defi nition Multimedia Interface (HDMI) 
   Although DVI handles transferring uncompressed real-time digital RGB video 
to a display, the consumer electronics industry preferred a smaller, more flex-
ible solution, based on DVI technology. In April 2002, the HDMI working 
group was formed by Hitachi, Matsushita Electric (Panasonic), Philips, Silicon 
Image, Sony, Thomson, and Toshiba. 

   HDMI is capable of replacing up to eight audio cables (7.1 channels) and 
up to three video cables with a single cable, as illustrated in  Figure 4.39   . In 
2004, the consumer electronics industry started adding HDMI outputs to DVD 
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FIGURE 4.37       DVI-D Connector.    
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        Insider Info      

   Through the use of an adaptor cable, HDMI is backwards compatible with equipment 
using DVI and the CEA-861 DTV profile. However, the advanced features of HDMI, 
such as digital audio, Consumer Electronics Control (used to enable passing control 
commands between equipment) and color gamut metadata, are not available.      

players and cable/satellite set-top boxes. HDMI inputs started appearing on 
digital televisions and monitors in 2005.

TABLE 4.31          DVI-I Connector Signal Assignments  

    Pin Signal Pin Signal Pin Signal  

    1 D2� 9 D1� 17 D0�  

    2 D2 10 D1 18 D0

    3 shield 11 shield 19 shield

    4 D4� 12 D3� 20 D5�  

    5 D4 13 D3 21 D5

    6 DDC SCL   14 �5V 22 shield

    7 DDC SDA   15 ground 23 CLK

    8 VSYNC 16 Hot Plug Detect   24 CLK�  

    C1 RED C2 GREEN C3 BLUE

    C4 HSYNC C5 ground     
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DVD
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FIGURE 4.39       Using HDMI Eliminates Confusing Cable Connections for Consumers.    

    Technology  

   HDMI, based on DVI, supports VESA’s Extended Display Identification Data 
(EDID) standard and Display Data Channel (DDC) standard (used to read the 
EDID).
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   In addition, the CEA-861 standard specifies mandatory and optionally sup-
ported resolutions and timings, and how to include data such as aspect ratio 
and format information. HDMI also supports the High-bandwidth Digital 
Content Protection (HDCP) specification to deter unauthorized copying of 
content. A common problem is sources not polling the TV often enough (twice 
per second) to see if its HDCP circuit is active. This results in snow if the TV’s 
HDMI input is deselected, then later selected again. 

  The 19-pin Type A connector uses a single TMDS link and can therefore carry 
video signals with a 25–340       MHz sample rate. Video with sample rates below 
25       MHz (i.e. 13.5       MHz 480i and 576i) are transmitted using a pixel-repetition 
scheme. 

   To support video signals sampled at greater than 340       MHz, the dual-link 
capability of the 29-pin Type B connector is used. 

   The 19-pin Type C connector, designed for mobile applications, is a smaller 
version of the Type A connector. 

    Connector  

   The 20-pin mini-D ribbon (MDR) connector contains 20 contacts arranged as 
two rows of ten contacts, as shown in  Table 4.32   .
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    Open LVDS Display Interface (OpenLDI) 
   OpenLDI was developed for transferring uncompressed digital video from a 
computer to a digital flat panel display. It enhances the FPD-Link standard 
used to drive the displays of laptop computers, and adds support for VESA’s 
Plug and Display (P & D) standard, Extended Display Identification Data 
(EDID) standard, and Display Data Channel (DDC) standard. DDC and EDID 
enable automatic display detection and configuration. 

   Unlike DVI and DFP, OpenLDI uses low-voltage differential signaling 
(LVDS). Cable lengths may be up to 10 meters. 

    LVDS Link  

   The LVDS link, as shown in  Figure 4.42   , supports formats and timings requir-
ing a clock rate of 32.5–160       MHz. 

   Eight serial data lines (A0–A7) and two sample clock lines (CLK1 and 
CLK2) are used. The number of serial data lines actually used is dependent on 
the pixel format, with the serial data rate being 7x the sample clock rate. The 
CLK2 signal is used in the dual pixel modes for backwards compatibility with 
FPD-Link receivers.  

    Gigabit Video Interface (GVIF) 
   The Sony GVIF was developed for transferring uncompressed digital video 
using a single differential signal, instead of the multiple signals that DVI, DFP, 
and OpenLDI use. Cable lengths may be up to 10 meters. 

TABLE 4.32          DFP Connector Signal Assignments  

    Pin Signal Pin Signal  

    1 D1  11 D2   

    2 D1�   12 D2�

    3 shield 13 shield

    4 shield 14 shield

    5 CLK 15 D0

    6 CLK� 16 D0�  

    7 ground 17 no ground 

    8 �5V 18 Hot Plug Detect 

    9 no connect   19 DDC SDA 

    10 no connect   20 DDC SCL 
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    GVIF Link  

   The GVIF link, as shown in  Figure 4.43   , supports formats and timings requir-
ing a clock rate of 20–80       MHz. For applications requiring higher clock rates, 
more than one GVIF link may be used. 

   The serial data rate is 24      �      the sample clock rate for 18-bit R � G � B �  data, or 
30      �      the sample clock rate for 24-bit R � G � B �  data. 

    Video Data Formats  

   18-bit or 24-bit R � G � B �  data, plus timing, is transferred over the link. The 18-
bit R � G � B �  format uses three 6-bit R � G � B �  values: R0–R5, G0–G5, and B0–
B5. The 24-bit R � G � B �  format uses three 8-bit R � G � B �  values: R0–R7, G0–G7, 
and B0–B7. 

   18-bit R � G � B �  data is converted to 24-bit data by slicing the R´G´B data 
into six 3-bit values that are in turn transformed into six 4-bit codes. This 
ensures rich transitions for receiver PLL locking and good DC balance. 

   24-bit R � G � B �  data is converted to 30-bit data by slicing the R´G´B data 
into six 4-bit values that are in turn transformed into six 5-bit codes. 

    Control Signals 

   In addition to the video data, there are six control signals:

   HSYNC  horizontal sync 

   VSYNC vertical sync 
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   DE data enable 
   CTL0 reserved 
   CTL1 reserved 
   CLK 1      �      sample clock 

  If any of the HSYNC, VSYNC, DE, CTL0, or CTL1 signals change, during 
the next CLK cycle a special 30-bit format is used. The first 6 bits are header data 
indicating the new levels of HSYNC, VSYNC, DE, CTL0, or CTL1. This is fol-
lowed by 24 bits of R � G � B �  data (unencoded except for inverting the odd bits). 

   Note that during the blanking periods, nonvideo data, such as digital audio, 
may be transferred. The CTL signals may be used to indicate when non-video 
data is present. 

    Consumer Transport Interfaces 

   Several transport interfaces, such as USB 2.0, Ethernet, and IEEE 1394, are 
available for consumer products. Of course, each standard has its own advan-
tages and disadvantages. 

   USB 2.0 
   Well known in the PC market for connecting peripherals to a PC, there is 
growing interest in using USB (Universal Serial Bus) 2.0 to transfer com-
pressed audio/video data between products. 
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  USB 2.0 is capable of operating up to 480 Mbps and supports an isochronous 
mode to guarantee data delivery timing. Thus, it can easily transfer compressed 
real-time audio/ video data from a cable/satellite set-top box or DVD player to a 
digital television. DTCP (Digital Transmission Copy Protection) may be used to 
encrypt the audio and video content over USB. 

    Technology Trade-Offs 
   Due to USB’s lower cost and widespread usage, many companies are inter-
ested in using USB 2.0 instead of IEEE 1394 to transfer compressed audio/
video data between products. However, some still prefer IEEE 1394 since the 
methods for transferring various types of data are much better defined. 

    USB On-the-Go  

   With portable devices increasing in popularity, there was a growing desire for 
them to communicate directly with each other without requiring a PC or other 
USB host. On-the-Go addresses this desire by allowing a USB device to com-
municate directly with other On-the-Go products. It also features a smaller 
USB connector and low power features to preserve battery life.  

    Ethernet 
   With the widespread adoption of home networks, DSL, and FTTH (Fiber-to-
the-Home), Ethernet has become a common interface for transporting digital 
audio and video data. Initially used for file transfers, streaming of real-time 
compressed video over wired (802.3) or wireless (802.11) Ethernet networks 
is now becoming common. 

   Ethernet supports up to 1       Gbps. DTCP/IP (Digital Transmission Copy 
Protection for Internet Protocol) may be used to encrypt the audio and video 
content over wired or wireless networks.  

    IEEE 1394 
   IEEE 1394 was originally developed by Apple Computer as Firewire. 
Designed to be a generic interface between devices, 1394 specifies the physi-
cal characteristics; separate application-specific specifications describe how to 
transfer data over the 1394 network. 

   1394 is a transaction-based packet technology, using a bi-directional serial 
interconnect that features hot plug-and-play. This enables devices to be con-
nected and disconnected without affecting the operation of other devices con-
nected to the network. 

   Guaranteed delivery of time-sensitive data is supported, enabling digital 
audio and video to be transferred in real time. In addition, multiple indepen-
dent streams of digital audio and video can be carried. 

    Specifi cations 

   The original 1394-1995 specification supports bit-rates of 98.304, 196.608, 
and 393.216 Mbps. 
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   The 1394A-2000 specification clarifies areas that were vague and led to 
system interoperability issues. It also reduces the overhead lost to bus control, 
arbitration, bus reset duration, and concatenation of packets. 1394A-2000 also 
introduces advanced power-saving features. The electrical signaling method is 
also common between 1394–1995 and 1394A-2000, using data-strobe (DS) 
encoding and analog-speed signaling. 

   The 1394B-2002 specification adds support for bit-rates of 786.432, 
1572.864, and 3145.728       Mbps. It also includes 

●     8B/10B encoding technique used by Gigabit Ethernet  
●     Continuous dual simplex operation  
●     Longer distance (up to 100 meters over Cat5)  
●     Changes the speed signaling to a more digital method  
●     Three types of ports: Legacy (1395A compatible), Beta, and Bilingual 

(supports both Legacy and Beta). Connector keying ensures that incompat-
ible connections cannot physically be made. 

Endian Issues:  1394 uses a big-endian architecture, defining the most signifi-
cant bit as bit 0. However, many processors are based on the little-endian archi-
tecture which defines the most significant bit as bit 31 (assuming a 32-bit word). 

    Network Topology 

   Like many networks, there is no designated bus master. The tree-like net-
work structure has a root node, branching out to logical nodes in other devices 
( Figure 4.44   ). The root is responsible for certain control functions, and is 
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FIGURE 4.44       IEEE 1394 Network Topology Examples.    
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 chosen during initialization. Once chosen, it retains that function for as long as 
it remains powered on and connected to the network. 

   A network can include up to 63 nodes, with each node (or device) specified 
by a 6-bit physical identification number. Multiple networks may be connected 
by bridges, up to a system maximum of 1,023 networks, with each network 
represented by a separate 10-bit bus ID. Combined, the 16-bit address allows 
up to 64,449 nodes in a system. Since device addresses are 64 bits, and 16 of 
these bits are used to specify nodes and networks, 48 bits remain for memory 
addresses, allowing up to 256TB of memory space per node.  

    Digital Transmission Content Protection (DTCP) 
   To prevent unauthorized copying of content, the DTCP system was developed. 
Although originally designed for 1394, it is applicable to any digital network 
that supports bidirectional communications, such as USB and Ethernet. 

  Device authentication, content encryption, and renewability (should a device 
ever be compromised) are supported by DTCP. The Digital Transmission 
Licensing Administrator (DTLA) licenses the content protection system and 
distributes cipher keys and device certificates. 

   DTCP outlines four elements of content protection: 

1.   Copy control information (CCI)  
2.   Authentication and key exchange (AKE)  
3.   Content encryption 
4.   System renewability    

     Digital Camera Specifi cation 
   The 1394 Trade Association has written a specification for 1394-based digital 
video cameras. This was done to avoid the silicon and software cost of imple-
menting the full IEC 61883 specification. 
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FIGURE 4.45       IEEE 1394 Data and Strobe Signal Timing.    
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   Seven resolutions are defined, with a wide range of format support:

   160      �      120 4:4:4 YCbCr 

    320      �      240 4:2:2 YCbCr 
    640      �      480 4:1:1, 4:2:2 YCbCr, 24-bit RGB 
    800      �      600 4:2:2 YCbCr, 24-bit RGB 
   1024      �      768 4:2:2 YCbCr, 24-bit RGB 
   1280      �      960 4:2:2 YCbCr, 24-bit RGB 
   1600      �      1200 4:2:2 YCbCr, 24-bit RGB 

   Supported frame rates are 1.875, 3.75, 7.5, 15, 30, and 60 frames per 
second.

   Isochronous packets are used to transfer the uncompressed digital video 
data over the 1394 network. 

    INSTANT SUMMARY 

   Video interfaces make it possible to exchange video information between 
devices. Interface standards include: 

    Analog video interfaces 

●      S-Video  
●      SCART 
●      SDTV RGB interface 
●      HDTV RGB interface 
●      SDTV YPbPr interface 
●      HDTV YPbPr interface 
●      D-Connector interface 
●      VGA interface 

    Digital video interfaces 

●      Pro-Video component interfaces  
●      Pro-Video composite interfaces  
●      Pro-Video Transport interfaces 
●      IC component interfaces 
●      Consumer component interfaces 
●      Consumer Transport interfaces          
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         Processing Defi nitions      

   Besides encoding and decoding MPEG, NTSC/PAL, and many other types of 
video, a typical system usually requires considerable additional video processing. 

   For example, since many consumer displays, and most computer displays, are 
progressive (noninterlaced), interlaced video must be converted to progressive 
(interlaced-to-noninterlaced). Progressive video must be converted to interlaced 
to drive a conventional analog VCR or interlaced TV, requiring  noninterlaced-
to-interlaced  conversion. 

   Many computer displays support refresh rates up to at least 75 frames per 
second. CRT-based televisions have a refresh rate of 50 or 59.94 (60/1.001) fields 
per second, and refresh rates of up to 120 frames per second are becoming common 
for flat-panel televisions. For film-based compressed content, the source may only 
be 24 frames per second. Thus, some form of  frame rate conversion, or scan rate 
conversion , must be done. 

   Another not-so-subtle problem includes video scaling. SDTV and HDTV sup-
port multiple resolutions, yet the display may be a single, fixed resolution. 

    Alpha mixing and chroma keying are used to mix multiple video signals or 
video with computer-generated text and graphics. Alpha mixing ensures a smooth 
crossover between sources, allows subpixel positioning of text, and limits source 
transition bandwidths to simplify eventual encoding to composite video signals. 

   Since no source is perfect, even digital sources, user controls for adjustable 
brightness ,  contrast ,  saturation , and  hue  are always desirable.      
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    DISPLAY ENHANCEMENT 

    Brightness, Contrast, Saturation (Color), and Hue (Tint) 

  Working in the YCbCr color space simplifies the implementation of brightness, 
contrast, saturation, and hue controls, as shown in  Figure 5.1   . Also illustrated 
are multiplexers to allow the output of black screen, blue screen, and color bars. 

    ALERT! 

    The designer should ensure that no overflow or underflow wraparound errors 
occur, effectively saturating results to the 0 and 255 values.  

   Many displays also use separate hue and saturation controls for each of 
the red, green, blue, cyan, yellow, and magenta colors. This enables tuning the 
image at production time to better match the display’s characteristics. 

    Color Transient Improvement 

   YCbCr transitions should be aligned. However, the Cb and Cr transitions are 
usually slower and time-offset due to the narrower bandwidth of color differ-
ence information. 

   By monitoring coincident Y transitions, faster horizontal and vertical tran-
sitions may be synthesized for Cb and Cr. Small pre- and after-shoots may also 
be added to the Cb and Cr signals. 

   The new Cb and Cr edges are then aligned with the Y edge, as shown in 
 Figure 5.2   . 

  Displays commonly use this technique to provide a sharper-looking picture. 

    Luma Transient Improvement 

   In this case, the Y horizontal and vertical transitions are shortened, and small 
pre- and after-shoots may also be added, to artificially sharpen the image. 

  Displays commonly use this technique to provide a sharper-looking picture. 

    Sharpness 

   The apparent sharpness of a picture may be increased by increasing the ampli-
tude of high-frequency luminance information.
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        How It Works      
   As shown in  Figure 5.3   , a simple bandpass filter with selectable gain (also called a 
peaking filter) may be used. The frequency where maximum gain occurs is usually 
selectable to be either at the color subcarrier frequency or at about 2.6    MHz. A coring 
circuit is typically used after the filter to reduce low-level noise. 

    Figure 5.4    illustrates a more complex sharpness control circuit. The high-frequency 
luminance is increased using a variable band-pass filter, with adjustable gain. The cor-
ing function (typically  �1 LSB) removes low-level noise. The modified luminance is 
then added to the original luminance signal.       
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FIGURE 5.2 Color Transient Improvement.
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    Blue Stretch 

   Blue stretch increases the blue value of white and near-white colors in order to 
make whites appear brighter. When applying blue stretch, only colors within a 
specified color range should be processed. 

   Colors with a Y value of  � 80% or more of the maximum with a low satu-
ration value and that fall within a white detection area in the CbCr-plane, have 
their blue components increased by � 4% (the blue gain factor) and their red 
components decreased the same amount. For more complex designs, the white 
detection area and blue gain factor can be dependent on the color’s Y value 
and saturation level.  

    Green Enhancement 

   Green enhancement creates a richer, more saturated green color when the level 
of green is low. Displays commonly use this technique to provide greener 
looking grass, plants, etc. When applying green enhancement, only colors only 
within a specified color range should be processed.  

Y IN
VARIABLE
BANDPASS

FILTER

DELAY

CORING
WEIGHTING

AND
ADDING

Y OUT

(A)

(B)

OUT
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FIGURE 5.4 More Complex Sharpness Control. (A) Typical implementation. (B) Coring 
function.
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    Dynamic Contrast 

   Using  dynamic contrast  (also called  adaptive contrast enhancement ), the dif-
ferences between dark and light portions of the image are artificially enhanced 
based on the content in the image. Displays commonly use this technique to 
improve their contrast ratio. 

   Bright colors in mostly dark images are enhanced by making them brighter 
(white stretch). This is typically done by using histogram information to mod-
ify the upper portion of the gamma curve. 

   Dark colors in mostly light images are enhanced by making them darker 
(black stretch). This is typically done by using histogram information to mod-
ify the lower portion of the gamma curve. 

   For a medium-bright image, both techniques may be applied. 
  A minor gamma correction adjustment may also be applied to colors that 

are between dark and light, resulting in a more detailed and contrasting picture. 

    Color Correction 

   The RGB chromaticities are usually slightly different between the source video 
and what the display uses. This results in red, green and blue colors that are 
not completely accurate. 

  Color correction can be done on the source video to compensate for the display 
characteristics, enabling more accurate red, green and blue colors to be displayed. 

   An alternate type of color correction is to perform color expansion, taking 
advantage of the greater color reproduction capabilities of modern displays. 
This can result in greener greens, bluer blues, etc. One common technique of 
implementing color expansion is to use independent hue and saturation con-
trols for each primary and complementary color, plus the skin color. 

    VIDEO MIXING AND GRAPHICS OVERLAY 

  Mixing video signals may be as simple as switching between two video sources. 
This is adequate if the resulting video is to be displayed on a computer monitor. 

  For most other applications, a technique known as  alpha mixing  should be 
used. Alpha mixing may also be used to fade to or from a specific color (such as 
black) or to overlay computer-generated text and graphics onto a video signal.

        ALERT!      

    Alpha mixing must be used if the video is to be encoded to composite video. 
Otherwise, ringing and blurring may appear at the source switching points, such 
as around the edges of computer-generated text and graphics. This is due to the 
color information being lowpass filtered within the NTSC/PAL encoder. If the fil-
ters have a sharp cut-off, a fast color transition will produce ringing. In addition, 
the intensity information may be bandwidth-limited to about 4–5    MHz some-
where along the video path, slowing down intensity transitions.       
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   Mathematically, with alpha normalized to have values of 0–1, alpha mixing 
is implemented as: 

Out (alpha_0)(in_0) (alpha_1)(in_1)� � � …      
   In this instance, each video source has its own alpha information. The alpha 

information may not total to one (unity gain). 

    Technology Trade-offs 
   A common problem in computer graphics systems that use alpha is that the 
frame buffer may contain preprocessed R � G � B �  or YCbCr data; that is, the 
R� G � B �  or YCbCr data in the frame buffer has already been multiplied by 
alpha. Assuming an alpha (A) value of 0.5, nonprocessed R � G � B � A values 
for white are (255, 255, 255, 128); preprocessed R � G � B � A values for white 
are (128, 128, 128, 128). Therefore, any mixing circuit that accepts R � G � B �  or 
YCbCr data from a frame buffer should be able to handle either format. 

   If using alpha mixing for special effects, such as wipes, the switching point 
(where 50% of each video source is used) must be able to be adjusted to an 
accuracy of less than one sample to ensure smooth movement. By controlling 
the alpha values, the switching point can be effectively positioned anywhere. 

   Text can be overlaid onto video by having a character generator control the 
alpha inputs. By setting one of the input sources to a constant color, the text 
will assume that color.

        Insider Info      

   Note that for those designs that subtract 16 (the black level) from the Y channel 
before processing, negative Y values should be supported after the subtraction. 
This allows the design to pass through real-world and test video signals with mini-
mum artifacts.       

    CHROMA KEYING 

   Chroma keying involves specifying a desired foreground key color; foreground 
areas containing the key color are replaced with the background image. Cb 
and Cr are used to specify the key color; luminance information may be used 
to increase the realism of the chroma keying function. The actual mixing of 
the two video sources may be done in the component or composite domain, 
although component mixing reduces artifacts. 

  Early chroma keying circuits simply performed a hard or soft switch between 
the fore-ground and background sources. In addition to limiting the amount of 
fine detail maintained in the foreground image, the background was not visible 
through transparent or translucent foreground objects, and shadows from the 
foreground were not present in areas containing the background image. 
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  Linear keyers were developed that combine the foreground and background 
images in a proportion determined by the key level, resulting in the foreground 
image being attenuated in areas containing the background image. Although 
allowing foreground objects to appear transparent, there is a limit on the fineness 
of detail maintained in the foreground. Shadows from the foreground are not 
present in areas containing the background image unless additional processing is 
done—the luminance levels of specific areas of the background image must be 
reduced to create the effect of shadows cast by foreground objects. 

  If the blue or green backing used with the foreground scene is evenly lit 
except for shadows cast by the foreground objects, the effect on the background 
will be that of shadows cast by the foreground objects. This process, referred to as 
shadow chroma keying , or  luminance modulation , enables the background lumi-
nance levels to be adjusted in proportion to the brightness of the blue or green 
backing in the foreground scene. This results in more realistic keying of transpar-
ent or translucent foreground objects by preserving the spectral highlights. 

   Note that green backgrounds are now more commonly used due to lower 
chroma noise. 

   Chroma keyers are also limited in their ability to handle foreground col-
ors that are close to the key color without switching to the background image. 
Another problem may be a bluish tint to the foreground objects as a result of 
blue light reflecting off the blue backing or being diffused in the camera lens. 
Chroma spill is difficult to remove since the spill color is not the original key 
color; some mixing occurs, changing the original key color slightly.

        Insider Info      

   One solution to many of the chroma keying problems is to process the foreground 
and background images individually before combining them, as shown in  Figure 5.5   .
Rather than choosing between the foreground and background, each is processed 
individually and then combined.  Figure 5.6    illustrates the major processing steps 
for both the foreground and background images during the chroma key process. 
Not shown in  Figure 5.5  is the circuitry to initially subtract 16 (Y) or       

    VIDEO SCALING 

   With all the various video resolutions ( Table 5.1   ), scaling is usually needed in 
almost every solution. 

   When generating objects that will be displayed on SDTV, computer 
users must be concerned with such things as text size, line thickness, and so 
forth. For example, text readable on a 1280      �      1024 computer display may 
not be readable on an SDTV display due to the large amount of downscaling 
involved. Thin horizontal lines may either disappear completely or flicker at a 
25 or 29.97       Hz rate when converted to interlaced SDTV.
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FIGURE 5.5 Typical Component Chroma Key Circuit.
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(A) (B)

(D)(C)

(F)(E)

FIGURE 5.6 Major Processing Steps During Chroma Keying. (A) Original foreground scene. 
(B) Original background scene. (C) Suppressed foreground scene. (D) Background keying signal. 
(E) Background scene after multiplication by background key. (F) Composite scene generated by 
adding (C) and (E).
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   In general, the spacing between output samples can be defined by a Target 
Increment (tarinc) value: 

tarinc I/O�

   where I and O are the number of input (I) and output (O) samples, either hori-
zontally or vertically. 

   The first and last output samples may be aligned with the first and last 
input samples by adjusting the equation to be: 

tarinc (I )/(O )� � �1 1

    Table 5.1  Common Active Resolutions for Consumer Displays and 
Broadcast Sources. 116:9 letterbox on a 4:3 display. 22.35:1 anamorphic for 
a 16:9 1920      �      1080 display. 31.85:1 anamorphic for a 16:9 1920      �      1080 
display. 

    Pixel Dropping and Duplication 

   This is also called  “ nearest neighbor ”  scaling since only the input sample clos-
est to the output sample is used. 

TABLE 5.1 Common Active Resolutions for Consumer Displays and 
Broadcast Sources. 116:9 letterbox on a 4:3 display. 22.35:1 anamorphic 
for a 16:9 1920 � 1080 display. 31.85:1 anamorphic for a 16:9 1920 � 1080 
display

Displays SDTV Sources HDTV Sources

 704 � 480  640 � 480 704 � 3601 704 � 4321 1280 � 720

 854 � 480  800 � 600 480 � 480 480 � 576 1440 � 8162

 704 � 576 1024 � 768 528 � 480 1440 � 10403

 854 � 576 1280 � 768 544 � 480 544 � 576 1280 � 1080

1280 � 720 1366 � 768 640 � 480 1440 � 1080

1280 � 768 1024 � 1024 704 � 480 704 � 576 1920 � 1080

1920 � 1080 1280 � 1024 768 � 576

        ALERT!      

    Note that scaling must be performed on component video signals (such as 
R  �  G  �  B  � or YCbCr). Composite color video signals cannot be scaled directly due 
to the color subcarrier phase information present, which would be meaningless 
after scaling.       
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   The simplest form of scaling down is pixel dropping, where (m) out of 
every (n) samples are thrown away both horizontally and vertically. A modified 
version of the Bresenham line-drawing algorithm (described in most computer 
graphics books) is typically used to determine which samples not to discard. 

   Simple upscaling can be accomplished by pixel duplication, where (m) out 
of every (n) samples are duplicated both horizontally and vertically. Again, 
a modified version of the Bresenham line-drawing algorithm can be used to 
determine which samples to duplicate.

        ALERT!      

    Scaling using pixel dropping or duplication is not recommended due to the visual 
artifacts and the introduction of aliasing components.        

    Linear Interpolation 

   An improvement in video quality of scaled images is possible using linear 
interpolation. When an output sample falls between two input samples (hori-
zontally or vertically), the output sample is computed by linearly interpolating 
between the two input samples. However, scaling to images smaller than one-
half of the original still results in deleted samples. 

    Figure 5.7    illustrates the vertical scaling of a 16:9 image to fit on a 4:3 
display. 

    Technology Trade-offs 
   The linear interpolator is a poor bandwidth-limiting filter. Excess high-
frequency detail is removed unnecessarily and too much energy above the 
Nyquist limit is still present, resulting in aliasing. 

    Anti-Aliased Resampling 

   The most desirable approach is to ensure the frequency content scales propor-
tionally with the image size, both horizontally and vertically.  Figure 5.8    illus-
trates the fundamentals of an anti-aliased resampling process. The input data 
is upsampled by A and lowpass filtered to remove image frequencies created 
by the interpolation process. Filter B bandwidth-limits the signal to remove 
frequencies that will alias in the resampling process B. The ratio of B/A deter-
mines the scaling factor.   

    Technology Trade-offs 
   Filters A and B are usually combined into a single filter. The response of the 
filter largely determines the quality of the interpolation. The ideal lowpass 
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filter would have a very flat passband, a sharp cutoff at half of the lowest 
sampling frequency (either input or output), and very high attenuation in the 
stopband. However, since such a filter generates ringing on sharp edges, it is 
usually desirable to roll off the top of the passband. This makes for slightly 
softer pictures, but with less pronounced ringing. 

    Display Scaling Examples 

                        Figures 5.9 through 5.17                    illustrate various scaling examples for displaying 
16:9 and 4:3 pictures on 4:3 and 16:9 displays, respectively. 
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FIGURE 5.7 Vertical Scaling of 16:9 Images to Fit on a 4:3 Display. (A) 480-line systems. 
(B) 576-line systems.
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FIGURE 5.8 General Anti-Aliased Resampling Structure.
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   How content is displayed is a combination of user preferences and con-
tent aspect ratio. For example, when displaying 16:9 content on a 4:3 display, 
many users prefer to have the entire display filled with the cropped picture 
( Figure 5.10 ) rather than seeing black or gray bars with the letterbox solution 
( Figure 5.11 ). 

   In addition, some displays incorrectly assume any progressive video sig-
nal on their YPbPr inputs is from an “ anamorphic ”  source. As a result, they 

1920 Samples

1080
Scan
Lines

FIGURE 5.9 16:9 Source Example.

480
Scan
Lines

720 Samples

FIGURE 5.10 Scaling 16:9 Content for a 4:3 Display: “Normal” or pan-and-scan mode. Results 
in some of the 16:9 content being ignored (indicated by gray regions).
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horizontally upscale progressive 16:9 programs by 25% when no scaling 
should be applied. Therefore, for set-top boxes it is useful to include a  “ 16:9 
(Compressed) ”  mode, which horizontally downscales the progressive 16:9 pro-
gram by 25% to pre-compensate for the horizontally upscaling being done by 
the 16:9 display. 

720 Samples

360
Scan
Lines

480
Scan
Lines

FIGURE 5.11 Scaling 16:9 Content for a 4:3 Display: “Letterbox” mode. Entire 16:9 program 
visible, with black bars at top and bottom of display.

720 Samples

480
Scan
Lines

FIGURE 5.12 Scaling 16:9 Content for a 4:3 Display: “Squeezed” mode. Entire 16:9 program 
horizontally squeezed to fit 4:3 display, resulting in a distorted picture.
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    SCAN RATE CONVERSION 

   In many cases, some form of  scan rate conversion  (also called temporal rate 
conversion, frame rate conversion, or field rate conversion) is needed. Multi-
standard analog VCRs and scan converters use scan rate conversion to con-
vert between various video standards. Computers usually operate the display at 
about 75       Hz noninterlaced, yet need to display 50 and 60       Hz interlaced video. 
With digital television, multiple frame rates can be supported.

720 Samples

480
Scan
Lines

FIGURE 5.13 4:3 Source Example.

1920 Samples

1080
Scan
Lines

FIGURE 5.14 Scaling 4:3 Content for a 16:9 Display: “Normal” mode. Left and right portions 
of 16:9 display not used, so made black or gray.
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1920 Samples

1080
Scan
Lines

FIGURE 5.15 Scaling 4:3 Content for a 16:9 Display: “Wide” mode. Entire picture linearly 
scaled horizontally to fill 16:9 display, resulting in distorted picture unless used with anamorphic 
content.

        ALERT!      

    Note that processing must be performed on component video signals (such as 
R  �  G  �  B  � or YCbCr). Composite color video signals cannot be processed directly 
due to the color subcarrier phase information present, which would be meaning-
less after processing.       

1920 Samples

1080
Scan
Lines

FIGURE 5.16 Scaling 4:3 Content for a 16:9 Display: “Zoom” mode. Top and bottom portion of 
4:3 picture deleted, then scaled to fill 16:9 display.
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    Frame or Field Dropping and Duplicating 

   Simple scan-rate conversion may be done by dropping or duplicating one out 
of every N fields. For example, the conversion of 60       Hz to 50       Hz interlaced 
operation may drop one out of every six fields, as shown in  Figure 5.18   , using 
a single field store. 

    Technology Trade-offs 
   The disadvantage of this technique is that the viewer may see jerky motion, or 
motion judder. In addition, some video decompression products use top-field 

1920 Samples

1080
Scan
Lines

FIGURE 5.17 Scaling 4:3 Content for a 16:9 Display: “Panorama” mode. Left and right 25% 
edges of picture are nonlinearly scaled horizontally to fill 16:9 display, distorted picture on left 
and right sides.
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FIGURE 5.18 60 Hz to 50 Hz Conversion Using a Single Field Store by Dropping One out of 
Every Six Fields.
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only to convert from 60       Hz to 50       Hz, degrading the vertical resolution. The 
worst artifacts are present when a non-integer scan rate conversion is done—
for example, when some frames are displayed three times, while others are 
displayed twice. In this instance, the viewer will observe double or blurred 
objects. As the human brain tracks an object in successive frames, it expects 
to see a regular sequence of positions, and has trouble reconciling the apparent 
stop-start motion of objects. As a result, it incorrectly concludes that there are 
two objects moving in parallel. 

    Temporal Interpolation 

   This technique generates new frames from the original frames as needed to 
generate the desired frame rate. Information from both past and future input 
frames should be used to optimally handle objects appearing and disappearing. 

   For every five fields of 50       Hz video, there will be six fields of 60       Hz video. 
   After both sources are aligned, two adjacent 50       Hz fields are mixed together 

to generate a new 60       Hz field. This technique is used in some inexpensive stan-
dards converters to convert between 50       Hz and 60       Hz standards. Note that no 
motion analysis is done. Therefore, if the camera operating at 50       Hz and 60       Hz 
pans horizontally past a narrow vertical object, you see one object once every 
six 60       Hz fields, and for the five fields in between, you see two objects, one 
fading in while the other fades out. 

    NONINTERLACED-TO-INTERLACED CONVERSION 

   In some applications, it is necessary to display a noninterlaced video signal on 
an interlaced display. Thus, some form of noninterlaced-to-interlaced conver-
sion may be required. 

   Noninterlaced-to-interlaced conversion must be performed on component 
video signals (such as R � G � B �  or YCbCr). Composite color video signals (such 
as NTSC or PAL) cannot be processed directly due to the presence of color 
subcarrier phase information, which would be meaningless after processing. 
These signals must be decoded into component color signals, such as R � G � B �
or YCbCr, prior to conversion. 

   There are essentially two techniques:  scan line decimation  and  vertical
filtering . 

    Scan Line Decimation 

   The easiest approach is to throw away every other active scan line in each non-
interlaced frame. Although the cost is minimal, there are problems with this 
approach, especially with the top and bottom of objects. 

   If there is a sharp vertical transition of color or intensity, it will flicker at 
one-half the frame rate. The reason is that it is only displayed every other field 
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as a result of the decimation. For example, a horizontal line that is one non-
interlaced scan line wide will flicker on and off. Horizontal lines that are two 
noninterlaced scan lines wide will oscillate up and down.

        ALERT!      

    Simple decimation may also add aliasing artifacts. While not necessarily visible, 
they will affect any future processing of the picture.        

    Vertical Filtering 

   A better solution is to use two or more lines of noninterlaced data to generate 
one line of interlaced data. Fast vertical transitions are smoothed out over sev-
eral interlaced lines. 

   For a 3-line filter, typical coefficients are [0.25, 0.5, 0.25]. Using more than 
three lines usually results in excessive blurring, making small text difficult to 
read.

   An alternate implementation uses IIR rather than FIR filtering. In addition 
to averaging, this technique produces a reduction in brightness around objects, 
further reducing flicker. 

   Note that care must be taken at the beginning and end of each frame in the 
event that fewer scan lines are available for filtering.   

    INTERLACED-TO-NONINTERLACED CONVERSION 

   In some applications, it is necessary to display an interlaced video signal on a 
noninterlaced display. Thus, some form of deinterlacing or progressive scan 
conversion may be required.

        ALERT!      

    Note that deinterlacing must be performed on component video signals (such 
as R � G  �  B  � or YCbCr). Composite color video signals (such as NTSC or PAL) 
cannot be deinterlaced directly due to the presence of color subcarrier phase 
information, which would be meaningless after processing. These signals must 
be decoded into component color signals, such as R  �  G  �  B  � or YCbCr, prior to 
deinterlacing.       

   There are two fundamental deinterlacing algorithms: video mode and film 
mode. Video mode deinterlacing can be further broken down into inter-field 
and intra-field processing. 
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   The goal of a good deinterlacer is to correctly choose the best algorithm 
needed at a particular moment. In systems where the vertical resolution of the 
source and display do not match (due to, for example, displaying SDTV con-
tent on an HDTV), the deinterlacing and vertical scaling can be merged into a 
single process. 

    Video Mode: Intra-Field Processing 

   This is the simplest method for generating additional scan lines using only 
information in the original field. The computer industry has coined this tech-
nique as bob. 

   Although there are two common techniques for implementing intra-field 
processing, scan line duplication and scan line interpolation, the resulting ver-
tical resolution is always limited by the content of the original field. 

    Scan Line Duplication 
   Scan line duplication simply duplicates the previous active scan line. Although 
the number of active scan lines is doubled, there is no increase in the vertical 
resolution.

    Scan Line Interpolation 
   Scan line interpolation generates interpolated scan lines between the original 
active scan lines. Although the number of active scan lines is doubled, the ver-
tical resolution is not. 

   The simplest implementation uses linear interpolation to generate a new 
scan line between two input scan lines. Better results, at additional cost, may 
be achieved by using a FIR filter:  

    Fractional Ratio Interpolation 
   In many cases, there is a periodic, but non-integral, relationship between the 
number of input scan lines and the number of output scan lines. In this case, 
fractional ratio interpolation may be necessary, similar to the polyphase filter-
ing used for scaling only performed in the vertical direction. This technique 
combines deinterlacing and vertical scaling into a single process.  

    Variable Interpolation 
   In a few cases, there is no periodicity in the relationship between the number 
of input and output scan lines. Therefore, in theory, an infinite number of filter 
phases and coefficients are required. Since this is not feasible, the solution is 
to use a large, but finite, number of filter phases. The number of filter phases 
determines the interpolation accuracy. This technique also combines deinter-
lacing and vertical scaling into a single process. 
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    Video Mode: Inter-Field Processing 

   In this method, video information from more than one field is used to generate 
a single progressive frame. This method can provide higher vertical resolution 
since it uses content from more than a single field. 

    Field Merging 
   This technique merges two consecutive fields together to produce a frame of 
video. At each field time, the active scan lines of that field are merged with 
the active scan lines of the previous field. The result is that for each input field 
time, a pair of fields combine to generate a frame. Although simple to imple-
ment, the vertical resolution is doubled only in regions of no movement. 

   Moving objects will have artifacts, also called combing, due to the time dif-
ference between two fields—a moving object is located in a different position 
from one field to the next. When the two fields are merged, moving objects 
will have a double image. 

   It is common to soften the image slightly in the vertical direction to attempt 
to reduce the visibility of combing. When implemented, it causes a loss of ver-
tical resolution and jitter on movement and pans.

        Insider Info      

   The computer industry refers to this technique as  weave, but weave also includes 
the inverse telecine process to remove any 3:2 pull-down present in the source. 
Theoretically, this eliminates the double image artifacts since two identical fields 
are now being merged.       

    Motion Adaptive Deinterlacing 
   A good deinterlacing solution is to use field merging for still areas of the pic-
ture and scan line interpolation for areas of movement. To accomplish this, 
motion, on a sample-by-sample basis, must be detected over the entire picture 
in real time, requiring processing several fields of video. 

   As two fields are combined, full vertical resolution is maintained in still 
areas of the picture, where the eye is most sensitive to detail. The sample dif-
ferences may have any value, from 0 (no movement and noise-free) to maxi-
mum (for example, a change from full intensity to black). A choice must be 
made when to use a sample from the previous field (which is in the wrong 
location due to motion) or to interpolate a new sample from adjacent scan 
lines in the current field. Sudden switching between methods is visible, so 
crossfading (also called soft switching) is used. At some magnitude of sample 
difference, the loss of resolution due to a double image is equal to the loss 
of resolution due to interpolation. That amount of motion should result in the 
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crossfader being at the 50% point. Less motion will result in a fade towards 
field merging and more motion in a fade towards the interpolated values.

        Insider Info      

   Rather than  “per pixel ” motion adaptive deinterlacing, which makes decisions 
for every sample, some low-cost solutions use  “per field ” motion adaptive dein-
terlacing. In this case, the algorithm is selected each field, based on the amount 
of motion between the fields.  “Per pixel ” motion adaptive deinterlacing, although 
difficult to implement, looks quite good when properly done.  “Per field ” motion 
adaptive deinterlacing rarely looks much better than vertical interpolation.       

    Motion-Compensated Deinterlacing 
   Motion-compensated (or motion vector steered) deinterlacing is several orders 
of magnitude more complex than motion adaptive deinterlacing, and is com-
monly found in pro-video format converters. 

   Motion-compensated processing requires calculating motion vectors 
between fields for each sample, and interpolating along each sample’s motion 
trajectory. Motion vectors must also be found that pass through each of any 
missing samples. Areas of the picture may be covered or uncovered as you 
move between frames. The motion vectors must also have sub-pixel accuracy, 
and be determined in two temporal directions between frames. 

   The motion vector errors used by MPEG are self-correcting since the 
residual difference between the predicted macroblocks is encoded. As motion-
compensated deinterlacing is a single-ended system, motion vector errors will 
produce artifacts, so different search and verification algorithms must be used. 

    DCT-BASED COMPRESSION 

   The transform process of many video compression standards is based on the 
Discrete Cosine Transform, or DCT. The easiest way to envision it is as a filter 
bank with all the filters computed in parallel. 

   During encoding, the DCT is usually followed by several other operations, 
such as quantization, zig-zag scanning, run-length encoding, and variable-
length encoding. During decoding, this process flow is reversed. 

   Many times, the terms macroblocks and blocks are used when discussing 
video compression.  Figure 5.19    illustrates the relationship between these two 
terms, and shows why transform processing is usually done on 8      �      8 samples.  

    DCT 

   The 8      �      8 DCT processes an 8      �      8 block of samples to generate an 8      �      8 
block of DCT coefficients, as shown in  Figure 5.20   . The input may be samples 
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from an actual frame of video or motion-compensated difference (error) 
values, depending on the encoder mode of operation. Each DCT coefficient 
indicates the amount of a particular horizontal or vertical frequency within 
the block. 

   DCT coefficient (0,0) is the DC coefficient, or average sample value. Since 
natural images tend to vary only slightly from sample to sample, low frequency 
coefficients are typically larger values and high frequency coefficients are typi-
cally smaller values. 

DIVIDE PICTURE
INTO 16 � 16 BLOCKS

(MACROBLOCKS)

EACH MACROBLOCK IS
16 SAMPLES BY 16 LINES

(4 BLOCKS)

EACH BLOCK IS 8
SAMPLES BY 8 LINES

FIGURE 5.19 The Relationship between Macroblocks and Blocks.

8 � 8 BLOCK

DCT
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FREQUENCY
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VERTICAL

FREQUENCY

ISOLATED
HIGH–FREQUENCY
TERM

DC TERM

FREQUENCY
COEFFICIENTS

FIGURE 5.20 The DCT Processes the 8 � ?8 Block of Samples or Error Terms to Generate an 
8 � ?8 Block of DCT Coefficients.
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   The 8      �      8 DCT is defined in  Figure 5.21   . f(x, y) denotes sample (x, y) of 
the 8      �      8 input block and F(u,v) denotes coefficient (u, v) of the DCT trans-
formed block. 

   A reconstructed 8      �      8 block of samples is generated using an 8      �      8 inverse 
DCT (IDCT). Although exact reconstruction is theoretically achievable, it is 
not practical due to finite-precision arithmetic, quantization and differing 
IDCT implementations. As a result, there are mismatches between different 
IDCT implementations. 

   Mismatch control attempts to reduce the drift between encoder and decoder 
IDCT results by eliminating bit patterns having the greatest contribution 
towards mismatches. 

   MPEG-1 mismatch control is known as  “ oddification ”  since it forces all 
quantized DCT coefficients to negative values. MPEG-2 and MPEG-4.2 use 
an improved method called  “ LSB toggling ”  which affects only the LSB of the 
63rd DCT coefficient after inverse quantization. 

   H.264 (also known as MPEG-4.10) neatly sidesteps the issue by using an 
 “ exact-match inverse transform. ”  Every decoder will produce exactly the same 
pictures, all else being equal. 

    Quantization 

   The 8      �      8 block of DCT coefficients is quantized, which reduces the over-
all precision of the integer coefficients and tends to eliminate high frequency 
coefficients, while maintaining perceptual quality. Higher frequencies are usu-
ally quantized more coarsely (fewer values allowed) than lower frequencies, 
due to visual perception of quantization error. The quantizer is also used for 
constant bit-rate  

    Zig-Zag Scanning 

   The quantized DCT coefficients are rearranged into a linear stream by scan-
ning them in a zig-zag order. This rearrangement places the DC coefficient 
first, followed by frequency coefficients arranged in order of increasing fre-
quency. This produces long runs of zero coefficients.  

FIGURE 5.21 8 � 8 Two-Dimensional DCT Definition.
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    Run Length Coding 

   The linear stream of quantized frequency coefficients is converted into a series 
of [run, amplitude] pairs. [run] indicates the number of zero coefficients, and 
[amplitude] the nonzero coefficient that ended the run.  

    Variable-Length Coding 

   The [run, amplitude] pairs are coded using a variable-length code, resulting 
in additional lossless compression. This produces shorter codes for common 
pairs and longer codes for less common pairs. 

   This coding method produces a more compact representation of the DCT 
coefficients, as a large number of DCT coefficients are usually quantized to 
zero and the re-ordering results (ideally) in the grouping of long runs of con-
secutive zero values. 

    INSTANT SUMMARY 

   This chapter covers various types of video processing, including: 

●      Display enhancement 
●      Video mixing and graphics overlay  
●      Chroma keying  
●      Video scaling 
●      Scan rate conversion  
●      Noninterlaced to interlaced conversion  
●      Interlaced to noninterlaced conversion         
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           Defi nitions      

   The three major world color television standards are NTSC, PAL, and SECAM. In 
this chapter we will examine some features of all three. First we’ll define some 
terms used in the rest of the chapter. 

    Hue, saturation and luminance are terms that describe color. Hue refers to 
the wavelength of the color, which means that hue is the term used for the base 
color—red, green, yellow, etc. Hue is completely separate from the saturation or 
intensity of the color. For example, a red hue could look brown at low saturation, 
bright red at a higher level of saturation, or pink at a high brightness level. 

   A subcarrier is a secondary signal containing additional information that is 
added to a main signal. 

   A modulator is a circuit that combines two different signals in such a way that 
they can be pulled apart later and the information obtained. For example, the NTSC 
video system may use the YIQ or YUV color space, with the I and Q or U and V 
signals containing all of the color information for the picture. Two 3.58    MHz color 
subcarriers (90 degrees out of phase) are modulated by the I and Q or U and V 
components and added together to create the chroma part of the NTSC video. 

   A color burst is an analog waveform of a specific frequency and amplitude that 
is positioned between the trailing edge of horizontal sync and the start of active 
video. The color burst tells the NTSC or PAL video decoder how to decode the 
color information contained in that line of active video.      

    NTSC OVERVIEW 

  The first color television system was developed in the United States, and on 
December 17, 1953, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) approved 
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the transmission standard, with broadcasting approved to begin January 23, 
1954. Most of the work for developing a color transmission standard that was 
compatible with the (then current) 525-line, 60-field-per-second, 2:1interlaced 
monochrome standard was done by the National Television System Committee 
(NTSC).

    Luminance Information 

   The monochrome luminance (Y) signal is derived from gamma-corrected red, 
green, and blue (R � G � B � ) signals: 

Y R G B� �� �� �0 299 0 587 0 114. . .

    Technology Trade-offs 
  Due to the sound subcarrier at 4.5       MHz, a requirement was made that the color sig-
nal fit within the same bandwidth as the monochrome video signal (0–4.2       MHz). 
For economic reasons, another requirement was made that monochrome receivers 
must be able to display the black and white portion of a color broadcast and that 
color receivers must be able to display a monochrome broadcast. 

    Color Information 

           Insider Info      

   The eye is most sensitive to spatial and temporal variations in luminance; there-
fore, luminance information was still allowed the entire bandwidth available 
(0–4.2    MHz). Color information, which the eye is less sensitive and which there-
fore requires less bandwidth, is represented as hue and saturation information.      

   The hue and saturation information is transmitted using a 3.58-MHz sub-
carrier, encoded so that the receiver can separate the hue, saturation, and lumi-
nance information and convert them back to RGB signals for display. Although 
this allows the transmission of color signals within the same bandwidth as 
monochrome signals, the problem still remains as to how to separate the color 
and luminance information cost-effectively, since they occupy the same por-
tion of the frequency spectrum. 

   To transmit color information, U and V or I and Q  “ color difference ”  sig-
nals are used: 

R Y R G B
B Y R G B

�� � �� �� �
�� � � �� �� �

0 701 0 587 0 114
0 299 0 587 0 866
. . .

. . .       

U B Y
V R Y

� ��
� ��

0 492
0 877

. ( )

. ( )
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   The scaling factors to generate U and V from (B �       �      Y) and (R �       �      Y) were 
derived due to overmodulation considerations during transmission. If the full 
range of (B �       �      Y) and (R �       �      Y) were used, the modulated chrominance lev-
els would exceed what the monochrome transmitters were capable of support-
ing. Experimentation determined that modulated subcarrier amplitudes of 20% 
of the Y signal amplitude could be permitted above white and below black. 
The scaling factors were then selected so that the maximum level of 75% color 
would be at the white level. 

   I and Q were initially selected since they more closely related to the varia-
tion of color acuity than U and V. The color response of the eye decreases as 
the size of viewed objects decreases. Small objects, occupying frequencies of 
1.3–2.0       MHz, provide little color sensation. Medium objects, occupying the 
0.6–1.3       MHz frequency range, are acceptable if reproduced along the orange-
cyan axis. Larger objects, occupying the 0–0.6       MHz frequency range, require 
full three-color reproduction. 

   The I and Q bandwidths were chosen accordingly, and the preferred color 
reproduction axis was obtained by rotating the U and V axes by 33°. The Q 
component, representing the green-purple color axis, was band-limited to 
about 0.6       MHz. The I component, representing the orange-cyan color axis, was 
band-limited to about 1.3       MHz. 

  Another advantage of limiting the I and Q bandwidths to 1.3       MHz and 
0.6       MHz, respectively, is to minimize crosstalk due to asymmetrical sidebands 
as a result of lowpass filtering the composite video signal to about 4.2       MHz. Q is 
a double sideband signal; however, I is asymmetrical, bringing up the possibility 
of crosstalk between I and Q. The symmetry of Q avoids crosstalk into I; since 
Q is bandwidth limited to 0.6       MHz, I crosstalk falls outside the Q bandwidth. 

   U and V, both bandwidth-limited to 1.3       MHz, are now commonly used 
instead of I and Q. When broadcast, UV crosstalk occurs above 0.6       MHz; 
however, this is not usually visible due to the limited UV bandwidths used by 
NTSC decoders for consumer equipment. 

   The UV and IQ vector diagram is shown in  Figure 6.1   .

    Color Modulation 

   I and Q (or U and V) are used to modulate a 3.58       MHz color subcarrier using 
two balanced modulators operating in phase quadrature: one modulator is 
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driven by the subcarrier at sine phase; the other modulator is driven by the 
subcarrier at cosine phase. 

   Hue information is conveyed by the chrominance phase relative to the 
subcarrier. Saturation information is conveyed by chrominance amplitude. In 
addition, if an object has no color (such as a white, gray, or black object), the 
subcarrier is suppressed.  

    Composite Video Generation 

   The modulated chrominance is added to the luminance information along 
with appropriate horizontal and vertical sync signals, blanking information, 
and color burst information, to generate the composite color video waveform 
shown in  Figure 6.2   . 

   The I and Q (or U and V) information can be transmitted without loss of 
identity as long as the proper color subcarrier phase relationship is maintained 
at the encoding and decoding process. A color burst  signal, consisting of nine 
cycles of the subcarrier frequency at a specific phase, follows most horizontal 
sync pulses, and provides the decoder a reference signal so as to be able to 
recover the I and Q (or U and V) signals properly.  
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FIGURE 6.1       UV and IQ Vector Diagram for 75% Color Bars.    
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    NTSC Standards 

    Figure 6.3    shows the common designations for NTSC systems. The letter M 
refers to the monochrome standard for line and field rates (525/59.94), a video 
bandwidth of 4.2       MHz, an audio carrier frequency 4.5       MHz above the video 
carrier frequency, and an RF channel bandwidth of 6       MHz. NTSC refers to the 
technique to add color information to the monochrome signal. 

   NTSC 4.43 is commonly used for multi-standard analog VCRs. The hori-
zontal and vertical timing is the same as (M) NTSC; color encoding uses the 
PAL modulation format and a 4.43361875-MHz color subcarrier frequency. 
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FIGURE 6.2       (M) NTSC Composite Video Signal for 75% Color Bars.    
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   Noninterlaced NTSC is a 262-line, 60 frames-per-second version of NTSC. 
This format is identical to standard (M) NTSC, except that there are 262 lines 
per frame.

QUADRATURE MODULATED SUBCARRIER
     PHASE � HUE
     AMPLITUDE � SATURATION

     FH � 15.734 KHZ
     FV � 59.94 HZ
     FSC � 3.579545 MHZ

LINE/FIELD � 525/59.94

BLANKING SETUP � 7.5 IRE
VIDEO BANDWIDTH � 4.2 MHZ
AUDIO CARRIER � 4.5 MHZ
CHANNEL BANDWIDTH � 6 MHZ

"M"

     FH � 15.734 KHZ
     FV � 59.94 HZ
     FSC � 3.579545 MHZ

LINE/FIELD � 525/59.94

BLANKING SETUP � 0 IRE
VIDEO BANDWIDTH � 4.2 MHZ
AUDIO CARRIER � 4.5 MHZ
CHANNEL BANDWIDTH � 6 MHZ

"NTSC–J"

     FH � 15.734 KHZ
     FV � 59.94 HZ
     FSC � 4.43361875 MHZ

LINE/FIELD � 525/59.94

BLANKING SETUP � 7.5 IRE
VIDEO BANDWIDTH � 4.2 MHZ
AUDIO CARRIER � 4.5 MHZ
CHANNEL BANDWIDTH � 6 MHZ

"NTSC 4.43"

FIGURE 6.3       Common NTSC Systems.    

        Insider Info      

   NTSC–J, used in Japan, is the same as (M) NTSC, except there is no blanking ped-
estal during active video. Thus, active video has a nominal amplitude of 714     mV.        

    PAL OVERVIEW 

   Europe delayed adopting a color television standard, evaluating various sys-
tems between 1953 and 1967 that were compatible with their 625-line, 
50-field-per-second, 2:1 interlaced monochrome standard. The NTSC specifi-
cation was modified to overcome the high order of phase and amplitude integ-
rity required during broadcast to avoid color distortion. The Phase Alternation 
Line (PAL) system implements a line-by-line reversal of the phase of one 
of the color components, originally relying on the eye to average any color 
distortions to the correct color. Broadcasting began in 1967 in Germany and 
the United Kingdom, with each using a slightly different variant of the PAL 
system.

    Luminance Information 

   The monochrome luminance (Y) signal is derived from R � G � B � : 

Y R G B� �� �� �0 299 0 587 0 114. . .
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   As with NTSC, the luminance signal occupies the entire video bandwidth. 
PAL has several variations, depending on the video bandwidth and placement 
of the audio subcarrier. The composite video signal has a bandwidth of 4.2, 
5.0, 5.5, or 6.0       MHz, depending on the specific PAL standard.  

    Color Information 

   To transmit color information, U and V are used: 

U B Y
V R Y

� ��
� ��

0 492
0 877

. ( )

. ( )

   U and V have a typical bandwidth of 1.3       MHz.  

    Color Modulation 

   As in the NTSC system, U and V are used to modulate the color subcarrier 
using two balanced modulators operating in phase quadrature: one modulator 
is driven by the subcarrier at sine phase; the other modulator is driven by the 
subcarrier at cosine phase. The outputs of the modulators are added together to 
form the modulated chrominance signal: 

C U t V
FSC

� �
�

sin ω
ω π2

F MHz Hz
for B, D, G, H, I, N  PAL

F

SC

SC

� �

�

4 43361875 5

3 582
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( )

. 005625 5
3 57561143 10

MHz Hz  for N PAL
F MHz Hz  for M

C

SC

( ) ( )
. ( ) (

�

� � ))PAL       

   In PAL, the phase of V is reversed every other line. V was chosen for the 
reversal process since it has a lower gain factor than U and therefore is less 
susceptible to a one-half FH switching rate imbalance. The result of alternat-
ing the V phase at the line rate is that any color subcarrier phase errors pro-
duce complementary errors, allowing line-to-line averaging at the receiver to 
cancel the errors and generate the correct hue with slightly reduced saturation. 
This technique requires the PAL receiver to be able to determine the correct 
V phase. This is done using a technique known as  AB sync ,  PAL sync ,  PAL 
switch , or  swinging burst , consisting of alternating the phase of the color burst 
by � 45° at the line rate. 

    Technology Trade-offs 
   Simple PAL decoders rely on the eye to average the line-by-line hue errors. 
Standard PAL decoders use a 1       H delay line to separate U from V in an averag-
ing process. Both implementations have the problem of Hanover bars, in which 
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pairs of adjacent lines have a real and complementary hue error. Chrominance 
vertical resolution is reduced as a result of the line averaging process. 

    Composite Video Generation 

   The modulated chrominance is added to the luminance information along 
with appropriate horizontal and vertical sync signals, blanking signals, and 
color burst signals, to generate the composite color video waveform shown in 
 Figure 6.4   . 

  Like NTSC, the luminance components are spaced at FH intervals due to 
horizontal blanking. Since the V component is switched symmetrically at one-
half the line rate, only odd harmonics are generated, resulting in V components 
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FIGURE 6.4       (B, D, G, H, I, N C ) PAL Composite Video Signal for 75% Color Bars.    
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that are spaced at intervals of FH. The V components are spaced at half-line 
intervals from the U components, which also have FH spacing. If the subcarrier 
had a half-line offset like NTSC uses, the U components would be perfectly 
interleaved, but the V components would coincide with the Y components and 
thus not be interleaved, creating vertical stationary dot patterns. For this reason, 
PAL uses a 1/4 line offset for the subcarrier frequency: 

    PAL Standards 

   Figure 6.5    shows the common designations for PAL systems. The letters refer to 
the monochrome standard for line and field rate, video bandwidth (4.2, 5.0, 5.5, 
or 6.0       MHz), audio carrier relative frequency, and RF channel bandwidth (6.0, 
7.0, or 8.0       MHz). PAL refers to the technique to add color information to the 
monochrome signal. Noninterlaced PAL is a 312-line, 50-frames-per-second ver-
sion of PAL common among video games and on-screen displays. This format is 
identical to standard PAL, except that there are 312 lines per frame. 

QUADRATURE MODULATED SUBCARRIER
     PHASE � HUE
     AMPLITUDE � SATURATION
     LINE ALTERNATION OF V COMPONENT

     FH � 15.625 KHZ
     FV � 50 HZ
     FSC � 4.43361875 MHZ

LINE/FIELD � 625/50

BLANKING SETUP � 0 IRE
VIDEO BANDWIDTH � 5.5 MHZ
AUDIO CARRIER � 5.9996 MHZ
CHANNEL BANDWIDTH � 8 MHZ

"I"

     FH �15.625 KHZ
     FV � 50 HZ
     FSC = 4.43361875 MHZ

LINE/FIELD � 625/50

BLANKING SETUP � 0 IRE
VIDEO BANDWIDTH � 5.0 MHZ
AUDIO CARRIER � 5.5 MHZ
CHANNEL BANDWIDTH:
     B � 7 MHZ
     B1, G, H � 8 MHZ

"B, B1, G, H"

     FH � 15.625 KHZ
     FV � 50 HZ
     FSC � 4.43361875 MHZ

LINE/FIELD � 625/50

BLANKING SETUP � 0 IRE
VIDEO BANDWIDTH � 6.0 MHZ
AUDIO CARRIER � 6.5 MHZ
CHANNEL BANDWIDTH � 8 MHZ

"D"

     FH � 15.625 KHZ
     FV � 50 HZ
     FSC � 4.43361875 MHZ

LINE/FIELD � 625/50

BLANKING SETUP � 7.5 IRE
VIDEO BANDWIDTH � 5.0 MHZ
AUDIO CARRIER � 5.5 MHZ
CHANNEL BANDWIDTH � 6 MHZ

"N"

     FH � 15.625 KHZ
     FV � 50 HZ
     FSC � 3.58205625 MHZ

LINE/FIELD � 625/50

BLANKING SETUP � 0 IRE
VIDEO BANDWIDTH � 4.2 MHZ
AUDIO CARRIER � 4.5 MHZ
CHANNEL BANDWIDTH � 6 MHZ

"NC"

     FH � 15.734 KHZ
     FV � 59.94 HZ
     FSC � 3.57561149 MHZ

LINE/FIELD � 525/59.94

BLANKING SETUP � 7.5 IRE
VIDEO BANDWIDTH � 4.2 MHZ
AUDIO CARRIER � 4.5 MHZ
CHANNEL BANDWIDTH � 6 MHZ

"M"

FIGURE 6.5       Common PAL Systems.    
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    PALplus 

   PALplus (ITU-R BT.1197 and ETSI ETS 300 731) is the result of a coop-
erative project started in 1990, undertaken by several European broadcasters. 
By 1995, they wanted to provide an enhanced definition television system 
(EDTV), compatible with existing receivers. PALplus has been transmitted by 
a few broadcasters since 1994. 

   A PALplus picture has a 16:9 aspect ratio. On conventional TVs, it is dis-
played as a 16:9 letterboxed image with 430 active lines. On PALplus TVs, 
it is displayed as a 16:9 picture with 574 active lines, with extended vertical 
resolution. The full video bandwidth is available for luminance detail. Cross 
color artifacts are reduced by clean encoding. 

   A PALplus TV has the option of deinterlacing a film mode signal and dis-
playing it on a 50-Hz progressive-scan display or using field repeating on a 
100-Hz interlaced display. 

    SECAM OVERVIEW 

   SECAM (Sequentiel Couleur Avec Mémoire, or Sequential Color with 
Memory) was developed in France (broadcasting started in 1967) due to the 
realization that, if color could be bandwidth-limited horizontally, why not 
also vertically? The two pieces of color information (Db and Dr) added to the 
monochrome signal could be transmitted on alternate lines, avoiding the pos-
sibility of crosstalk. 

   The receiver requires memory to store one line so that it is concurrent with 
the next line, and also requires the addition of a line-switching identification 
technique.

        Insider Info      

   Like PAL, SECAM is a 625-line, 50-field-per-second, 2:1 interlaced system. SECAM 
was adopted by other countries; however, many are changing to PAL due to the 
abundance of professional and consumer PAL equipment.      

    Luminance Information 

   The monochrome luminance (Y) signal is derived from (R � G � B � ) signals: 

Y R G B� �� �� �0 299 0 587 0 114. . .

   As with NTSC and PAL, the luminance signal occupies the entire video 
bandwidth. SECAM has several variations, depending on the video bandwidth 
and placement of the audio subcarrier. The video signal has a bandwidth of 5.0 
or 6.0       MHz, depending on the specific SECAM standard.  
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    Color Information 

   SECAM transmits Db information during one line and Dr information during 
the next line; luminance information is transmitted each line. Db and Dr are 
scaled versions of B �       �      Y and R �       �      Y: 

Dr R Y
Db B Y

� � ��
� ��

1 902
1 505

. ( )
. ( )

   Since there is an odd number of lines, any given line contains Db informa-
tion on one field and Dr information on the next field. The decoder requires a 
1       H delay, switched synchronously with the Db and Dr switching, so that Db 
and Dr exist simultaneously in order to convert to YCbCr or RGB.  

    Color Modulation 

   SECAM uses FM modulation to transmit the Db and Dr color difference infor-
mation, with each component having its own subcarrier. 

   Db and Dr are lowpass filtered to 1.3       MHz and pre-emphasis is applied. 
After pre-emphasis, Db and Dr frequency modulate their respective subcar-
riers. The frequencies of the subcarriers represent no color information. The 
choice of frequency shifts reflects the idea of keeping the frequencies repre-
senting critical colors away from the upper limit of the spectrum to minimize 
distortion.

   After modulation of Db and Dr, subcarrier pre-emphasis is applied, chang-
ing the amplitude of the subcarrier as a function of the frequency deviation. 
The intention is to reduce the visibility of the subcarriers in areas of low lumi-
nance and to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of highly saturated colors. Db 
and Dr information is transmitted on alternate scan lines. Note that subcarrier 
phase information in the SECAM system carries no picture information.  

    Composite Video Generation 

   The subcarrier data is added to the luminance along with appropriate horizon-
tal and vertical sync signals, blanking signals, and burst signals to generate 
composite video. 

  As with PAL, SECAM requires some means of identifying the line-switching 
sequence. Modern practice has been to use an FOR/FOB burst after most hori-
zontal syncs to derive the switching synchronization information. 

    SECAM Standards 

    Figure 6.6    shows the common designations for SECAM systems. The letters 
refer to the monochrome standard for line and field rates, video bandwidth 
(5.0 or 6.0       MHz), audio carrier relative frequency, and RF channel bandwidth. 
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The SECAM refers to the technique to add color information to the mono-
chrome signal. 

    ENHANCED TELEVISION PROGRAMMING 

   The enhanced television programming standard (SMPTE 363M) is used for 
creating and delivering enhanced and interactive programs. The enhanced con-
tent can be delivered over a variety of mediums—including analog and digi-
tal television broadcasts—using terrestrial, cable, and satellite networks. In 
defining how to create enhanced content, the specification defines the mini-
mum receiver functionality. To minimize the creation of new specifications, it 
leverages Internet technologies such as HTML and Java-script. The benefits of 
doing this are that there are already millions of pages of potential content, and 
the ability to use existing web-authoring tools. 

   The specification mandates that receivers support, as a minimum, HTML 
4.0, Javascript 1.1, and Cascading Style Sheets. Supporting additional capa-
bilities, such as Java and VRML, is optional. This ensures content is available 
to the maximum number of viewers. 

  For increased capability, a new  “ tv: ”  attribute is added to the HTML. This 
attribute enables the insertion of the television program into the content, and may 
be used in an HTML document anywhere that a regular image may be placed. 
Creating an enhanced content page that displays the current television channel 
anywhere on the display is as easy as inserting an image in an HTML document. 

   The specification also defines how the receivers obtain the content and how 
they are informed that enhancements are available. The latter task is accom-
plished with triggers. 

FREQUENCY MODULATED SUBCARRIERS
     FOR � 282 FH
     FOB � 272 FH
     LINE SEQUENTIAL DR AND DB SIGNALS

LINE/FIELD � 625/50
     FH � 15.625 KHZ
     FV � 50 HZ

BLANKING SETUP � 0 IRE
VIDEO BANDWIDTH � 6.0 MHZ
AUDIO CARRIER � 6.5 MHZ
CHANNEL BANDWIDTH � 8 MHZ

"D, K, K1, L"

LINE/FIELD � 625/50
     FH � 15.625 KHZ
     FV � 50 HZ

BLANKING SETUP � 0 IRE
VIDEO BANDWIDTH � 5.0 MHZ
AUDIO CARRIER � 5.5 MHZ
CHANNEL BANDWIDTH:
     B � 7 MHZ
     G � 8 MHZ

"B, G"

FIGURE 6.6       Common SECAM Systems.    
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    Triggers 

  Triggers alert receivers to content enhancements, and contain information about 
the enhancements. Among other things, triggers contain a universal resource 
locator (URL) that defines the location of the enhanced content. Content may 
reside locally—such as when delivered over the network and cached to a local 
hard drive—or it may reside on the Internet or another network. 

   Triggers may also contain a human-readable description of the content. For 
example, it may contain the description  “ Press ORDER to order this product, ”  
which can be displayed for the viewer. Triggers also may contain expiration 
information, indicating how long the enhancement should be offered to the 
viewer. 

   Lastly, triggers may contain scripts that trigger the execution of Javascript 
within the associated HTML page, to support synchronization of the enhanced 
content with the video signal and updating of dynamic screen data. 

   The processing of triggers is defined in SMPTE 363M and is independent 
of the method used to carry them.  

    Transports 

   Besides defining how content is displayed and how the receiver is notified of 
new content, the specification also defines how content is delivered. Because a 
receiver may not have an Internet connection, the specification describes two 
models for delivering content. These two models are called transports, and the 
two transports are referred to as Transport Type A and Transport Type B. 

  If the receiver has a back-channel (or return path) to the Internet, Transport 
Type A will broadcast the trigger and the content will be pulled over the Internet. 

   If the receiver does not have an Internet connection, Transport Type B 
provides for delivery of both triggers and content via the broadcast medium. 
Announcements are sent over the network to associate triggers with content 
streams. An announcement describes the content, and may include information 
regarding bandwidth, storage requirements, and language. 

    INSTANT SUMMARY 

   This chapter covered features of NTSC, PAL and SECAM television stan-
dards, including: 

●      Color and luminance information 
●      Color modulation 
●      Composite video generation 
●      Common standards designations 
●      Enhanced television programming 
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                         MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, 
and H.264 

Chapter 7 

           In an Instant      

          ●    MPEG Defi nitions  
      ●    MPEG-1  
      ●    MPEG-2  

      

●    MPEG-4  
      ●    H.264        

        MPEG Defi nitions      

    MPEG stands for Motion Picture Experts Group, an ISO/IEC standards organiza-
tion group that is developing various compression algorithms. In this chapter we 
will take a look at the most commonly used MPEG standards for video compres-
sion. First we will define some terms. 

    MPEG-1 was the first MPEG standard defining the compression format for real-
time audio and video. Features include random access, fast forward, and reverse 
playback. 

    MPEG-2 extends the MPEG-1 standard to cover a wider range of applications. 
Higher video resolutions are supported, to allow for HDTV applications, and both 
progressive and interlaced video are supported. 

    MPEG-4 supports an object-based approach, where scenes are modeled as 
compositions of objects, both natural and synthetic, with which the user can 
interact. 

    H-264, a next-generation video codec, is included in the MPEG-4 standard as 
Part 10. 

    Lossless compression is a term that refers to the case when the compressed 
data is still exactly the same as the original data—no information is lost in the 
compression. Conversely,  lossy compression is the exact opposite of lossless. The 
regenerated data is different from the original data (the differences may or may not 
be noticeable).      
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    MPEG-1 

   MPEG-1 was developed specifically for storing and distributing audio and 
video. It is used as the basis for the original video CDs (VCD).

        Insider Info      

   The channel bandwidth and image resolution were set by the available media at 
the time (CDs). The goal was playback of digital audio and video using a standard 
compact disc with a bit-rate of 1.416     Mbps (1.15     Mbps of this is for video).      

   MPEG-1 is an ISO standard (ISO/IEC 11172), and consists of six parts:

   System ISO/IEC 11172–1 
   Video  ISO/IEC 11172–2 
   Audio  ISO/IEC 11172–3 
   Low bit-rate audio  ISO/IEC 13818–3 
   Conformance testing  ISO/IEC 11172–4 
   Simulation software  ISO/IEC 11172–5 

   The bitstreams implicitly define the decompression algorithms. The 
compression algorithms are up to the individual manufacturers, allowing a 
proprietary advantage to be obtained within the scope of an international 
standard.

    MPEG vs. JPEG 

   JPEG (ISO/IEC 10918-Joint Photographic Experts Group) is an image com-
pression standard that was designed primarily for still images and single video 
frames. It doesn’t handle bi-level (black and white) images efficiently, and 
pseudo-color images have to be expanded into the unmapped color represen-
tation prior to processing. JPEG images may be of any resolution and color 
space, with both lossy and lossless algorithms available. If you run JPEG 
fast enough, you can compress motion video. This is called motion JPEG, or 
M-JPEG.

   Since JPEG is such a general-purpose standard, it has many features and 
capabilities. By adjusting the various parameters, compressed image size can 
be traded against reconstructed image quality over a wide range. Image quality 
ranges from “ browsing ”  (100:1 compression ratio) to  “ indistinguishable from 
the source ”  (about 3:1 compression ratio). Typically, the threshold of visible 
difference between the source and reconstructed images is somewhere between 
a 10:1 to 20:1 compression ratio.
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        How It Works      
   JPEG does not use a single algorithm, but rather a family of four, each designed for 
a certain application. The most familiar lossy algorithm is  sequential DCT. Either 
Huffman encoding (baseline JPEG) or arithmetic encoding may be used. When the 
image is decoded, it is decoded left-to-right, top-to-bottom.  Progressive DCT is another 
lossy algorithm, requiring multiple scans of the image. When the image is decoded, 
a coarse approximation of the full image is available right away, with the quality pro-
gressively improving until complete. This makes it ideal for applications such as image 
database browsing. Either spectral selection, successive approximation, or both may 
be used. The spectral selection option encodes the lower-frequency DCT coefficients 
first (to obtain an image quickly), followed by the higher-frequency ones (to add more 
detail). The successive approximation option encodes the more significant bits of the 
DCT coefficients first, followed by the less significant bits.      

   The hierarchical mode represents an image at multiple resolutions. For 
example, there could be 512      �      512,      �      1024      �      1024, and 2048      �      2048 ver-
sions of the image. Higher-resolution images are coded as differences from 
the next smaller image, requiring fewer bits than they would if stored indepen-
dently. Of course, the total number of bits is greater than that needed to store 
just the highest-resolution image. Note that the individual images in a hierar-
chical sequence may be coded progressively if desired. 

  Also supported is a lossless spatial algorithm that operates in the pixel 
domain as opposed to the transform domain. A prediction is made of a sample 
value using up to three neighboring samples. This prediction then is subtracted 
from the actual value and the difference is losslessly coded using either Huffman 
or arithmetic coding. Lossless operation achieves about a 2:1 compression ratio. 

    Technology Trade-offs 
   Since video is just a series of still images, and baseline JPEG encoders and 
decoders were readily available, people used baseline JPEG to compress real-
time video (also called motion JPEG or MJPEG). However, this technique 
does not take advantage of the frame-to-frame redundancies to improve com-
pression, as does MPEG. JPEG is symmetrical , meaning the cost of encoding 
and decoding is roughly the same. MPEG, on the other hand, was designed 
primarily for mastering a video once and playing it back many times on many 
platforms. To minimize the cost of MPEG hardware decoders, MPEG was 
designed to be asymmetrical, with the encoding process requiring about 100 �
the computing power of the decoding process. 

   Since MPEG is targeted for specific applications, the hardware usually sup-
ports only a few specific resolutions. Also, only one color space (YCbCr) is 
supported using 8-bit samples. MPEG is also optimized for a limited range of 
compression ratios. 
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  If capturing video for editing, you can use either baseline JPEG or I-frame-
only (intra-frame) MPEG to compress to disc in real-time. Using JPEG requires 
that the system be able to transfer data and access the hard disk at bit-rates of 
about 4       Mbps for SIF (Standard Input Format) resolution. Once the editing is 
done, the result can be converted into MPEG for maximum compression. 

    Quality Issues 

   At bit-rates of about 3–4       Mbps,  “ broadcast quality ”  is achievable with MPEG-1. 
However, sequences with complex spatial-temporal activity (such as sports) 
may require up to 5–6       Mbps due to the frame-based processing of MPEG-1. 
MPEG-2 allows similar  “ broadcast quality ”  at bit-rates of about 4–6       Mbps by 
supporting field-based processing. 

   Several factors affect the quality of MPEG-compressed video: 

●      the resolution of the original video source  
●      the bit-rate (channel bandwidth) allowed after compression  
●      motion estimator effectiveness    

   One limitation of the quality of the compressed video is determined by the 
resolution of the original video source. If the original resolution was too low, 
there will be a general lack of detail. 

   Motion estimator effectiveness determines motion artifacts, such as a 
reduction in video quality when movement starts or when the amount of move-
ment is above a certain threshold. Poor motion estimation will contribute to a 
general degradation of video quality. 

   Most importantly, the higher the bit-rate (channel bandwidth), the more 
information that can be transmitted, allowing fewer motion artifacts to be pres-
ent or a higher-resolution image to be displayed. Generally speaking, decreas-
ing the bit-rate does not result in a graceful degradation of the decoded video 
quality. The video quality rapidly degrades, with the 8      �      8 blocks becoming 
clearly visible once the bit-rate drops below a given threshold.  

    Audio Overview 

  MPEG-1 uses a family of three audio coding schemes, called Layer I, Layer II, 
and Layer III, with increasing complexity and sound quality. The three layers are 
hierarchical: a Layer III decoder handles Layers I, II, and III; a Layer II decoder 
handles only Layers I and II; a Layer I decoder handles only Layer I. All layers 
support 16-bit audio using 16, 22.05, 24, 32, 44.1, or 48       kHz sampling rates. 

   For each layer, the bitstream format and the decoder are specified. The 
encoder is not specified, to allow for future improvements. All layers work 
with similar bit-rates:

   Layer I:  32–448     kbps 
   Layer II:   8–384     kbps 
   Layer III:   8–320     kbps 
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   Two audio channels are supported with four modes of operation: 

●      normal stereo 
●      joint (intensity and/or ms) stereo dual 
●      channel mono 
●      single channel mono 

   For normal stereo, one channel carries the left audio signal and one chan-
nel carries the right audio signal. For intensity stereo (supported by all layers), 
high frequencies (above 2       kHz) are combined. The stereo image is preserved 
but only the temporal envelope is transmitted. For ms stereo (supported by 
Layer III only), one channel carries the sum signal (L      �      R) and the other the 
difference (L–R) signal. In addition, pre-emphasis, copyright marks, and origi-
nal/copy indication are supported. 

    FAQs 

     How do you determine which layer to use for highest sound quality?

   To determine which layer should be used for a specific application, look at the 
available bit-rate, as each layer was designed to support certain bit-rates with a 
minimum degradation of sound quality. 

   Layer I, a simplified version of Layer 2, has a target bit-rate 192    kbps per chan-
nel or higher. 

   Layer II is identical to MUSICAM, and has a target bit-rate 128    kbps per chan-
nel. It was designed as a trade-off between sound quality and encoder complex-
ity. It is most useful for bit-rates around 96–128     kbps per channel. 

   Layer III merges the best ideas of MUSICAM and ASPEC and has a target bit-
rate of about 64    kbps per channel. The Layer III format specifies a set of advanced 
features that all address a single goal: to preserve as much sound quality as pos-
sible, even at relatively low bit-rates.

        Insider Info      

   Layer III is also known as MP3, the popular music/audio standard.        

    Video Coding 

   MPEG-1 permits resolutions up to 4095      �      4095 at 60 frames per second (pro-
gressive scan). What many people think of as MPEG-1 is a subset known as 
Constrained Parameters Bitstream (CPB). The CPB is a limited set of sam-
pling and bit-rate parameters designed to standardize buffer sizes and mem-
ory bandwidths, allowing a nominal guarantee of interoperability for decoders 
and encoders, while still addressing the widest possible range of applications. 
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Devices not capable of handling these are not considered to be true MPEG-1. 
 Table 7.1    lists some of the constrained parameters.        Table 7.2 list some of the 
more common MPEG-1 resolutions.

    Interlaced Video 
   MPEG-1 was designed to handle progressive (also referred to as noninter-
laced) video. Early on, in an effort to improve video quality, several schemes 
were devised to enable the use of both fields of an interlaced picture. 

   For example, both fields can be combined into a single frame of 
704      �      480p or 704      �      576p resolution and encoded. During decoding, the fields 
are separated. This, however, results in motion artifacts due to a moving 
object being in slightly different places in the two fields. Coding the two fields 
separately avoids motion artifacts, but reduces the compression ratio since the 
redundancy between fields isn’t used.  

    Encode Preprocessing 
   Better images can be obtained by preprocessing the video stream prior to 
MPEG encoding. 

TABLE 7.1          Some of the Constrained Parameters for MPEG-1 

   Horizontal resolution   � 768 samples 

   Vertical resolution   � 576 scan lines 

   Picture area � 396 macroblocks 

   Pel rate   � 396      �      25 macroblocks per second 

   Picture rate � 30 frames per second 

   Bit-rate   � 1.856     Mbps 

TABLE 7.2          Common MPEG-1 Resolutions  

   Resolution  Frames per Second 

   352      �      240p 29.97

   352      �      240p 23.976

   352      �      288p 25

   320      �      240p 1 29.97

   384      �      288p 1 25

  Notes:   1. Square pixel format. 
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  To avoid serious artifacts during encoding of a particular picture, prefiltering 
can be applied over the entire picture or just in specific problem areas. Prefiltering 
before compression processing is analogous to anti-alias filtering prior to A/D 
conversion. Prefiltering may take into account texture patterns, motion, and 
edges, and may be applied at the picture, slice, macroblock, or block level. 

   MPEG encoding works best on scenes with little fast or random movement 
and good lighting. For best results, foreground lighting should be clear and 
background lighting diffused. Foreground contrast and detail should be nor-
mal, but low contrast backgrounds containing soft edges are preferred. Editing 
tools typically allow you to preprocess potential problem areas.  

    Coded Frame Types 
   There are four types of coded frames. I (intra) frames (~1 bit/pixel) are frames 
coded as a stand-alone still image. They allow random access points within 
the video stream. As such, I frames should occur about two times a second. 
I frames should also be used where scene cuts occur. 

  P (predicted) frames (~0.1 bit/pixel) are coded relative to the nearest previous 
I or P frame, resulting in forward prediction processing, as shown in  Figure 7.1   . 
P frames provide more compression than I frames, through the use of motion 
compensation, and are also a reference for B frames and future P frames. 

   B (bidirectional) frames (~0.015 bit/pixel) use the closest past and future 
I or P frame as a reference, resulting in bi-directional prediction, as shown 

FRAME DISPLAY
ORDER

FORWARD
PREDICTION

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 3 4 2 6 7 5

BI-DIRECTIONAL
PREDICTION

FRAME TRANSMIT
ORDER

INTRA (I) FRAME

BI-DIRECTIONAL (B) FRAME

PREDICTED (P) FRAME

FIGURE 7.1      MPEG-1 I, P, and B Frames. Some frames are transmitted out of display sequence, 
complicating the interpolation process, and requiring frame reordering by the MPEG decoder. 
Arrows show inter-frame dependencies.    
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in  Figure 7.1 . B frames provide the most compression and decrease noise 
by averaging two frames. Typically, there are two B frames separating I or P 
frames.

   D (DC) frames are frames coded as a stand-alone still image, using only 
the DC component of the DCTs. D frames may not be in a sequence contain-
ing any other frame types and are rarely used. 

   A  group of pictures  (GOP) is a series of one or more coded frames 
intended to assist in random accessing and editing. The GOP value is configu-
rable during the encoding process. The smaller the GOP value, the better the 
response to movement (since the I frames are closer together), but the lower 
the compression. 

   In the coded bitstream, a GOP must start with an I frame and may be fol-
lowed by any number of I, P, or B frames in any order. In display order, a GOP 
must start with an I or B frame and end with an I or P frame. Thus, the small-
est GOP size is a single I frame, with the largest size unlimited. 

   Originally, each GOP was to be coded and displayed independently of any 
other GOP. However, this is not possible unless no B frames precede I frames, 
or if they do, they use only backward motion compensation. This results 
in both open and closed GOP formats. A closed GOP is a GOP that can be 
decoded without using frames of the previous GOP for motion compensation. 
An open GOP requires that they be available.  

    Motion Compensation 

           Key Concept      

  Motion compensation improves compression of P and B frames by remov-
ing temporal redundancies between frames. It works at the macroblock level 
(a macroblock is 16 samples by 16 lines of y components and the corresponding 
two 8-sample by 8-line Cb and Cr components).     

   The motion compensation technique relies on the fact that within a short 
sequence of the same general image, most objects remain in the same loca-
tion, while others move only a short distance. The motion is described as a 
two-dimensional motion vector that specifies where to retrieve a macroblock 
from a previously decoded frame to predict the sample values of the current 
macroblock.

   After a macroblock has been compressed using motion compensation, it 
contains both the spatial difference (motion vectors) and content difference 
(error terms) between the reference macroblock and macroblock being coded. 

   Note that there are cases where information in a scene cannot be predicted 
from the previous scene, such as when a door opens. The previous scene doesn’t 
contain the details of the area behind the door. In cases such as this, when a 
macroblock in a P frame cannot be represented by motion compensation, 
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it is coded the same way as a macroblock in an I frame (using intra-picture 
coding).

   Macroblocks in B frames are coded using either the closest previous or 
future I or P frames as a reference, resulting in four possible codings: 

●      intra-coding 
–     no motion compensation 

●      forward prediction 
–     closest previous I or P frame is the reference 

●      backward prediction 
–     closest future I or P frame is the reference 

●      bi-directional prediction 
–     two frames are used as the reference:  
–     the closest previous I or P frame and  
–     the closest future I or P frame 

    Video Bitstream 

    Figure 7.3    illustrates the video bitstream, a hierarchical structure with seven 
layers. From top to bottom the layers are: 

    1. Video Sequence 
2. Sequence Header 
3.     Group of Pictures (GOP) 
4.     Picture  
5.     Slice  
6.     Macroblock (MB) 
7.     Block     

EACH MACROBLOCK IS
16 SAMPLES BY 16 LINES

(4 Y BLOCKS)

EACH Y BLOCK IS 8
SAMPLES BY 8 LINES

BLOCK 1BLOCK 0

BLOCK 2 BLOCK 3

BLOCK 4

BLOCK 5

Y

CB

CR

BLOCK ARRANGEMENT
WITHIN A MACROBLOCK

FIGURE 7.2       MPEG-1 Macroblocks and Blocks.    
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    Video Decoding 

   A system demultiplexer parses the system bitstream, demultiplexing the audio 
and video bitstreams. The video decoder essentially performs the inverse of the 
encoder. From the coded video bitstream, it reconstructs the I frames. Using 
I frames, additional coded data, and motion vectors, the P and B frames are 
generated. Finally, the frames are output in the proper order.   

    MPEG-2 

   MPEG-2 extends MPEG-1 to cover a wider range of applications. The primary 
application targeted during the definition process was all-digital transmission 
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FIGURE 7.3       MPEG-1 Video Bitstream Layer Structures. Market and reserved bits not shown.  
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of broadcast-quality video at bit-rates of 4–9       Mbps. However, MPEG-2 is use-
ful for many other applications, such as HDTV, and now supports bit-rates of 
1.5–60       Mbps. 

   MPEG-2 is an ISO standard (ISO/IEC 13818), and consists of eleven parts:

   Systems ISO/IEC 13818–1 
   Video  ISO/IEC 13818–2 
   Audio  ISO/IEC 13818–3 
   Conformance testing  ISO/IEC 13818–4 
   Software simulation  ISO/IEC 13818–5 
   DSM-CC extensions  ISO/IEC 13818–6 
   Advanced audio coding  ISO/IEC 13818–7 
   RTI extension  ISO/IEC 13818–9 
   DSM-CC conformance  ISO/IEC 13818–10 
   IPMP ISO/IEC 13818–11 

   As with MPEG-1, the compressed bitstreams implicitly define the decom-
pression algorithms. The compression algorithms are up to the individual man-
ufacturers, within the scope of an international standard. 

  The Digital Storage Media Command and Control (DSM-CC) extension (ISO/
IEC 13818–6) is a toolkit for developing control channels associated with MPEG-
2 streams. In addition to providing VCR-type features such as fast-forward, 
rewind, pause, etc., it may be used for a wide variety of other purposes, such 
as packet data transport. DSM-CC works in conjunction with next-generation 
packet networks, working alongside Internet protocols as RSVP, RTSP, RTP, 
and SCP. 

   The Real Time Interface (RTI) extension (ISO/IEC 13818-9) defines a 
common interface point to which terminal equipment manufacturers and net-
work operators can design. RTI specifies a delivery model for the bytes of 
an MPEG-2 System stream at the input of a real decoder, whereas MPEG-2 
System defines an idealized byte delivery schedule. 

   IPMP (Intellectual Property Management and Protection) is a digital rights 
management (DRM) standard, adapted from the MPEG-4 IPMP extension 
specification. Rather than a complete system, a variety of functions are pro-
vided within a framework. 

    Audio Overview 

   In addition to the non-backwards-compatible audio extension (ISO/IEC 
13818–7), MPEG-2 supports up to five full-bandwidth channels compatible 
with MPEG-1 audio coding. It also extends the coding of MPEG-1 audio to 
half sampling rates (16       kHz, 22.05       kHz, and 24       kHz) for improved quality for 
bit-rates at or below 64       kbps per channel.
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    Video Overview 

   With MPEG-2, profiles specify the syntax (i.e., algorithms) and levels specify 
various parameters (resolution, frame rate, bit-rate, etc.). Main Profile@Main 
Level is targeted for SDTV applications, while Main Profile@High Level is 
targeted for HDTV applications. 

    Levels 
   MPEG-2 supports four levels, which specify resolution, frame rate, coded bit-
rate, and so on for a given profile. 

    Low Level (LL)  

   MPEG-1 Constrained Parameters Bit-stream (CPB), supporting up to 
352      �      288 at up to 30 frames per second. Maximum bit-rate is 4       Mbps. 

    Main Level (ML)  

   MPEG-2 Constrained Parameters Bit-stream (CPB) supports up to 720      �      576 
at up to 30 frames per second and is intended for SDTV applications. 
Maximum bit-rate is 15–20       Mbps. 

    High 1440 Level  

   This level supports up to 1440      �      1088 at up to 60 frames per second and is 
intended for HDTV applications. Maximum bit-rate is 60–80       Mbps. 

    High Level (HL)  

   High Level supports up to 1920      �      1088 at up to 60 frames per second and is 
intended for HDTV applications. Maximum bit-rate is 80–100       Mbps.  

    Profi les
   MPEG-2 supports six profiles, which specify which coding syntax (algo-
rithms) is used.                   Tables 7.3 through 7.10                  illustrate the various combinations of 
levels and profiles allowed. 

    Simple Profi le (SP) 

   Main profile without the B frames, intended for software applications and per-
haps digital cable TV. 

        Insider Info      

   MPEG-2.5 is an unofficial, yet common, extension to the audio capabilities of 
MPEG-2. It adds sampling rates of 8     kHz, 11.025     kHz, and 12     kHz.       
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    Main Profi le (MP) 

  Supported by most MPEG-2 decoder chips, it should satisfy 90% of the consumer 
SDTV and HDTV applications. Typical resolutions are shown in  Table 7.8 .

    Multiview Profi le (MVP) 

   By using existing MPEG-2 tools, it is possible to encode video from two cam-
eras shooting the same scene with a small angle difference. 

    4:2:2 Profi le (422P) 

   Previously known as  “ studio profile, ”  this profile uses 4:2:2 YCbCr instead 
of 4:2:0, and with main level, increases the maximum bit-rate up to 50       Mbps 
(300       Mbps with high level). It was added to support pro-video SDTV and 
HDTV requirements. 

    SNR and Spatial Profi les 

   Adds support for SNR scalability and/or spatial scalability. 

    High Profi le (HP) 

   Targeted for pro-video HDTV applications.  

    Scalability 

   The MPEG-2 SNR, Spatial, and High profiles support four scalable modes of 
operation. These modes break MPEG-2 video into layers for the purpose of 
prioritizing video data.

TABLE 7.3          MPEG-2 Acceptable Combinations of Levels and Profi les 

   Level Profi le 

Nonscalable  Scalable 

Simple Main Multiview  4:2:2 SNR Spatial  High

   High – yes  – yes  – – yes 

   High 1440 – yes  – – – yes  yes 

   Main yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  – yes 

   Low – yes  – – yes  – –
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TABLE 7.4          Some MPEG-2 Profi le Constraints 

   Constraint Profi le 

Nonscalable  Scalable 

Simple Main Multiview  4:2:2 SNR Spatial  High

   Chroma format 4:2:0 4:2:0 4:2:0 4:2:0 or 4:2:2  4:2:0 4:2:0 4:2:0 or 
4:2:2

   Picture types I, P  I, P, B  I, P, B  I, P, B  I, P, B  I, P, B  I, P, B 

   Scalable modes – – Temporal  – SNR SNR or Spatial  SNR or 
Spatial

   Intra dc precision 
(bits)

 8, 9, 10  8, 9, 10  8, 9, 10  8,9,10,11 8,9,10 8,9,10 8,9,10,11

   Sequence scalable 
extension

no no yes  no yes  yes  yes 

   Picture spatial 
scalable extension 

no no no no no yes  yes 

   Picture temporal 
scalable extension 

no no yes  no no no no

   Repeat fi rst fi eld constrained  unconstrained  constrained  unconstrained 
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    SNR Scalability 
   This mode is targeted for applications that desire multiple quality levels. All 
layers have the same spatial resolution. The base layer provides the basic video 
quality. The enhancement layer increases the video quality by providing refine-
ment data for the DCT coefficients of the base layer. 

   Spatial Scalability 

   Useful for simulcasting, each layer has a different spatial resolution. The base 
layer provides the basic spatial resolution and temporal rate. The enhancement 
layer uses the spatially interpolated base layer to increase the spatial resolution. 
For example, the base layer may implement 352      �      240 resolution video, with 
the enhancement layers used to generate 704      �      480 resolution video. 

        ALERT!      

    Scalability is not commonly used since efficiency decreases by about 2    dB (or 
about 30% more bits are required).       

TABLE 7.5          MPEG-2 Number of Permissible Layers for Scalable Profi les 

   Level  Maximum Number of 
Layers 

Profi le 

SNR Spatial  High Multiview 

    High   All layers (base      �      enhancement)
Spatial enhancement layers
SNR enhancement layers
Temporal auxiliary layers 

– – 3
1
1
0

 2
0
0
1

    High 1440   All layers (base      �      enhancement)
Spatial enhancement layers
SNR enhancement layers
Temporal auxiliary layers 

– 3
1
1
0

 3
1
1
0

 2
0
0
1

    Main   All layers (base      �      enhancement)
Spatial enhancement layers
SNR enhancement layers
Temporal auxiliary layers 

 2
0
1
0

– 3
1
1
0

 2
0
0
1

    Low  All layers (base      �      enhancement)
Spatial enhancement layers
SNR enhancement layers
Temporal auxiliary layers 

 2
0
1
0

– – 2
0
0
1
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TABLE 7.6          Some MPEG-2 Video Decoder Requirements for Various Profi les 

   Profi le Profi le Profi le at 
Level for Base 
Decoder

 Base 
Layer 

 Enhancement 
Layer 1 

 Enhancement 
Layer 2 

    SNR  4:2:0 SNR, 4:2:0  – MP@same
level 

    Spatial  4:2:0 SNR, 4:2:0  – MP@same
level 

4:2:0 Spatial, 4:2:0  – MP@(level–1) 
4:2:0 SNR, 4:2:0  Spatial, 4:2:0 
4:2:0 Spatial, 4:2:0  SNR, 4:2:0 

    High   4:2:0 or 4:2:2  – – MP@same
level 

4:2:0 SNR, 4:2:0  – 
 4:2:0 or 4:2:2  SNR, 4:2:2  – HP@ (level–1) 
4:2:0 Spatial, 4:2:0  – 
 4:2:0 or 4:2:2  Spatial, 4:2:2  – 
4:2:0 SNR, 4:2:0  Spatial, 4:2:0 or 

4:2:2
 4:2:0 or 4:2:2  SNR, 4:2:2  Spatial, 4:2:2 
4:2:0 Spatial, 4:2:0  SNR, 4:2:0 or 

4:2:2
4:2:0 Spatial, 4:2:2  SNR, 4:2:2 
4:2:2 Spatial, 4:2:2  SNR, 4:2:2 

    Multiview  4:2:0 Temporal, 4:2:0  – MP@same
level 

    Temporal Scalability  

   This mode allows migration from low temporal rate to higher temporal rate 
systems. The base layer provides the basic temporal rate. The enhancement 
layer uses temporal prediction relative to the base layer. The base and enhance-
ment layers can be combined to produce a full temporal rate output. All layers 
have the same spatial resolution and chroma formats. In case of errors in the 
enhancement layers, the base layer can be used for concealment. 

    Data Partitioning  

   This mode is targeted for cell loss resilience in ATM networks. It breaks the 
64 quantized transform coefficients into two bitstreams. The higher priority 
bitstream contains critical lower-frequency DCT coefficients and side infor-
mation such as headers and motion vectors. A lower-priority bitstream carries 
higher-frequency DCT coefficients that add detail.  
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TABLE 7.7          MPEG-2 Upper Limits of Resolution and Temporal Parameters. In the case of single layer or SNR scalability coding, 
the “ Enhancement Layer ” parameters apply 

   Level  Spatial 
Resolution 
Layer 

 Parameter Profi le 

Simple Main Multiview  4:2:2 SNR / Spatial  High 

    High  Enhancement Samples per line
Lines per frame
Frames per second 

– 1920
1088
  60 

 1920
1088
  60 

 1920
1088
  60 

– 1920
1088
  60 

Lower  Samples per line
Lines per frame
Frames per second 

– – 1920
1088
  60 

– – 960
576
 30 

    High
1440  

Enhancement Samples per line
Lines per frame
Frames per second 

– 1440
1088
  60 

 1440
1088
  60 

– 1440
1088
  60 

 1440
1088
  60 

Lower  Samples per line
Lines per frame
Frames per second 

– – 1440
1088
  60 

– 720
576
 30 

 720
576
 30 

    Main Enhancement Samples per line
Lines per frame
Frames per second 

 720
576
30

 720
576
 30 

 720
576
 30 

 720
608
 30 

 720
576
 30 

 720
576
 30 

Lower  Samples per line
Lines per frame
Frames per second 

– – 720
576
 30 

– – 352
288
 30 

    Low Enhancement Samples per line
Lines per frame
Frames per second 

– 352
288
 30 

 352
288
 30 

– 352
288
 30 

 – 

Lower  Samples per line
Lines per frame
Frames per second 

– – 352
288
 30 

– – –

  Note:   1. The above levels and profi les that originally specifi ed 1152 maximum lines per frame were changed to 1088 lines per frame.
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TABLE 7.8          Example Levels and Resolutions for MPEG-2 Main Profi le 

   Level  Maximum Bit-Rate 
(Mbps)

Typical Active 
Resolutions 

 Frame Rate (Hz) 2  

23.976p 24p 25p 29.97p 30p 50p 59.94p 60p 25i 29.97i 30i

    High   80 
(100 for High Profi le) 
(300 for 4:2:2 Profi le) 

 1920      �      10801 � � � � �          � � �  

    High 
1440  

 60 
(80 for High Profi le) 

 1280      �      720 � � � � � � � �        
960      �      1080 1 � � � � �          � � �  

 1280      �      1080 1 � � � � �          � � �  
 1440      �      1080 1 � � � � �          � � �  

    Main 15
(20 for High Profi le) 
(50 for 4:2:2 Profi le) 

352      �      480 � �    � �    � �    � �  
352      �      576   � �        �        �      
480      �      480 � �    � �    � �    � �  
544      �      480 � �    � �    � �    � �  
544      �      576   � �        �        �      
640      �      480 � �    � �    � �    � �  

       704      �      480, 
 720      �      480 

  � �    � �    � �    � �  

      704      �      576, 
 720      �      576 

  � �        �        �      

    Low 4 320      �      240 � �    � �    � �    � �  
      352      �      240 � �    � �    � �    � �  
       352      �      288   � �        �        �      

   Notes : 1. The video coding system requires that the number of active scan lines be a multiple of 32 for interlaced pictures, and a multiple of 16 for progressive pictures. 
Thus, for the 1080-line inter-laced format, the video encoder and decoder must actually use 1088 lines. The extra eight lines are “dummy ” lines having no content, and 
designers choose dummy data that simplifi es the implementation. The extra eight lines are always the last eight lines of the encoded image. These dummy lines do not 
carry useful information, but add little to the data required for transmission.
  2. p      �      progressive; i      �      interlaced.  
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TABLE 7.9          MPEG-2 Upper Limits for Y Sample Rate (M samples/second). In the case of single layer or SNR scalability coding, 
the “ Enhancement Layer ” parameters apply 

   Level  Spatial 
Resolution 
Layer 

Profi le 

Simple Main Multiview  SNR / Spatial  High 4:2:2

    High  Enhancement – 62.668800 62.668800 – 62.668800 (4:2:2)
83.558400 (4:2:0) 

 62.668800 

Lower  – – 62.668800 – 14.745600 (4:2:2)
19.660800 (4:2:0) 

 – 

   High 
1440

Enhancement – 47.001600 47.001600 47.001600 47.001600 (4:2:2)
62.668800 (4:2:0) 

 – 

Lower  – – 47.001600 10.368000 11.059200 (4:2:2)
14.745600 (4:2:0) 

 – 

   Main Enhancement 10.368000 10.368000 10.368000 10.368000 11.059200 (4:2:2)
14.745600 (4:2:0) 

 11.059200 

Lower  – – 10.368000 – 3.041280 (4:2:0)  – 

   Low Enhancement – 3.041280 3.041280 3.041280 – –
Lower  – – 3.041280 – – –
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TABLE 7.10          MPEG-2 Upper Limits for Bit-Rates (Mbps) 

   Level Profi le 

Nonscalable  Scalable 

Simple Main Multiview  4:2:2 SNR/Spatial  High

    High  – 80 130 (both layers)
 80 (base layer) 

300 – 100 (all layers)
 80 (middle      �      base layers)
 25 (base layer) 

    High 1440  – 60 100 (both layers)
 60 (base layer) 

– 60 (all layers)
40 (middle      �      base layers)
15 (base layer) 

80 (all layers)
 60 (middle      �      base layers)
 20 (base layer) 

    Main  15 15   25 (both layers)
  5 (base layer) 

50 15 (both layers)
10 (base layer) 

20 (all layers)
 15 (middle      �      base layers)
  4 (base layer) 

    Low – 4    8 (both layers)
  4 (base layer) 

–  4 (both layers)
 3 (base layer) 

 – 
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    Transport and Program Streams 
   The MPEG-2 Systems Standard specifies two methods for multiplexing 
the audio, video, and other data into a format suitable for transmission and 
storage.

   The program stream is designed for applications where errors are unlikely. 
It contains audio, video, and data bitstreams (also called elementary bit-
streams) all merged into a single bitstream. The program stream, as well as 
each of the elementary bitstreams, may be a fixed or variable bit-rate. DVDs 
and SVCDs use program streams, carrying the DVD- and SVCD-specific data 
in private data streams interleaved with the video and audio streams. 

   The transport stream, using fixed-size packets of 188 bytes, is designed for 
applications where data loss is likely. Also containing audio, video, and data 
bitstreams all merged into a single bitstream, multiple programs can be carried. 
The ARIB, ATSC, DVB and Open-Cable™ standards use transport streams. 

   Both the transport stream and program stream are based on a common 
packet structure, facilitating common decoder implementations and conver-
sions. Both streams are designed to support a large number of known and 
anticipated applications, while retaining flexibility. 

    Video Coding Layer 

   YCbCr Color Space 
   MPEG-2 uses the YCbCr color space, supporting 4:2:0, 4:2:2, and 4:4:4 sam-
pling. The 4:2:2 and 4:4:4 sampling options increase the chroma resolution 
over 4:2:0, resulting in better picture quality.  

    Coded Picture Types 
   There are three types of coded pictures.  I  ( intra )  pictures  are fields or frames 
coded as a stand-alone still image. They allow random access points within the 
video stream. As such, I pictures should occur about two times a second. I pic-
tures also should be used where scene cuts occur. 

P  ( predicted )  pictures  are fields or frames coded relative to the nearest 
previous I or P picture, resulting in forward prediction processing. P pictures 
provide more compression than I pictures, through the use of motion compen-
sation, and are also a reference for B pictures and future P pictures. 

B  ( bidirectional )  pictures  are fields or frames that use the closest past and 
future I or P picture as a reference, resulting in bidirectional prediction, as 
shown in  Figure 7.1 . B pictures provide the most compression and decrease 
noise by averaging two pictures. Typically, there are two B pictures separating 
I or P pictures. 

D  ( DC ) pictures are not supported in MPEG-2, except for decoding to sup-
port backwards compatibility with MPEG-1. 
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   A  group of pictures  (GOP) is a series of one or more coded pictures 
intended to assist in random accessing and editing. The GOP value is configu-
rable during the encoding process.

        ALERT!      

    The smaller the GOP value, the better the response to movement (since the 
I pictures are closer together), but the lower the compression.       

   In the coded bitstream, a GOP must start with an I picture and may be fol-
lowed by any number of I, P, or B pictures in any order. In display order, a 
GOP must start with an I or B picture and end with an I or P picture. Thus, the 
smallest GOP size is a single I picture, with the largest size unlimited. 

   Each GOP should be coded independently of any other GOP. However, this 
is not true unless no B pictures precede the first I picture, or if they do, they 
use only backward motion compensation. This results in both open and closed 
GOP formats. A closed GOP is a GOP that can be decoded without using pic-
tures of the previous GOP for motion compensation. An open GOP, identified 
by the broken_link flag, indicates that the first B pictures (if any) immediately 
following the first I picture after the GOP header may not be decoded correctly 
(and thus not be displayed) since the reference picture used for prediction is 
not available due to editing.  

    Motion Compensation 
   Motion compensation for MPEG-2 is more complex due to the introduction of 
fields. After a macroblock has been compressed using motion compensation, 
it contains both the spatial difference (motion vectors) and content difference 
(error terms) between the reference macroblock and macroblock being coded. 

   The two major classifications of prediction are field and frame. Within field 
pictures, only field predictions are used. Within frame pictures, either field or 
frame predictions can be used (selectable at the macroblock level). 

   Motion vectors for MPEG-2 are always coded in half-pixel units. MPEG-1 
supports either half-pixel or full-pixel units. 

    16      �       8 Motion Compensation Option  

   Two motion vectors (four for B pictures) per macroblock are used, one for the 
upper 16      �      8 region of a macroblock and one for the lower 16      �      8 region of a 
macroblock. It is only used with field pictures. 

    Dual-Prime Motion Compensation Option  

   This is only used with P pictures that have no B pictures between the predicted 
and reference fields of frames. One motion vector is used, together with a 
small differential motion vector. All of the necessary predictions are derived 
from these.  
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    Macroblocks 
   Three types of macroblocks are available in MPEG-2. 

   The 4:2:0 macroblock consists of four Y blocks, one Cb block, and one Cr 
block. The block ordering is shown in the figure. 

   The 4:2:2 macroblock consists of four Y blocks, two Cb blocks, and two 
Cr blocks. The block ordering is shown in the figure. 

   The 4:4:4 macroblock consists of four Y blocks, four Cb blocks, and four 
Cr blocks. The block ordering is shown in the figure. 

   Macroblocks in P pictures are coded using the closest previous I or P pic-
ture as a reference, resulting in two possible codings: 

●      intra-coding 
–     no motion compensation 

●      forward prediction 
–     closest previous I or P picture is the reference 

   Macroblocks in B pictures are coded using the closest previous and/or 
future I or P picture as a reference, resulting in four possible codings: 

●      intra-coding 
–     no motion compensation 

●      forward prediction 
–     closest previous I or P picture is the reference 

●      backward prediction 
–     closest future I or P picture is the reference 

●      bidirectional prediction 
–     two pictures used as the reference:  
–     the closest previous I or P picture and  
–     the closest future I or P picture 

    Decoder Considerations 

   The video decoder essentially performs the inverse function of the encoder. 
From the coded bitstream, it reconstructs the I frames. Using I frames, additional 
coded data, and motion vectors, the P and B frames are generated. Finally, the 
frames are output in the proper order. 

    Figure 7.4    illustrates the block diagram of a basic MPEG-2 video decoder.   

    MPEG-4 

  MPEG-4 builds upon the success and experience of MPEG-2. It is best known for: 

●      Lower bit-rates than MPEG-2 (for the same quality of video)  
●      Use of natural or synthetic objects that can be rendered together to make a 

scene
●      Support for interactivity    
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   For authors, MPEG-4 enables creating content that is more reusable and 
flexible, with better content protection capabilities. 

   For consumers, MPEG-4 can offer more interactivity and, due to the lower 
bit-rate over MPEG-2, the ability to enjoy content over new networks (such as 
DSL) and mobile products. 

   MPEG-4 is an ISO standard (ISO/IEC 14496). 
   MPEG-4 provides a standardized way to represent audio, video, or still 

image media objects using descriptive elements (instead of actual bits of 
an image, for example). A media object can be natural or synthetic (com-
puter-generated) and can be represented independent of its surroundings or 
background.

   It also describes how to merge multiple media objects to create a scene. 
Rather than sending bits of picture, the media objects are sent, and the receiver 
composes the picture. This allows: 

●      An object to be placed anywhere 
●      Geometric transformations on an object 
●      Grouping of objects 
●      Modifying attributes and transform data 
●      Changing the view of a scene dynamically 

    Audio Overview 

   MPEG-4 audio supports a wide variety of applications, from simple speech to 
multi-channel high-quality audio. 

   Audio objects (audio codecs) use specific combinations of tools to 
efficiently represent different types of audio objects. Profiles use specific com-
binations of audio object types to efficiently service a specific market segment. 
Levels specify size, rate, and complexity limitations within a profile to ensure 
interoperability. 

AUDIO
OUT

VIDEO
OUT

PROGRAM
OR

TRANSPORT
STREAM

STREAM
DEMULTIPLEXER

AUDIO
DECODE

VIDEO
DECODE

CLOCK
CONTROL

FIGURE 7.4       Simplified MPEG-2 Decoder Block Diagram.    
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   Currently, most solutions support a few of the most popular audio codecs 
(usually AAC-LC and HE-AAC) rather than one or more profiles/levels.  

    Visual Overview 

  MPEG-4 visual is divided into two sections. MPEG-4.2 includes the original 
MPEG-4 video codecs discussed in this section. MPEG-4.10 specifies the  “ advanced 
video codec, ”  also known as H.264, and is discussed in the next section. 

   The visual specifications are optimized for three primary bit-rate ranges: 

●      less than 64       kbps  
●      64–384       kbps  
●      0.384–4       Mbps    

   For high-quality applications, higher bit-rates are possible, using the same 
tools and bitstream syntax as those used for lower bit-rates. 

   With MPEG-4, visual objects (video codecs) use specific combinations of 
tools to efficiently represent different types of visual objects. Profiles use spe-
cific combinations of visual object types to efficiently service a specific market 
segment. Levels specify size, rate, and complexity limitations within a profile 
to ensure interoperability.

        Insider Info      

   Currently, most solutions support only a couple of the MPEG-4.2 video codecs 
(usually Simple and Advanced Simple) due to silicon cost issues. Interest in 
MPEG-4.2 video codecs also dropped dramatically with the introduction of the 
MPEG-4.10 (H.264) and SMPTE 421M (VC-1) video codecs, which offer about 
two times better performance.      

   YCbCr Color Space 
   The 4:2:0 YCbCr color space is used for most objects. Each component can be 
represented by a number of bits ranging from 4 to 12 bits, with 8 bits being the 
most commonly used. 

   MPEG-4.2 Simple Studio and Core Studio objects may use 4:2:2, 4:4:4, 
4:2:2:4, and 4:4:4:4:4:4 YCbCr or RGB sampling options, to support the 
higher picture quality required during the editing process. 

   Like H.263 and MPEG-2, the MPEG-4.2 video codecs are also macrob-
lock, block, and DCT-based.  

    Visual Objects 
   Instead of the video frames or pictures used in earlier MPEG specifications, 
MPEG-4 uses natural and synthetic visual objects. Instances of video objects 
at a given time are called  visual object planes  (VOPs). 
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   Much like MPEG-2, there are I (intra), P (predicted), and B (bidirectional) 
VOPs. The S-VOP is a VOP for a sprite object. The S(GMC)-VOP is coded 
using prediction based on global motion compensation from a past reference 
VOP. 

   Arbitrarily shaped video objects, as well as rectangular objects, may 
be used. An MPEG-2 video stream can be a rectangular video object, for 
example. 

   Objects may also be scalable, enabling the reconstruction of useful video 
from pieces of a total bitstream. This is done by using a base layer and one or 
more enhancement layers. 

   Only natural visual object types are discussed since they are currently of 
the most interest in the marketplace.  

    MPEG-4.2 Natural Visual Object Types 
   MPEG-4.2 supports many natural visual object types (video codecs), with sev-
eral interesting ones shown in  Table 7.11   . The more common object types are: 

    Main Objects  

   Main objects provide the highest video quality. Compared to Core objects, 
they also support grayscale shapes, sprites, and both interlaced and progressive 
content.

    Core Objects 

   Core objects use a subset of the tools used by Main objects, although B-VOPs 
are still supported. They also support scalability by sending extra P-VOPs. 
Binary shapes can include a constant transparency but cannot do the variable 
transparency offered by grayscale shape coding. 

    Simple Objects  

   Simple objects are low bit-rate, error resilient, rectangular natural video objects 
of arbitrary aspect ratio. Simple objects use a subset of the tools used by Core 
objects.

    Advanced Simple Objects  

   Advanced Simple objects looks much like Simple objects in that only rect-
angular objects are supported, but adds a few tools to make it more efficient: 
B-frames, ¼-pixel motion compensation (QPEL), and global motion compen-
sation (GMC). 

    Fine Granularity Scalable Objects  

   Fine Granularity Scalable objects can use up to eight scalable layers so deliv-
ery quality can easily adapt to transmission and decoding circumstances. 
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TABLE 7.11            Available Tools for Common MPEG-4.2 Natural Visual Object Types 

   Tools     Object Type 

Main Core Simple Advanced 
Simple

 Advanced 
Real Time 
Simple

 Advanced 
Coding
Effi ciency 

 Fine 
Granularity 
Scalable 

    VOP types   I, P, B  I, P, B  I, P  I, P, B  I, P  I, P, B  I, P, B 

    Chroma format 4:2:0 4:2:0 4:2:0 4:2:0 4:2:0 4:2:0 4:2:0

    Interlace  � – – � – � �

    Global motion compensation 
(GMC)  

– – – � – � –

    Quarter-pel motion 
compensation (QPEL)  

– – – � – � –

    Slice resynchronization � � � � � � �

    Data partitioning  � � � � � � �

    Reversible VLC � � � � � � �

    Short header � � � � � � �

    Method 1 and 2 quantization � � – � – � �

    Shape adaptive DCT – – – – – � –

    Dynamic resolution conversion – – – – � � –

    NEWPRED – – – – � � –

    Binary shape  � � – – – � –

    Grey shape � – – – – � –

    Sprite �

    Fine granularity scalability (FGS) – – – – – – �

    FGS temporal scalability – – – – – – �
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    Graphics Overview 

   Graphics profiles specify which graphics elements of the BIFS tool can be 
used to build a scene. Although it is defined in the Systems specification, 
graphics is really just another media profile like audio and video, so it is dis-
cussed here. 

   Four hierarchical graphics profiles are defined: Simple 2D, Complete 2D, 
Complete and 3D Audio Graphics. They differ in the graphics elements of the 
BIFS tool to be supported by the decoder. 

   Simple 2D profile provides the basic features needed to place one or more 
visual objects in a scene. 

   Complete 2D profile provides 2D graphics functions and supports features 
such as arbitrary 2D graphics and text, possibly in conjunction with visual 
objects.

   Complete profile provides advanced capabilities such as elevation grids, 
extrusions, and sophisticated lighting. It enables complex virtual worlds to 
exhibit a high degree of realism. 

   3D Audio Graphics profile may be used to define the acoustical properties 
of the scene (geometry, acoustics absorption, diffusion, material transparency). 
This profile is useful for applications that do environmental equalization of the 
audio signals.  

    Visual Layers 

   An MPEG-4 visual scene consists of one or more video objects. Currently, the 
most common video object is a simple rectangular frame of video. 

   Each video object may have one or more layers to support temporal or 
spatial scalable coding. This enables the reconstruction of video in a layered 
manner, starting with a base layer and adding a number of enhancement lay-
ers. Where a high degree of scalability is needed, such as when an image is 
mapped onto a 2D or 3D object, a wavelet transform is available. 

   The visual bitstream provides a hierarchical description of the scene. Each 
level of hierarchy can be accessed through the use of unique start codes in the 
bitstream.

    Visual Object Sequence (VS) 
   This is the complete scene which contains all the 2D or 3D, natural or syn-
thetic, objects and any enhancement layers.  

    Video Object (VO) 
   A video object corresponds to a particular object in the scene. In the most 
simple case, this can be a rectangular frame, or it can be an arbitrarily shaped 
object corresponding to an object or background of the scene.  
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    Video Object Layer (VOL) 
   Each video object can be encoded in scalable (multi-layer) or nonscalable form 
(single layer), depending on the application, represented by the video object 
layer (VOL). The VOL provides support for scalable coding. A video object 
can be encoded using spatial or temporal scalability, going from coarse to fine 
resolution. Depending on parameters such as available bandwidth, computa-
tional power, and user preferences, the desired resolution can be made avail-
able to the decoder. 

   There are two types of video object layers, the video object layer that pro-
vides full MPEG-4 functionality, and a reduced functionality video object 
layer, the video object layer with short headers. The latter provides bitstream 
compatibility with baseline H.263.  

    Group of Video Object Plane (GOV) 
   Each video object is sampled in time; each time sample of a video object is 
a video object plane. Video object planes can be grouped together to form a 
group of video object planes. 

LAYER  2LAYER  1

VO
VO

VO
VO

VOP

VOP
VOPVOPVOPVOP VOP VOP VOP VOP

GOV GOV

VOL VOL

VO VO

VS VS

VIDEO OBJECT
PLANE (VOP)

GROUP OF
VOPS (GOV)

VIDEO OBJECT
LAYER (VOL)

VIDEO OBJECT
(VO)

VISUAL OBJECT
SEQUENCE

(VS)

FIGURE 7.5       Example MPEG-4 Video Bitstream Logical Structure.    
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   The GOV groups together video object planes. GOVs can provide points in 
the bitstream where video object planes are encoded independently from each 
other, and can thus provide random access points into the bitstream. GOVs are 
optional.

    Video Object Plane (VOP) 
   A VOP is a time sample of a video object. VOPs can be encoded independently 
of each other, or dependent on each other by using motion compensation. A 
conventional video frame can be represented by a VOP with rectangular shape.

        How It Works      
    Scene Description:  
   To assemble a multimedia scene at the receiver, it is not sufficient to simply send just 
the multiple streams of data. For example, objects may be located in 2D or 3D space, 
and each has its local coordinate system. Objects are positioned within a scene by 
transforming each of them to the scene’s coordinate system. Therefore, additional data 
is required for the receiver to assemble a meaningful scene for the user. This additional 
data is called  scene description .

   Scene graph elements (which are BIFS tools) describe audiovisual primitives and 
attributes. These elements, and any relationship between them, form a hierarchi-
cal scene graph. The scene graph is not necessarily static; elements may be added, 
deleted, or modified as needed. The scene graph profile defines the allowable set of 
scene graph elements that may be used.       

    BIFS 
   BIFS (BInary Format for Scenes) is used to not only describe the scene com-
position information, but also graphical elements. A fundamental difference 
between the BIFS and VRML is that BIFS is a binary format, whereas VRML 
is a textual format. BIFS supports the elements used by VRML and several that 
VRML does not, including compressed binary format, streaming, streamed 
animation, 2D primitives, enhanced audio, and facial animation. 

    Compressed Binary Format 

   BIFS supports an efficient binary representation of the scene graph informa-
tion. The coding may be either lossless or lossy. Lossy compression is possible 
due to context knowledge: if some scene graph data has been received, it is 
possible to anticipate the type and format of subsequent data. 

    Streaming

   BIFS is designed so that a scene may be transmitted as an initial scene, fol-
lowed by modifications to the scene. 
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    Streamed Animation 

   BIFS includes a low-overhead method for the continuous animation of changes 
to numerical values of the elements in a scene. This provides an alternative to 
the interpolator elements supported in BIFS and VRML. 

    2D Primitives  

   BIFS has native support for 2D scenes to support low-complexity, low-cost 
solutions such as traditional television. Rather than partitioning the world into 
2D vs. 3D, BIFS allows both 2D and 3D elements in a single scene. 

    Enhanced Audio 

   BIFS improves audio support through the use of an audio scene graph, 
enabling audio sources to be mixed or the generation of sound effects. 

    Facial Animation 

   BIFS exposes the animated face properties to the scene level. This enables it to 
be a full member of a scene that can be integrated with any other BIFS func-
tionality, similar to other audiovisual objects. 

    MPEG-4.10 (H.264) VIDEO 

   Previously known as  “ H.26L, ”   “ JVT, ”   “ JVT codec, ”   “ AVC, ”  and  “ Advanced 
Video codec, ”  ITU-T H.264 is one of two new video codecs, the other being 
SMPTE 421M (VC-1), which is based on Microsoft Windows Media Video 9 
codec. H.264 is incorporated into the MPEG-4 specifications as Part 10. 

   Rather than a single major advancement, H.264 employs many new tools 
designed to improve performance. These include: 

●      Support for 8-, 10-, and 12-bit 4:2:2 and 4:4:4 YCbCr  
●      Integer transform 
●      UVLC, CAVLC, and CABAC entropy coding 
●      Multiple reference frames 
●      Intra prediction 
●      In-loop deblocking filter 
●      SP and SI slices 
●      Many new error resilience tools 

    Profi les and Levels 

   Similar to other video codecs, profiles specify the syntax (i.e., algorithms) and 
levels specify various parameters (resolution, frame rate, bit-rate, etc.). The 
various levels are described in  Table 7.12 . 
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TABLE 7.12          MPEG-4.10 (H.264) Levels.  “ MB”      �      macroblock,  “MV ”      �      motion vector  

   Level  Maximum MB 
per Second 

 Maximum 
Frame Size 
(MB)

 Typical Frame 
Resolution 

 Typical Frames 
per Second 

 Maximum 
MVs per Two 
Consecutive 
MBs

 Maximum 
Reference 
Frames 

 Maximum 
Bit-Rate

    1 1,485 99  176      �      144   15 –   4   64     kbps 

    1.1 3,000 396   176      �      144
 320      �      240
 352      �      288 

30
 10
  7.5 

– 9
  3
  3 

 192     kbps 

    1.2 6,000 396   352      �      288  15 –   6 384     kbps 

    1.3 11,880 396   352      �      288  30  – 6 768     kbps 

    2 11,880 396  352      �      288  30  –    6 2     Mbps 

    2.1 19,800 792  352      �      480
 352      �      576 

30
 25 

–    6 4     Mbps 

    2.2 20,250 1,620   720      �      480
 720      �      576 

 15
 12.5 

–    5 4     Mbps 

    3 40,500 1,620   720      �      480
 720      �      576 

 30
 25 

32 5 10     Mbps 

    3.1 108,000 3,600 1280      �      720  30  16 5 14     Mbps 

    3.2 216,000 5,120 1280      �      720  60  16 4 20     Mbps 

    4 245,760 8,192 1920      �      1080
1280      �      720 

 30
 60 

16   4 20     Mbps 

    4.1 245,760 8,192 1920      �      1080
1280      �      720 

 30
 60 

16   4 50     Mbps 

    4.2 491,520 8,192 1920      �      1080   60 16   4 50     Mbps 

    5 589,824 22,080 2048      �      1024   72 16   5 135     Mbps 

    5.1 983,040 36,864 2048      �      1024
4096      �      2048 

 120
 30 

16   5 240     Mbps 
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    Baseline Profi le (BP) 

   Baseline profile is designed for progressive video such as video conferencing, 
video-over-IP, and mobile applications. Tools used by Baseline profile include: 

●      I and P slice types 
●      ¼-pixel motion compensation 
●      UVLC and CAVLC entropy coding 
●      Arbitrary slice ordering (ASO) 
●      Flexible macroblock ordering (FMO) 
●      Redundant slices (RS) 
●      4:2:0 YCbCr format 

        Insider Info      

   Note that Baseline profile is not a subset of Main profile. Many solutions imple-
ment a subset of Baseline profile, without ASO or FMO; this is a subset of Main 
profile (and much easier to implement).      

    Extended Profi le (XP) 

   Extended profile is designed for mobile and Internet streaming applications. 
Additional tools over Baseline profile include: 

●      B, SP, and SI slice types 
●      Slice data partitioning 
●      Weighted prediction 

    Main Profi le (MP) 

   Main profile is designed for a wide range of broadcast applications. Additional 
tools over Baseline profile include: 

●      Interlaced coding 
●      B slice type 
●      CABAC entropy coding 
●      Weighted prediction 
●      4:2:2 and 4:4:4 YCbCr, 10- and 12-bit formats  
●      ASO, FMO, and RS are not supported 

    High Profi les (HP) 

   After the initial specification was completed, the Fidelity Range Extension 
(FRExt) amendment was added. This resulted in four additional profiles being 
added to the specification: 

●      High Profile (HP): adds support for adaptive selection between 4      �      4 and 
8      �      8 block sizes for the luma spatial transform and encoder-specified fre-
quency-dependent scaling matrices for transform coefficients  
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●      High 10 Profile (Hi10P): adds support for 9- or 10-bit 4:2:0 YCbCr  
●      High 4:2:2 Profile (Hi422P): adds support for 4:2:2 YCbCr  
●      High 4:4:4 Profile (Hi444P): adds support for 11- or 12-bit samples, 4:4:4 

YCbCr or RGB, residual color transform and predictive lossless coding 

    Video Coding Layer 
    YCbCr Color Space  

   H.264 uses the YCbCr color space, supporting 4:2:0, 4:2:2, and 4:4:4 sam-
pling. The 4:2:2 and 4:4:4 sampling options increase the chroma resolution 
over 4:2:0, resulting in better picture quality. In addition to 8-bit YCbCr data, 
H.264 supports 10- and 12-bit YCbCr data to further improve picture quality. 

    Macroblocks

   With H.264, the partitioning of the 16      �      16 macroblocks has been extended. 
Such fine granularity leads to a potentially large number of motion vectors per 
macroblock (up to 32) and number of blocks that must be interpolated (up to 96). 
To constrain encoder/decoder complexity, there are limits on the number of 
motion vectors used for two consecutive macroblocks. 

   Error concealment is improved with  Flexible Macroblock Ordering  (FMO), 
which assigns macroblocks to another slice so they are transmitted in a non-
scanning sequence. This reduces the chance that an error will affect a large 
spatial region, and improves error concealment by being able to use neighbor-
ing macroblocks for prediction of a missing macroblock. 

    Motion Compensation  

   ¼-Pixel Motion Compensation: 
   Motion compensation accuracy is improved from the ½-pixel accuracy 

used by most earlier video codecs. H.264 supports the same ¼-pixel accuracy 
that is used on the latest MPEG-4 video codec. 

    Multiple Reference Frames 

   H.264 adds supports for multiple reference frames. This increases compression 
by improving the prediction process and increases error resilience by being 
able to use another reference frame in the event that one was lost. 

   A single macroblock can use up to 8 reference frames (up to 3 for HDTV), 
with a total limit of 16 reference frames used within a frame. 

   To compensate for the different temporal distances between current and 
reference frames, predicted blocks are averaged with configurable weighting 
parameters. These parameters can either be embedded within the bitstream or 
the decoder may implicitly derive them from temporal references. 

    Transform, Scaling, and Quantization 

   H.264 uses a simple 4      �      4 integer transform. In contrast, older video codecs 
use an 8      �      8 DCT that operates on floating-point coefficients. An additional 
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2      �      2 transform is applied to the four CbCr DC coefficients. Intra 16      �      16 
macroblocks have an additional 4      �      4 transform performed for the sixteen Y 
DC coefficents. 

   Blocking and ringing artifacts are reduced as a result of the smaller block 
size used by H.264. The use of integer coefficients eliminates rounding errors 
that cause drifting artifacts common with DCT-based video codecs. 

   For quantization, H.264 uses a set of 52 uniform scalar quantizers, with a 
step increment of about 12.5% between each. 

   The quantized coefficients are then scanned, from low frequency to high 
frequency, using one of two scan orders. 

    Entropy Coding 

   After quantization and zig-zag scanning, H.264 uses two types of entropy 
encoding: variable-length coding (VLC) and Context Adaptive Binary 
Arithmetic Coding (CABAC). 

   For everything but the transform coefficients, H.264 uses a single Universal 
VLC (UVLC) table that uses an infinite-extend codeword set (Exponential 
Golomb). Instead of multiple VLC tables as used by other video codecs, only 
the mapping to the single UVLC table is customized according to statistics. 

   For transform coefficients, which consume most of the bandwidth, H.264 
uses Context-Adaptive Variable Length Coding (CAVLC). Based upon previ-
ously processed data, the best VLC table is selected. 

    INSTANT SUMMARY 

   The MPEG compression standards have contributed greatly to the prolifera-
tion of video in today’s devices. This chapter covered the major features of the 
most common standards: 

●      Compression definitions 
●      MPEG-1  
●      MPEG-2  
●      MPEG-4  
●      H.264          
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        Defi nitions      

   The  ATSC (Advanced Television Systems Committee) digital television (DTV) 
broadcast standard is used in the United States, Canada, South Korea, Mexico, 
and Argentina. 

   The three other primary DTV standards are  DVB (Digital Video Broadcast), 
ISDB (Integrated Services Digital Broadcasting), and  OpenCable™. The basic 
audio and video capabilities are very similar. The major differences are the RF 
modulation schemes and the level of definition for non-audio/video services. 

    QAM ( quadrature amplitude modulation) is a method of encoding digital data 
onto a carrier for RF transmission. It is typically used for cable transmission of 
DTV signals.      

    Digital Television (DTV) 

Chapter 8 

           In an Instant      

          ●    Defi nitions  
      ●    ATSC digital television  
      ●    OpenCable™ digital television  

      ●    DVB digital television  
      ●    ISDB digital television        

    ATSC DIGITAL TELEVISION 

   A comparison of the ATSC standards is shown in  Table 8.1   . 
   The ATSC standard is actually a group of standards:

               A/52     Digital Audio Compression (AC-3 and E-AC-3) Standard 
    A/53     ATSC Digital Television Standard 
    A/57     Content Identification and Labeling for ATSC Transport  
    A/64     Transmission Measurement and Compliance for Digital 
 Television 
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    A/65      Program and System Information Protocol for Terrestrial Broadcast 
and CableA/70 Conditional Access System for Terrestrial 
Broadcast

    A/76     Programming Metadata Communication Protocol 
    A/80      Modulation and Coding Requirements for Digital TV (DTV) 

Applications Over Satellite  
    A/81     Direct-to-Home Satellite Broadcast Standard 
    A/90     Data Broadcast Standard 
    A/92     Delivery of IP Multicast Sessions over Data Broadcast Standard 
    A/93     Synchronized/Asynchronous Trigger Standard 
    A/94     Data Application Reference Model 
    A/95     Transport Stream File System Standard 
    A/96     Interaction Channel Protocols 
    A/97     Software Download Data Service 
    A/100     DTV Application Software Environment: Level 1 (DASE-1) 
    A/101     Advanced Common Application Platform (ACAP)  
    A/110     Synchronization Standard for Distributed Transmission      

   The ATSC standard uses an MPEG-2 transport stream to convey com-
pressed digital video, compressed digital audio, and data over a single 6-MHz 
channel. Multiple video streams, multiple audio streams, and/or data may be 
present in the MPEG-2 transport stream. For example, both HD and SD ver-
sions of a program may be present, along with data, such as a local weather 
forecast.

   The MPEG-2 transport stream has a maximum bit-rate of ~19.4       Mbps 
(6-MHz over-the-air channel) or ~38.8       Mbps (6-MHz digital cable channel). 

TABLE 8.1          Comparison of ATSC Standards 

   Parameter  ATSC-T 
(Terrestrial) 

 ATSC-C 
(Cable)

 ATSC-S 
(Satellite)

 ATSC-T E-VSB 
(Terrestrial) 

    Video 
compression  

MPEG-2 MPEG-2, MPEG-
4.10 (H.264) 

    Audio 
compression

 Dolby®Digital Dolby®Digital,
Dolby®Digital Plus 

    Multiplexing   MPEG-2 transport stream 

    Modulation  8-VSB 16-VSB1 QPSK, 8PSK  uses ATSC-T 

    Channel 
bandwidth  

6 MHz  6 MHz  – –

  Note:   1. Most digital cable systems use QAM instead of 16-VSB.  
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       FAQs 

         Can the bit-rate be divided? 

   The 19.4    Mbps bit-rate can be used in a very flexible manner, trading off the 
number of programs offered versus video quality and resolution. For example, 

   (1)     HDTV program 
   (1)     HDTV program    �      (1) SDTV program    �      data 
   (4)     SDTV programs    

       Video Capability 

   Although any resolution may be used as long as the maximum bit-rate is not 
exceeded, there are several standardized resolutions. Both interlaced and pro-
gressive pictures are permitted for most of the resolutions. 

   Video compression is based on MPEG-2. However, there are some minor 
constraints on some of the MPEG-2 parameters, as discussed in Chapter 7. 
Support for using MPEG-4.10 (H.264) up to HP@L4.0 is being added to the 
specifications.  

    Audio Capability 

   Audio compression is implemented using Dolby® Digital and supports 1–5.1 
channels.

  The main audio, or associated audio which is a complete service (containing 
all necessary program elements), has a bit-rate � 448       kbps (384       kbps is typically 
used). A single channel associated service containing a single program element 
has a bit-rate � 128       kbps. A two channel associated service containing only dia-
logue has a bit-rate � 192       kbps. The combined bit-rate of a main and associated 
service which are intended to be decoded simultaneously must be � 576       kbps. 

    Program and System Information Protocol (PSIP) 

   Enough bandwidth is available within the MPEG-2 transport stream to support 
several low-bandwidth non-television services such as program guide, closed 
captioning, weather reports, stock indices, headline news, software downloads, 
pay-per-view information, etc. The number of additional non-television ser-
vices (virtual channels) may easily reach ten or more. In addition, the number 
and type of service will constantly be changing. 

  To support these non-television services in a flexible yet consistent manner, 
the Program and System Information Protocol (PSIP) was developed. PSIP is a 
small collection of hierarchically associated tables (see  Figure 8.1    and  Table 8.2   ) 
designed to extend the MPEG-2 PSI tables. It describes the information for all 
virtual channels carried in a particular MPEG-2 transport stream. Additionally, 
information for analog broadcast channels may be incorporated. 
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PID  =  3E00 PID  =  3E01

REGION  RATING
TABLE  (RRT)

VIRTUAL  CHANNEL  TABLE
(TVCT)

  LIST  OF  CHANNELS

    NAME  =  KVGN-S
    CHANNEL NUMBER  =  10.1
    MPEG P N  =  746E
    SOURCE  ID  =  5000

    NAME  =  KVGN-M
    CHANNEL NUMBER  =  10.2
    MPEG P N  =  E9A7
    SOURCE  ID  =  5010

MASTER  GUIDE  TABLE
(MGT)

  LIST  OF  TABLES

    TYPE  =  EIT-0
    PID  =  3E00
    VERSION  =  1

    TYPE  =  EIT-1
    PID  =  3E01
    VERSION  =  1

    TYPE  =  RRT
    PID  =  1FFB
    VERSION  =  0

    TYPE  =  TVCT
    PID  =  1FFB
    VERSION  =  0

EVENT  INFORMATION  TABLE
(EIT)  1

  03:00 - 06:00  UTC
  10  PM - 1  AM  LOCAL

  SOURCE  ID  =  5000
    LIST  OF  EVENTS  (LOCAL  TIME)
      10 - 12  PM:  HOCKEY  GAME

  SOURCE  ID  =  5010
    LIST  OF  EVENTS  (LOCAL  TIME)
      8 - 11  PM:  MOVIE:  "POPEYE"
      11  PM  - 1  AM:  MOVIE:  "HI-5"

EVENT  INFORMATION  TABLE
(EIT)  0

  00:00 - 03:00  UTC
  7 - 10  PM  LOCAL

  SOURCE  ID  =  5000
    LIST  OF  EVENTS  (LOCAL  TIME)
      7 - 8  PM:  TENNIS  NEWS
      8 - 9  PM:  BASKETBALL  TODAY
      9 - 10  PM:  HOCKEY  REPORT

  SOURCE  ID  =  5010
    LIST  OF  EVENTS  (LOCAL  TIME)
      7 - 7:30  PM:  "HAPPY DAYS"
      7:30  - 8  PM:  "COSBY"
      8 - 11  PM:  MOVIE:  "POPEYE"

FIGURE 8.1       ATSC PSIP Table Relationships.    
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TABLE 8.2          List of ATSC PSIP Tables, Descriptors, and Descriptor Locations 

   Descriptor  Descriptor 
Tag 

Terrestrial Broadcast Tables 

PMT MGT  VCT  RRT  EIT ETT  STT  DCCT  DCCSCT  CAT 

    PID   per PAT  0x1FFB 0x1FFB 0x1FFB per MGT  per MGT  0x1FFB 0x1FFB 0x1FFB 0x0001

    Table_ID  0x02 0xC7 0xC8 0xCA  0xCB 0xCC 0xCD 0xD3 0xD4 0x80, 0x81 (ECM) 
0x82 – 0x8F (EMM) 

    Repetition rate   400 ms  150 ms  400 ms  1 min  0.5 sec  1 min  1 sec  400 ms  1 hour 

    AC-3 audio 
stream

 1000 0001  M        M       

    ATSC CA   1000 1000  O  O       

    ATSC private 
information* 

 1010 1101               

    CA  0000 1001  M                M 

    Caption service   1000 0110  M        M       

    Component 
name  

 1010 0011  M               

    Content advisory   1000 0111  M        M       

    Content identifi er  1011 0110  O        M       

    DCC arriving 
request

 1010 1001          M 

    DCC departing 
request

 1010 1000          M 

(Continued)
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TABLE 8.2          (Continued)  

   Descriptor  Descriptor 
Tag 

Terrestrial Broadcast Tables 

PMT MGT  VCT  RRT  EIT ETT  STT  DCCT  DCCSCT  CAT 

    Enhanced 
signaling  

 1011 0010  M 
PMT-E 

              

    Extended 
channel name  

 1010 0000  M           

    Genre  1010 1011        M       

    Redistribution 
control

 1010 1010  M        M       

    Service location   1010 0001  M           

    SRM reference  0000 1001                M 

    Stuffi ng*  1000 0000               

    Time-shifted 
service  

 1010 0010  M           

  Note:   1. M      �      when present, required in this table. O      �      may be present in this table also. *      �      no restrictions. 
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    Required Tables 
    Event Information Table (EIT)      

There are up to 128 EITs, EIT-0 through EIT-127, each of which describes the 
events or TV programs associated with each virtual channel listed in the VCT. 
Each EIT is valid for three hours. Since there are up to 128 EITs, up to 16 days 
of programming may be advertised in advance. The first four EITs are required 
(the first 24 are recommended) to be present. 

   Information provided by the EIT includes start time, duration, title, pointer 
to optional descriptive text for the event, advisory data, caption service data, 
audio service descriptor, and so on. 

    Master Guide Table (MGT)      

This table provides general information about the other tables. It defines table 
sizes, version numbers, and packet identifiers (PIDs). 

    Rating Region Table (RRT)    

This table transmits the rating system, commonly referred to as the “ V-chip. ”  

    System Time Table (STT)   

This table serves as a reference for the time of day. Receivers use it to maintain 
the correct local time. 

    Terrestrial Virtual Channel Table (TVCT)   

This table, also referred to as the VCT although there is also a Cable VCT 
(CVCT) and Satellite VCT (SVCT), contains a list of all the channels in the trans-
port stream that are or will be available, plus their attributes. It may also include 
the broadcaster’s analog channel and digital channels in other transport streams. 

   Attributes for each channel include major/minor channel number, short 
name, Transport/Transmission System ID (TSID) that uniquely identifies each 
station, etc. The Service Location Descriptor is used to list the PIDs for the 
video, audio, data, and other related elementary streams.  

    Optional Tables 
    Extended Text Table (ETT) 

   For text messages, there can be several ETTs, each having its PID defined by 
the MGT. Messages can describe channel information, coming attractions, 
movie descriptions, and so on. 

    Directed Channel Change Table (DCCT) 

   The DCCT contains information needed for a channel change to be done at 
a broadcaster-specified time. The requested channel change may be uncondi-
tional or may be based upon criteria specified by the viewer. 
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    Directed Channel Change Selection Code Table (DCCSCT) 

   The DCCSCT permits a broadcast program categorical classification table to 
be downloaded for use by some Directed Channel Change requests.  

    Descriptors 
   Much like MPEG-2, ATSC uses descriptors to add new functionality. In addi-
tion to various MPEG-2 descriptors, one or more of these ATSC-specific 
descriptors may be included within the PMT or one or more PSIP tables to 
extend data within the tables. A descriptor not recognized by a decoder must 
be ignored by that decoder. This enables new descriptors to be implemented 
without affecting receivers that cannot recognize and process the descriptors. 

    AC-3 Audio Stream Descriptor   

This ATSC descriptor indicates Dolby® Digital or Dolby® Digital Plus audio 
is present. 

    ATSC CA Descriptor    

This ATSC descriptor has a syntax almost the same as the MPEG-2 CA 
descriptor. 

    ATSC Private Information Descriptor  

   This ATSC descriptor provides a way to carry private information. More than 
one descriptor may appear within a single descriptor. 

    Component Name Descriptor  

   This ATSC descriptor defines a variable-length text-based name for any com-
ponent of the service. 

    Content Advisory Descriptor 

   This ATSC descriptor defines the ratings for a given program. 

    Content Identifi er Descriptor 

   This ATSC descriptor is used to uniquely identify content with the ATSC 
transport.

    DCC Arriving Request Descriptor  

   This ATSC descriptor provides instructions for the actions to be performed by 
a receiver upon arrival to a newly changed channel: 

Display text for at least 10 seconds, or for a less amount of time if the 
viewer issues a  “ continue, ”   “ OK, ”  or equivalent command.

Display text indefinitely, or until the viewer issues a  “ continue, ”   “ OK, ”  or 
equivalent command.
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    DCC Departing Request Descriptor  

   This ATSC descriptor provides instructions for the actions to be performed by 
a receiver prior to leaving a channel: 

Cancel any outstanding things and immediately perform the channel 
change.

Display text for at least 10 seconds, or for a smaller amount of time if the 
viewer issues a  “ continue, ”   “ OK, ”  or equivalent command.

Display text indefinitely, or until the viewer issues a  “ continue, ”   “ OK, ”  or 
equivalent command.

    Enhanced Signaling Descriptor  

   This ATSC descriptor identifies the terrestrial broadcast transmission method 
of a program element. 

    Extended Channel Name Descriptor  

   This ATSC descriptor provides a variable-length channel name for the virtual 
channel.

    Genre Descriptor 

  This ATSC descriptor provides genre, program type, or category information for 
events., and may appear in the descriptor() loop for the given EIT event. It refer-
ences entries in the Categorical Genre Code Assignments Table and may include 
references to expansions to that table provided by the DCC Selection Code. 

    Redistribution Control Descriptor 

   This ATSC descriptor conveys any redistribution control information held by 
the program rights holder for the content. 

    Service Location Descriptor  

   This ATSC descriptor specifies the stream type, PID, and language code for 
each elementary stream. It is present in the VCT for each active channel. 

    SRM Reference Descriptor 

   This ATSC descriptor is a specific implementation of the MPEG-2 CA 
Descriptor. It is used to signal that a System Renewability Message is 
present for the System Renewability Message Table (SRMT). It is present in 
the CAT. 

    Time-Shifted Service Descriptor  

   This ATSC descriptor links one virtual channel with up to 20 other virtual 
channels carrying the same programming, but time-shifted. A typical applica-
tion is for Near Video On Demand (NVOD) services. 
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       Application Block Diagrams 

    Figure 8.2    illustrates a typical ATSC receiver set-top box block diagram. 
A common requirement is the ability to output both high-definition and 
standard-definition versions of a program simultaneously. 

    Figure 8.3    illustrates a typical ATSC digital television block diagram. 
A common requirement is the ability to decode two programs simultaneously 
to support Picture-in-Picture (PIP). 

    OPENCABLE™ DIGITAL TELEVISION 

   OpenCable™ is a digital cable standard for the United States, designed to offer 
interoperability between different hardware and software suppliers. A subset of 
the standard is being incorporated inside digital televisions. 

   A summary of the OpenCable™ standard is shown in  Table 8.3   . 
   OpenCable™ receivers use the following four communications channels 

over the digital cable network: 
  6-MHz NTSC analog channels. They are typically located in the 54–450       MHz 

range. Each channel carries one program. 
   6-MHz Forward Application Transport (FAT) channels, which carry con-

tent via MPEG-2 transport streams. They use QAM encoding and are typically 
located in the 450–864       MHz range. Each channel can carry multiple programs. 

   Out-of-Band (OOB) Forward Data Channels (FDC). They use QPSK mod-
ulation and are typically located in the 70–130       MHz range, spaced between the 
6       MHz NTSC analog and/ or FAT channels. SCTE 55-1 and SCTE 55-2 are 
two alternative implementations. 

   Out-of-Band (OOB) Reverse Data Channels (RDC). They use QPSK mod-
ulation and are typically located in the 5–42       MHz range. SCTE 55-1, SCTE 
55-2, and DOCSIS® provide three alternative implementations. 

   OpenCable™ receivers obtain content by tuning to one of many 6-MHz 
channels available via the cable TV connection. When the selected channel is a 
legacy analog channel, the signal is processed using a NTSC audio/video/VBI 
decoder. When the selected channel is a digital channel, it is processed by a 
QAM demodulator and then a CableCARD™ for content descrambling (con-
ditional access descrambling). The conditional access descrambling is specific 
to a given cable system and is usually proprietary. The CableCARD™ then 
rescrambles the content to a common algorithm and passes it on to the MPEG-2 
decoder.

        Insider Info      

   The multi-stream CableCARD™ is capable of handling up to six different chan-
nels simultaneously, enabling picture-in-picture and DVR (digital video record-
ing) capabilities.      
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   When the CableCARD™ is not inserted, the output of the digital tun-
er’s QAM demodulator is routed directly to the MPEG-2 decoder. However, 
encrypted content will not be viewable. 

   OpenCable™ receivers also obtain control information and other data by 
tuning to the OOB FDC channel. Using a dedicated tuner, the receiver remains 
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FIGURE 8.3       Typical ATSC Digital Television Block Diagram.    

TABLE 8.3          Summary of the OpenCable™ Standard 

   Parameter  OpenCable™

   Video compression  MPEG-2 

   Audio compression  Dolby® Digital

   Multiplexing  MPEG-2 transport stream 

   Modulation  QAM 

   Channel bandwidth  6 MHz 
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tuned to the OOB FDC to receive information continuously. This information 
is also passed to the CableCARD™ and MPEG-2 decoder for processing. 

   The bidirectional OpenCable™ receiver can also transmit data using the 
OOB RDC. 

   The OpenCable™ standard uses an MPEG-2 transport stream to convey 
compressed digital video, compressed digital audio, and ancillary data over 
a single 6-MHz FAT channel. Multiple video streams, multiple audio streams 
and/or data may be present in the MPEG-2 transport stream. 

   The MPEG-2 transport stream has a constant bit-rate of ~27       Mbps (64-
QAM modulation), ~38.8       Mbps (256-QAM), or ~44.3       Mbps (1024-QAM). 

   The available bit-rate can be used in a very flexible manner, trading off the 
number of programs offered versus video quality and resolution. For example, 
if MPEG-2 video, statistical multiplexing, and 256-QAM are used: 

    (4)       HDTV programs 
    (2)       HDTV programs      �      (6) SDTV programs      �      data 
   (18)       SDTV programs 

    Video Capability 

   Digital video compression is implemented using MPEG-2 and has the same 
requirements as ATSC. There are some minor constraints on some of the 
MPEG-2 parameters, as discussed in Chapter 7. Support for using MPEG-4.10 
(H.264) up to HP@L4.0 is being added to the specifications. 

   Although any resolution may be used as long as the maximum bit-rate is 
not exceeded, there are several standardized resolutions. Both interlaced and 
progressive pictures are permitted for most of the resolutions. 

   Compliant receivers must also be capable of tuning to and decoding analog 
NTSC signals.  

    Audio Capability 

   Digital audio compression is implemented using Dolby® Digital and has the 
same requirements as ATSC. Compliant receivers must also be capable of 
decoding the audio portion of analog NTSC signals.  

    Application Block Diagrams 

    Figure 8.4    illustrates an OpenCable™ set-top box. Part of the requirements is 
the ability to output both high-definition and standard-definition versions of 
HD content simultaneously. 

    DVB DIGITAL TELEVISION 

   The DVB (Digital Video Broadcast) digital television (DTV) broadcast stan-
dard is used in most regions except the United States, Canada, South Korea, 
Taiwan, Brazil, and Argentina. 
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   The DVB standard is actually a group of ETSI standards. A comparison of 
the DVB standards is given in  Table 8.4   . DVB uses a MPEG-2 transport stream 
to convey compressed digital video, compressed digital audio, and data over a 
6-, 7- or 8-MHz channel. Multiple video streams, multiple audio streams, and/
or data may be present in the MPEG-2 transport stream. 

   The MPEG-2 transport stream has a maximum bit-rate of ~24.1       Mbps 
(8       MHz DVB-T) or ~51       Mbps (8-MHz 256-QAM DVB-C). DVB-S bit-rates are 
dependent on the transponder bandwidth and code rates used, and can approach 
54       Mbps (DVB-S2 offers a 25–35% bit-rate capacity gain over DVB-S). 
The bit-rate can be used in a very flexible manner, trading off the number of 
programs offered versus video quality and resolution. 

   DVB-H and DVB-SH for mobile applications use IP datacasting within 
DVB-T and DVB-S, respectively. RTP-encapsulated MPEG-2 transport 
streams are used. 
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   Second generation versions of DVB-T and DVB-C (called DVB-T2 and 
DVB-C2, respectively) are being investigated.

TABLE 8.4          Comparison of DVB Standards 

   Parameter  DVB-T 
(Terrestrial) 

 DVB-C 
(Cable)

 DVB-S/-S2 
(Satellite)

 DVB-H 
(Handheld)

 DVB-SH 
(Handheld)

    Video 
compression

 MPEG-2, MPEG-4.10 (H.264), SMPTE 
421M (VC-1) 

 MPEG-4.10 (H.264), SMPTE 
421M (VC-1) 

    Audio 
compression

 MPEG, Dolby® Digital, Dolby® Digital
Plus, DTS®, MPEG-4 AAC, MPEG-4 
HE-AAC v1/v2 

MPEG-4 AAC, MPEG-4 
HE-AAC v1/v2, AMR-WB �  

    Multiplexing   MPEG-2 transport stream  RTP-encapsulated 
MPEG-2 transport stream 

    Modulation  COFDM QAM QPSK uses DVB-T  uses DVB-S 

    Channel 
bandwidth  

 6, 7, or 
8 MHz 

 6, 7, or 
8 MHz 

– 6, 7, or 
8 MHz 

 – 

        Insider Info      

   Much like MPEG-2, DVB uses descriptors to add new functionality. In addition to 
various MPEG-2 descriptors, one or more of numerous DVB-specific descriptors 
may be included to extend data within the system information tables.      

    Video Capability 

   Although any resolution may be used as long as the maximum bit-rate is not 
exceeded, there are several standardized resolutions. Both interlaced and pro-
gressive pictures are permitted for most of the resolutions. 

   DVB-T, DVB-C, DVB-S, and DVB-S2 support MPEG-2 (MP@ML, MP@
HL), MPEG-4.10 (MP@L3, HP@L4), and SMPTE 421M (AP@L1, AP@L3) 
video.

   DVB-IP ( “ DVB over IP ” , used by DVB-H, DVB-SH and DVB-IPTV) 
adds additional support for MPEG-4.10 (BP@L1b, BP@L1.2, BP@L2) and 
SMPTE 421M (SP@LL, SP@ML, AP@L0) video.  

    Audio Capability 

   DVB-T, DVB-C, DVB-S, and DVB-S2 support MPEG-1 Layer II, MPEG-2 
BC multi-channel Layer II, Dolby® Digital, Dolby® Digital Plus, DTS®,
MPEG-4 AAC, and MPEG-4 HE-AAC v1/v2 audio. 
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   DVB-IP ( “ DVB over IP ” . used by DVB-H, DVB-SH and DVB-IPTV) adds 
additional support for AMR -     WB     �      audio.  

    Application Block Diagrams 

          Figures 8.5 and 8.6      illustrate a typical DVB-S set-top box. 

    ISDB DIGITAL TELEVISION 

   The ISDB (Integrated Services Digital Broadcasting) digital television (DTV) 
broadcast standard is used in Japan. 

   ISDB builds on DVB, adding additional services required for Japan. 
A comparison of the ISDB standards is shown in  Table 8.5   . 

   The ISDB standard is actually a group of ARIB standards. ISDB uses an 
MPEG-2 transport stream to convey compressed digital video, compressed 
digital audio, and data. Like DVB, this transport stream is then transmitted 
either via terrestrial, cable, or satellite. Interactive applications are based on 
BML (Broadcast Mark-up Language). 

    ISDB-S (Satellite) 

   Two satellite standards exist, ISDB-S, also known as the BS (broadcast sat-
ellite) system, and DVB-S, also known as the CS (communications satellite) 
system.

   ISDB-S (BS) is also specified by ITU-R BO.1408. It has a maximum bit-
rate of ~52.2       Mbps using TC8PSK modulation and a 34.5       MHz transponder. 

   CS supports only one transport stream per transport channel, and supports 
up to ~34       Mbps on a 27       MHz channel. The modulation scheme is QPSK, just 
like DVB-S. Unlike the other variations of ISDB, CS uses MPEG-2 MP@ML 
video (480i or 480p) and MPEG-2 BC audio.  

    ISDB-C (Cable) 

   ISDB-C uses 64-QAM modulation, with two versions: one that supports only a 
single transport stream per transmission channel and one that supports multiple 
transport streams per transmission channel. On a 6-MHz channel, ISDB-C can 
transmit up to ~29.16       Mbps. As the bit-rate on an ISDB-S satellite channel is 
2�  that, two cable channels can be used to rebroadcast satellite information. 

   ISDB-C also allows passing through OFDM-based ISDB-T signals since 
the channel bandwidths are the same. 

   ISDB-S (BS) signals can also be passed through by downconverting the 
satellite signals at the cable head-end, then up-converting them at the receiver. 
This technique is suitable only for cable systems that have many (up to 29) 
unused channels.  
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    ISDB-T (Terrestrial) 

   ISDB-T, the terrestrial broadcast standard, is also specified by ITU-R BT.1306. 
It has a maximum bit-rate of ~23.2       Mbps using 5.6       MHz of bandwidth. ISDB-T 
also supports bandwidths of 6, 7, and 8       MHz. 

   The bandwidth is divided into 13 OFDM segments; each segment can be 
divided in up to three segment groups (hierarchical layers) having different 
transmission parameters such as the carrier modulation scheme, inner-code 
coding rate, and time interleaving length. This enables the same program to 
be broadcast in different resolutions, allowing a mobile receiver to show a 
standard-definition picture while a stationary receiver shows a high-definition 
picture.

    Video Capability 

   There are several standardized resolutions, indicated in Table 18.6. 
   Primary video compression is based on MPEG-2 MP@ML or MP@HL. 

However, there are some minor constraints on some of the MPEG-2 param-
eters, as discussed within Chapter 7. 

   MPEG-4.2 Simple Profile or Core Profile video is also supported, using 
resolutions of 176      �      144 (64 or 384       kbps) or 325      �      288 (128, 384, or 
2000       kbps). 

   MPEG-4.10 (H.264) Baseline Profile or Main Profile video is also sup-
ported, using resolutions of 176      �      144 (64       kbps) or 325      �      288 (192, 384, 768, 
2000, or 4000       kbps).

TABLE 8.5          Comparison of ISDB Standards 

   Parameter  ISDB-T (Terrestrial)  ISDB-C (Cable)  ISDB-S 
(Satellite)

    Video 
compression

 MPEG-2, MPEG-4.10 (H.264) 

    Audio 
compression

 MPEG-2 AAC, MPEG-4 HE-AAC 

    Multiplexing   MPEG-2 transport stream 

    Modulation   BST-OFDM 1 QAM PSK

    Channel 
bandwidth  

 6, 7, or 8 MHz  6, 7, or 8 MHz   –

Note: 1. BST-OFDM � Bandwidth segmental transmission of OFDM.
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TABLE 8.6          Common Active Resolutions for ISDB Digital Television 

   Active Resolution (Y)  SDTV or HDTV  Frame Rate 
(p      �   progressive, i      �      interlaced) 

 MPEG-2  MPEG-4.2  MPEG-4.10 
(H.264)

 23.976p 
24p

 29.97i 
30i

 29.97p 
30p

 59.94p 
60p

    176      �      120 SDTV �    � � �      
  176      �      144   �    � � � � �  

  352      �      240   �    � � �      
  352      �      288   �    � � � � �  

  352      �      480   �        �      
  480      �      480   �        �      
  544      �      480   �        �      
  720      �      480   �        �      

   1280      �      720 HDTV �    � � �      
   1440      �      1080   � � �    �      
   1920      �      1080   � � �    �      
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        Insider Info      

   Much like MPEG-2, ISDB uses descriptors to add new functionality. One or 
more ISDB specific descriptors can be included to extend data within the table. 
A descriptor not recognized by a decoder must be ignored by that decoder; this 
allows new descriptors to be implemented without affecting receivers that cannot 
recognize and process the description.       

    Audio Capability 

   Primary audio compression is implemented using MPEG-2 AAC-LC with up 
to 5.1 channels. ISDB also supports MPEG-4 HE-AAC audio.  

    Application Block Diagrams 

    Figure 8.7    illustrates a typical ISDB-S set-top box. 

    INSTANT SUMMARY 

   Digital television (DTV) is made up of several different international broadcast 
standards. This chapter covers the following systems, providing information on 
each and a comparison of their features: 

●      ATSC  
●      OpenCable  
●      DVB  
●      ISDB        
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 compressed binary format   ,  194   
 facial animation   ,  195   
 streamed animation   ,  195   
 streaming   ,  194    

 Blanking level   ,  32   
 Blue stretch   ,  129   
 Brightness control   ,  126   ,  127   

 BT.601 video interface   ,  35   ,  36   ,  37   ,  45   ,  108   
 BT.656 interface   ,  88   ,  107   ,  109   
 BT.1358   ,  40 – 1   ,  42   ,  43   ,  47   

   C 
 Cable VCT   ,  207   
 CableCARD TM    ,  210   ,  213   
 Chroma keying   ,  125   ,  131 – 2   ,  133   ,  134   
 Chromaticity diagram   ,  22 – 5   
 CIE 1931 chromaticity diagram   ,  23   ,  24   
 Coded frames   ,  171 – 2   
 Coded pictures   ,  185 – 6   
 Coding ranges   ,  33   
 Color bars   ,  32   
 Color burst   ,  151   ,  154   
 Color correction   ,  130   
 Color information:  

 NTSC   ,  152 – 3   
 PAL   ,  157   
 SECAM   ,  161    

 Color modulation:  
 NTSC   ,  153 – 4   
 PAL   ,  157 – 8   
 SECAM   ,  161    

 Color space   ,  1   ,  4  
 chromaticity diagram   ,  22 – 5   
 gamma correction   ,  26 – 9   
 HLS color space   ,  19   
 HSI color space   ,  19 – 22   
 HSV color space   ,  19 – 22   
 non-RGB color space considerations   , 

 25 – 6
 RGB color space   ,  15 – 16   
 YCbCr color space   ,  18 – 19   
 YIQ color space   ,  17 – 18   
 YUV color space   ,  16 – 17    

 Color transient improvement   ,  126   ,  128   
 Component name descriptor   ,  208   
 Component video   ,  1   
 Composite video, defi nition of   ,  1   
 Composite video generation:  

 NTSC   ,  154 – 5   
 PAL system   ,  158 – 9   
 SECAM   ,  161    
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 Constrained Parameters Bitstream (CPB)   , 
 169   ,  170   ,  176   

 Consumer component interfaces:  
 Digital Visual Interface (DVI)   ,  

110 – 14
 Gigabit Video Interface (GVIF)   , 

 117 – 19
 High-Defi nition Multimedia Interface 

(HDMI)   ,  114 – 17   
 Open LVDS Display Interface 

(OpenLDI)   ,  117   ,  118    
 Consumer transport interfaces:  

 digital camera specifi cation   ,  122 – 3   
 Digital Transmission Content 

Protection (DTCP)   ,  122   
 Ethernet   ,  120   
 IEEE 1394   ,  120 – 1   ,  122   
 USB 2.0   ,  119 – 20    

 Content advisor descriptor   ,  208   
 Content identifi er descriptor   ,  208   
 Context Adaptive Binary Arithmetic 

Coding (CABAC)   ,  199   
 Context Adaptive Variable Length Coding 

(CAVLC)   ,  199   
 Contrast control   ,  126   
 Core objects   ,  190   
 CRT display   ,  26   ,  27   

   D 
 D (DC) frames   ,  172   
 D (DC) pictures   ,  185   
 D-connector interface   ,  75   ,  77   ,  78   ,  79   
 Data partitioning   ,  180   
 Db information   ,  161   
 DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform)-based 

compression   ,  147 – 50  
 quantization   ,  149   
 run length coding   ,  150   
 variable-length coding   ,  150   
 zig-zag scanning   ,  149    

 Descrambler circuit   ,  95   
 Digital-analog (DVI-I) connector   , 

 113 – 14   ,  115   
 Digital camera specifi cation   ,  122 – 3   

 Digital component video   ,  32  
 coding ranges   ,  33   
 EDTV sample rate selection   ,  35   
 HDTV sample rate selection   ,  35   
 SDTV sample rate selection   ,  33 – 5    

 Digital Display Working Group (DDWG)   , 
 110

 Digital Flat Panel (DFP) interface   ,  
110   ,  116   

 Digital media adapters   ,  2   ,  9   
 Digital-only (DVI-D) connector   ,  106   , 

 112   ,  114   
 Digital set-top boxes   ,  2   
 Digital Storage Media Command and 

Control (DSM-CC)   ,  175   
 Digital television (DTV)   ,  2  

 ATSC   ,  201 – 10   
 DVB (Digital Video Broadcast)   , 

 213 – 16   ,  217   ,  218   
 ISDB   ,  216   ,  219 – 22   
 OpenCable TM    ,  210   ,  212   ,  213   ,  214   
 set-top boxes   ,  10   ,  11    

 Digital Transmission Content Protection 
(DTCP)   ,  122   

 Digital Transmission Licensing 
Administrator (DTLA)   ,  122   

 Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB)   ,  201  
 audio capability   ,  215 – 16   
 block diagram   ,  216   ,  217   ,  218   
 video capability   ,  215    

 Digital video interfaces   ,  78   ,  80  
 consumer component interfaces   , 

 110 – 19
 consumer transport interfaces   ,  119 – 23   
 IC component interfaces   ,  107 – 10   
 pro-video component interfaces   ,  81   , 

 84 – 94
 pro-video composite interfaces   , 

 94 – 105
 pro-video transport interfaces   ,  105 – 7    

 Digital video processing   ,  125  
 chroma keying   ,  131 – 2   ,  133   ,  134   
 DCT-based compression   ,  147 – 50   
 display enhancement   ,  126 – 30   
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 Digital video processing     (continued)
 interlaced-to-noninterlaced 

conversion   ,  144 – 7   
 noninterlaced-to-interlaced 

conversion   ,  143 – 4   
 processing defi nitions   ,  125   
 scan rate conversion   ,  140   ,  142 – 3   
 video mixing and graphics overlay   , 

 130 – 1
 video scaling   ,  132   ,  135 – 40    

 Digital Visual Interface (DVI)   ,  64   , 
 110 – 14

 Directed Channel Change Selection Code 
Table (DCCSCT)   ,  208   

 Directed Channel Change Table (DCCT)   , 
 207

 Display Data Channel (DDC)   ,  111   ,  117  
 arriving request descriptor   ,  208   
 departing request descriptor   ,  209    

 Display enhancement   ,  126  
 blue stretch   ,  129   
 brightness, contrast, saturation and 

hue controls   ,  126   ,  127   
 color correction   ,  130   
 color transient improvement   ,  126   ,  128   
 dynamic contrast   ,  130   
 green enhancement   ,  129   
 luma transient improvement   ,  126   
 sharpness   ,  126   ,  128 – 9    

 Display scaling   ,  137 – 40   ,  141   ,  142   
 Dolby ®  Digital   ,  208   ,  213   
 Dolby ®  Digital Plus audio   ,  208   
 Dr information   ,  161   
 DTCP (Digital Transmission Copy 

Protection)   ,  120   
 Dual-Prime Motion Compensation 

Option   ,  186   
 DVD players   ,  8   ,  9   
 DVI   ,  see Digital Visual Interface   
 Dynamic contrast   ,  130   

   E 
 EDTV sample rate selection   ,  35   
 End of active video (EAV)   ,  80   

 Enhanced-defi nition video   ,  7   
 Enhanced signaling descriptor   ,  209   
 Enhanced television programming   ,  162  

 transports   ,  163   
 triggers   ,  163    

 Entropy coding   ,  199   
 Ethernet   ,  120   
 Euroconnector   ,  65   
 European Broadcasting Union (EBU)   ,  32   
 Event information table (EIT)   ,  207   
 Extended channel name descriptor   ,  209   
 Extended Display Identifi cation Data 

(EDID)   ,  111   
 Extended Profi le (XP)   ,  197   
 Extended text table (ETT)   ,  207   

   F 
 F (fi eld) signals   ,  38   ,  40   
 Field merging   ,  146   
 Field rate conversion   ,  see Scan rate 

conversion   
 Film mode deinterlacing   ,  144   
 Fine Granularity Scalable objects   ,  190   
 Flexible Macroblock Ordering (FMO)   , 

 198
 Fractional ratio interpolation   ,  145   
 Frame/fi eld dropping and duplicating   , 

 142 – 3
 Frame rate conversion   , see  Scan rate 

conversion   

   G 
 Gamma correction   ,  26 – 9   
 Genre descriptor   ,  209   
 Gigabit Video Interface (GVIF)   ,  117 – 19   
 Graphics profi les   ,  192   
 Green enhancement   ,  129   
 Group of pictures (GOP)   ,  172   ,  186   
 Group of video object plane (GOV)   , 

 193 – 4

   H 
 H (horizontal blanking) signals   ,  38   ,  40   
 H.264   , see  MPEG-4.10 video   
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 HDMI   ,  see High-Defi nition Multimedia 
Interface   

 HDTV (High-Defi nition Television)   ,  31   
 HDTV RGB interface   ,  67 – 8   ,  70   
 HDTV sample rate selection   ,  35   
 HDTV video systems   ,  28   
 HDTV YPbPr interface   ,  71 – 2   ,  74   ,  75   , 

 76   ,  77   
 High Data-Rate Serial Data Transport 

Interface (HD-SDTI)   ,  106 – 7   
 High-Defi nition Multimedia Interface 

(HDMI)   ,  63   ,  114 – 17   
 High-defi nition video   ,  7   
 High Profi les (HP)   ,  197 – 8   
 HLS (hue, lightness, saturation) color 

space   ,  19   
 Horizontal sync (HSYNC)   ,  5   ,  64   
 HSI (hue, saturation, intensity) color 

space   ,  19 – 22   
 HSV (hue, saturation, value) color space   , 

 19 – 22
 HTML 4.0   ,  162   
 Hue, defi nition of   ,  154   
 Hue control   ,  126   

   I 
 I (intra) pictures   ,  185   
 I (intra) frames   ,  171   
 I bandwidth   ,  152   ,  153   ,  154   
 IC component interfaces:  

 BT.601 video interface   ,  108   
 BT.656 Interface   ,  109   
 RGB values   ,  108   
 Video Interface Port (VIP)   ,  

109 – 10
 Video Module Interface (VMI)   ,  108   
 YCbCr values   ,  107 – 8   
 Zoomed Video Port (ZV Port)   ,  109    

 IEEE 1394   ,  120 – 1   ,  122   
 Inter-fi eld processing   ,  146 – 7   
 Interlaced analog component video   ,  35  

 480i and 480p system   ,  35 – 6   
 576i and 576p system   ,  44   
 1080i and 1080p system   ,  54    

 Interlaced analog composite video:  
 480i and 480p system   ,  35   
 576i and 576p system   ,  41 – 3    

 Interlaced digital component video:  
 480i and 480p system   ,  36 – 40   
 576i and 576p system   ,  45 – 7   
 1080i and 1080p system   ,  55 – 6   ,  57   ,  58    

 Interlaced displays   ,  6   
 Interlaced-to-noninterlaced conversion   ,  144  

 fi lm mode deinterlacing   ,  144   
 video mode deinterlacing   ,  144 – 7    

 Interlaced video   ,  170   
 Intra-fi eld processing   ,  145   
 IPMP (Intellectual Property Management 

and Protection)   ,  175   
 IPTV set-top boxes   ,  2   
 IRE   ,  64   
 ISDB digital television   ,  216   ,  219  

 audio capability   ,  222   
 block diagram   ,  221   ,  222   
 ISDB-C (cable)   ,  216   
 ISDB-S (satellite)   ,  216   
 ISDB-T (terrestrial)   ,  219   
 video capability   ,  219 – 20    

 ITU BT.709   ,  35   
 ITU BT.1358   ,  35   
 ITU-R BT.709   ,  55   ,  56   

   J 
 Javascript 1.1   ,  162   
 JPEG vs. MPEG   ,  166 – 8   

   L 
 Linear interpolation   ,  136   ,  137   
 Lossless compression   ,  165   
 Low-voltage differential signaling 

(LVDS) link   ,  117   ,  118   
 LSB toggling   ,  149   
 Luma transient improvement   ,  126   
 Luminance information:  

 NTSC   ,  152   
 PAL   ,  156 – 7   
 SECAM   ,  160    

 Luminance modulation   ,  132   
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   M 
 M-JPEG (motion JPEG)   ,  166   ,  167   
 Macroblocks   ,  172 – 3   ,  198  

 in MPEG-2   ,  187    
 Main objects   ,  190   
 Main Profi le (MP)   ,  197   
 Master guide table (MGT)   ,  207   
 Mini-D ribbon (MDR) connector   ,  116   
 Mobile video receivers   ,  2   
 Modulator, defi nition of   ,  151   
 Monochrome luminance   ,  152   
 Motion adaptive deinterlacing   ,  146 – 7   
 Motion-compensated deinterlacing   ,  147   
 Motion compensation:  

 for H.264   ,  198   
 for MPEG-1   ,  172 – 3   
 for MPEG-2   ,  186    

 Motion vector steered de interlacing   ,   see
Motion-compensated
deinterlacing

 MPEG   ,  1   ,  165  
 vs. JPEG   ,  166 – 8    

 MPEG-1   ,  165   ,  166  
 audio coding   ,  168 – 9   
 mismatch control   ,  149   
 quality issues   ,  168   
 video bitstream   ,  173 – 4   
 video coding   ,  169 – 73   
 video decoding   ,  174    

 MPEG-2   ,  2   ,  8   ,  165   ,  174 – 5  
 audio coding   ,  175   
 levels   ,  176   ,  177   
 profi les   ,  176 – 7   ,  178   ,  180   
 scalability   ,  177   ,  179 – 80   ,  185   
 transport stream   ,  202   ,  214   
 video coding   ,  185 – 7   
 video decoders   ,  180   ,  187   
 video overview   ,  176 – 7   ,  177 – 9   ,  180   , 

 181 – 4
 MPEG-4   ,  165   ,  187 – 8  

 audio codecs   ,  188 – 9   
 graphics profi les   ,  192   
 visual codecs   ,  189 – 91   
 visual layers   ,  192 – 5    

 MPEG-4.2 natural visual object types   , 
 190 – 1

 MPEG-4.10 video   ,  8   ,  149   ,  165  
 levels   ,  196   
 profi les   ,  195   ,  197 – 8   
 video coding layer   ,  198 – 9    

 Multiple reference frames   ,  198   

   N 
 National Television System Committee 

(NTSC)   ,  22   ,  27 – 8   ,  28   ,  31   ,  151  
 color information   ,  152 – 3   
 color modulation   ,  153 – 4   
 composite video generation   ,  154 – 5   
 luminance information   ,  152   
 standards   ,  155 – 6   
 video timing   ,  95   ,  96   ,  97 – 9   ,  100    

  “ Nearest neighbor ”  scaling   ,   see Pixel 
dropping and duplication   

 Non-CRT displays   ,  29   
 Noninterlaced displays   ,  see Progressive 

displays
 Noninterlaced NTSC   ,  156   
 Noninterlaced PAL   ,  159   
 Noninterlaced-to-interlaced conversion   , 

 143
 scan line decimation   ,  143 – 4   
 vertical fi ltering   ,  144    

 Non-RGB color space   ,  25 – 6   
 NTSC 4.   ,  43   ,  155   

   O 
 Oddifi cation   ,  149   
 Open LVDS Display Interface 

(OpenLDI)   ,  117   ,  118   
 OpenCable TM    ,  210  

 audio capability   ,  213   
 block diagram   ,  213   ,  214   
 video capability   ,  213    

 Out-of-Band (OOB) Forward Data 
Channels (FDC)   ,  210   ,  213   

 Out-of-Band (OOB) Reverse Data 
Channels (RDC)   ,  210   ,  213   
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   P 
 P (predicted) frames   ,  171   
 P (predicted) pictures   ,  185   ,  187   
 PAL system   ,  see Phase Alternation Line 

system
 PALplus   ,  160   
 Parallel interfaces   ,  101   ,  104  

 25-pin parallel interface   ,  86   ,  87   ,  88 – 91   
 93-pin parallel interface   ,  91 – 3    

 Pedestal   ,  32   
 Peritel   ,  65   
 Phase Alternation Line (PAL) system   ,  28   , 

 31   ,  156  
 color information   ,  157   
 color modulation   ,  157 – 8   
 composite video generation   ,  158 – 9   
 luminance information   ,  156 – 7   
 PALplus   ,  160   
 standards   ,  159   
 video timing   ,  95 – 6   ,  99   ,  101    

 Pixel dropping and duplication   ,  135 – 6   
 Portable media players   ,  2   
 Program and system information protocol 

(PSIP)   ,  203 – 6  
 descriptors   ,  208 – 9   
 optional tables   ,  207 – 8   
 required tables   ,  207    

 Program stream   ,  185   
 Progressive analog component video:  

 480i and 480p systems   ,  36   
 576i and 576p systems   ,  44   
 720p system   ,  48   ,  51   
 1080i and 1080p systems   ,  54 – 5    

 Progressive digital component video:  
 480i and 480p systems   ,  40 – 1   
 576i and 576p systems   ,  47 – 8   ,  49 – 51   
 720p system   ,  51 – 5   
 1080i and 1080p systems   ,  56   ,  57   , 

 58 – 60
 Progressive displays   ,  5   
 Pro-video analog interfaces   ,  77 – 8   ,  80   ,  81   , 

 82   ,  83   
 Pro-video component interfaces   ,  85  

 ancillary data   ,  86   ,  88   

 parallel interfaces   ,  86 – 93   
 serial interfaces   ,  93 – 4   ,  95   
 video timing   ,  81 – 6   ,  87    

 Pro-video composite interfaces   ,  94  
 ancillary data   ,  100 – 1   ,  102 – 3   
 NTSC video timing   ,  95   ,  96   ,  97   ,  98   , 

 99   ,  100   
 PAL video timing   ,  95 – 6   ,  99   ,  101   
 parallel interfaces   ,  101   ,  104   
 serial interface   ,  104 – 5    

 Pro-video transport interfaces:  
 High Data-Rate Serial Data Transport 

Interface (HD-SDTI)   ,  106 – 7   
 Serial Data Transport Interface 

(SDTI)   ,  105 – 6    

   Q 
 Q bandwidth   ,  153   ,  154   
 QAM (quadrature amplitude modulation) 

encoding   ,  201   
 Quantization   ,  149   ,  199   

   R 
 Rating region table (RRT)   ,  207   
 Real Time Interface (RTI) extension   ,  175   
 Red, green, and blue (RGB) color space   , 

 15 – 16
 Redistribution control descriptor   ,  209   
 RGB chromaticities   ,  24   ,  25   
 RGB values   ,  108   
 Run length coding   ,  150   

   S 
 S-video   ,  3  

 interface   ,  64 – 5    
 Satellite VCT (SVCT)   ,  207   
 Saturation control   ,  126   
 Scalability   ,  177  

 data partitioning   ,  180   
 SNR scalability   ,  179   
 spatial scalability   ,  179   
 temporal scalability   ,  180   
 transport and program streams   ,  185    
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 Scan line decimation   ,  143 – 4   
 Scan line duplication   ,  145   
 Scan line interpolation   ,  145   
 Scan lines   ,  5   
 Scan rate conversion   ,  140  

 frame/fi eld dropping and duplicating   , 
 142 – 3

 temporal interpolation   ,  143    
 SCART interface   ,  65   ,  66   ,  67   
 Scrambler circuit   ,  94   
 SDTV (Standard Defi nition Television):  

 defi nition   ,  31   
 sample rate selection   ,  33 – 5    

 SDTV RGB interface   ,  65   ,  67   ,  68   ,  69   
 SDTV YPbPr interface   ,  69 – 71   ,  72   ,  73   ,  74   
 SECAM   ,  28   ,  31   ,  160  

 color information   ,  161   
 color modulation   ,  161   
 composite video generation   ,  161   
 luminance information   ,  160   
 standards   ,  161 – 2    

 Serial Data Transport Interface (SDTI)   , 
 105 – 6

 Serial interface   ,  104 – 5   
 Service Location Descriptor   ,  207   ,  209   
 Shadow chroma keying   ,  132   
 Sharpness   ,  126   ,  128 – 9   
 Simple objects   ,  190   
 SMPTE 125M   ,  88   
 SMPTE 267M   ,  36 – 7   
 SMPTE 274M   ,  55   ,  56   
 SMPTE 293M   ,  40 – 1   ,  42   ,  43   
 SMPTE 296M   ,  51   
 SMPTE 363M   ,  162   
 SMPTE 421M (VC-1)   ,  8   ,  195   
 SNR Scalability   ,  179   
 Society of Motion Picture and Television 

Engineers (SMPTE)   ,  32   
 Spatial scalability   ,  179   
 Square pixels   ,  32   
 Standard-defi nition video   ,  7   
 Standards organizations   ,  10   
 Start of active video (SAV)   ,  80   ,  84   ,  86   
 Subcarrier, defi nition of   ,  151   

 Sync signal   ,  64   
 System Renewability Message (SRM) 

reference descriptor   ,  209   
 System time table (STT)   ,  207   

   T 
 Temporal interpolation   ,  143   
 Temporal rate conversion   ,  see Scan rate 

conversion   
 Temporal scalability   ,  180   
 Terrestrial virtual channel table (TVCT)   , 

 207
 Time-Shifted service descriptor   ,  209   
 Transition-minimized differential 

signaling (TMDS) links   ,  111 – 12   
 Transport stream   ,  185   
 Transport/Transmission System ID 

(TSID)   ,  207   
 Transports   ,  163   
 Triggers   ,  163   

   U 
 U bandwidth   ,  152   ,  153   ,  154   ,  157   
 Universal VLC (UVLC)   ,  199   
 USB (Universal Serial Bus) 2.0   ,  119 – 20   

   V 
 V (vertical blanking) signals   ,  38   ,  40   
 V bandwidth   ,  152   ,  153   ,  154   ,  157   
 Variable interpolation   ,  145   
 Variable-length coding (VLC)   ,  150   ,  199   
 VBI   ,  see Vertical blanking interval   
 Vertical blanking interval   ,  63   
 Vertical fi ltering   ,  144   
 Vertical sync (VSYNC)   ,  4   ,  64   
 VGA interface   ,  78   ,  83   ,  84   
 Video, defi nition of   ,  1   
 Video bitstream:  

 MPEG-1   ,  173 – 4    
 Video capability   ,  203  

 ATSC digital television   ,  203   
 DVB digital television   ,  215   
 ISDB digital television   ,  219 – 20   
 OpenCable TM    ,  213    
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 Video coding layer, of H.264  
 entropy coding   ,  199   
 macroblocks   ,  198   
 motion compensation   ,  198   
 multiple reference frames   ,  198   
 transform, scaling, and quantization   , 

 198 – 9
 YCbCr color space   ,  198    

 Video coding layer, of MPEG-1   ,  169  
 coded frames   ,  171 – 2   
 encoding   ,  170 – 1   
 interlaced video   ,  170   
 motion compensation   ,  172 – 3    

 Video coding layer, of MPEG-2:  
 coded pictures   ,  185 – 6   
 macroblocks   ,  187   
 motion compensation   ,  186   
 YCbCr Color Space   ,  185    

 Video data   ,  3 – 4   
 Video data formats   ,  108   
 Video decoding:  

 MPEG-1   ,  174   
 MPEG-2   ,  180   ,  187    

 Video Interface Port (VIP)   ,  109 – 10   
 Video interfaces:  

 analog video interface   ,  63 – 78   
 digital video interfaces   ,  78 – 123    

 Video mixing and graphics overlay   , 
 130 – 1

 Video mode deinterlacing   ,  144  
 inter-fi eld processing   ,  146 – 7   
 intra-fi eld processing   ,  145    

 Video Module Interface (VMI)   ,  108   ,  109   
 Video object (VO)   ,  193   
 Video object layer (VOL)   ,  193   
 Video object plane   ,  194   
 Video resolution   ,  6 – 7   ,  135   
 Video scaling   ,  132  

 anti-aliased resampling   ,  136 – 7   

 display scaling examples   ,  137 – 40   , 
 141   ,  142   

 linear interpolation   ,  136   ,  137   
 pixel dropping and duplication   ,  135 – 6    

 Video signals:  
 1080i and 1080p system   ,  54 – 60   
 480i and 480p system   ,  35 – 41   
 576i and 576p system   ,  41 – 8   
 720p system   ,  48 – 53   
 defi nition   ,  31   
 digital component video   ,  32 – 5    

 Video timing   ,  4 – 6   ,  81 – 6   ,  87  
 NTSC   ,  95   ,  96   ,  97   ,  98   ,  99   ,  100   
 PAL   ,  95 – 6   ,  99   ,  101    

 Video today   ,  2 – 3   
 Visual layers, of MPEG-4:  

 BIFS   ,  194 – 5   
 group of video object plane   ,  193 – 4   
 video object   ,  193   
 video object layer   ,  193   
 video object plane   ,  194   
 visual object sequence   ,  193    

 Visual object planes   ,  189 – 90   
 Visual object sequence (VOS)   ,  193   
 VMI   ,  see Video Module Interface   
 VRML vs. BIFS   ,  194   

   Y 
 YCbCr color space   ,  18 – 19   ,  25   ,  198  

 MPEG-2 video coding   ,  185   
 MPEG-4 video coding   ,  189    

 YCbCr values   ,  107 – 8   
 YIQ color space   ,  17 – 18   
 YPbPr video signal   ,  3   
 YUV color space   ,  16 – 17   

   Z 
 Zig-zag scanning   ,  149   
 Zoomed Video Port (ZV Port)   ,  109         
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